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This thesis accompanies an edition of the Vespers music of J. D. Heinichen, composed for 
the Dresden court church during the 1720s. After an introduction which briefly sets the 
political and historical context, and a chapter describing the sources, the music is discussed 
from several perspectives. 
First a purely formal division is made, between those settings or movements in ritornello 
form, and those not. Next, the orchestration of the music is considered, and finally, the 
relationship between the music and the text. Whilst the division of the music according to 
form allows for discussion of a broadly technical nature, the chapters on orchestration and 
text setting place Heinichen's Vespers music within a broader historical and cultural 
framework. 
The conclusion of the thesis attempts to summarise Heinichen's style, and assess his place 
within the canon. The conclusion also argues for a re-evaluation of the place of sacred 
vocal music within current musicological discourse. 
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NOTE ON CONTENTS 
This work is presented in four volumes. Volume 1 contains the written thesis, and volumes 
2-4 contain the edition of music: psalms in volume 2, Magnificats in volume 3 and the 
hymns, Jubilus and Marian antiphons in volume 4. The volumes of music are arranged so 
that they can be read independently of each other, and of the thesis. Each volume contains 
the same brief introductory essay, and a statement of the editorial methods. In addition, 
each volume also contains a short introduction to the music of the volume, as well as all 
the critical apparatus specific to it. 
All Heinichen's Vespers music held in the Sächsische Landesbibliothek- Staats- und 
Universitätsbibliothek, Dresden is presented here, except the Magnificat in A of 1729, 
which at the commencement of this thesis had already been published by Carus-Verlag, 
edited by Wolfgang Horn. During the course of the work, a further small selection of 
psalms was issued by AR-Editions, edited by Reinhard Goebel; these psalms however have 
been retained in this edition. 
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Historical background 
In 1697, the Lutheran Elector of Saxony Friedrich August I (also known as August 
der Starke) was elected King of Poland, ruling there as August II. Although a shrewd 
political move, this assumption of the Polish crown by Friedrich August was not without 
its problems. One issue was distance. Dresden, the capital of Saxony, and the Polish capital 
of Warsaw are about 600km apart, and a corridor of land formed by the territories of 
Silesia and Brandenburg divided the two. But perhaps a more serious problem was that in 
order to assume the Polish crown, Friedrich August was obliged to convert to Catholicism. 
This conversion horrified the Lutherans of Saxony. As Luther's birthplace, Saxony 
was the very cradle of the Reformation. Furthermore, as Elector of Saxony, Friedrich 
August was, ex officio, the leader of the Corpus Evangelicorum, the body that since the 
Peace of Westphalia in 1648 had represented Protestant interests in the Habsburg Empire. 
The Saxon Lutherans sought assurances from the Elector-King that their rights would be 
protected. They had particular reason to be fearful, since a ruling established at the Peace 
of Westphalia stipulated that Cuius regnum eius religio - that the state would follow the 
religion of its ruler. However, no attempt was made to force the Catholic faith on the 
Lutheran population, and the two faiths co-existed in Dresden, albeit sometimes uneasily. 
As well as being politically divisive, Friedrich August's conversion also had 
personal consequences. His wife, Christiane Eberhardine of Brandenburg-Bayreuth 
remained a Lutheran, and moved away from Dresden after her husband's conversion. 
1 
But Friedrich August had failed to convince Rome of the strength of his new 
Catholic faith. Following the Northern Wars and the 1706 Peace of Altranstädt (during 
which he lost, and then regained, the Polish crown), he decided to establish a proper 
' She moved first to Torgau, then to Pretzsch. Wolfgang Horn, Die Dresdner Hofkirchenmusik 1720-1745 
(Kassel, 1987), 2 1. It was on her death in 1727 that Bach wrote the Trauerode, BWV 198. 
Catholic court church. In order not to antagonise the Lutheran population, existing court 
buildings were used for the project, and in 1708 the new Catholic court church was 
opened, on a site that had previously been the court theatre Am Taschenberg. 2 
A Jesuit mission was established in Dresden to run not only the new court church, 
but also the Kapellknaben Institute founded alongside the church. Initially the Institute had 
ten pupils, boys and young men (referred to by the Jesuits as the `Juvenes'), who were both 
singers and instrumentalists. The rules of the Institute stated that the duties of the 
Kapellknaben were: 
They will serve at the altar, read in turn at table, learn to sing figural music and to play 
instruments, study the Latin language, obey their teacher under the orders of the director. 3 
By the year of Heinichen's death, 1729, the number of Kapellknaben had risen to 13, and 
by 1731 there were 17.4 
But still Rome was not satisfied. In 1710 the Elector's only legitimate son, the 
Electoral Prince Friedrich August, had been confirmed in the Lutheran faith. That the 
children of the union be raised as Lutheran was part of the marriage contract between 
Friedrich August I and Christiane Eberhardine. This confirmation drew a threatening letter 
from the Pope, 5 and as a result the fifteen-year-old Electoral Prince was removed from the 
care of his mother, and sent on a European grand tour. The Prince's removal from his 
mother had the desired effect; his conversion to Catholicism took place in November 
1712.6 
2 In fact, other Catholic chapels were also established in and around Dresden: A chapel in all but name in the 
hunting castle of Hubertusberg, a chapel in Leipzig in 1708, and a chapel in the Neustadt district of Dresden 
in 1739. See Janice Stockigt, Jan Dismas Zelenka (/679-1745): A Bohemian Musician at the Court of 
Dresden (Oxford, 2000), 27. 
' Horn, Ifofkirchenmusik, 36. 
Stockigt, Zelenka, 70. 
' Horn, Hofkirchenmusik, 22. 
6 Siegfried Seifert, in `Das Diarium Afissionis Societatis Jesu Dresdae ab anno 1710 als Quelle für 
Festordnung und Liturgie and der Dresdner katholischen I lofkirche' in Zelenka-Studien /I (ed. Günter 2 
This conversion was kept secret for several years. But by 1717 it was deemed 
necessary to make it public. This enabled another strand of Friedrich August I's political 
ambition to be achieved, which was the marriage of his son to the Habsburg Princess Maria 
Josepha, elder daughter of the late Emperor Joseph I. The wedding took place in Vienna in 
1719, and when the couple returned to Dresden, the festivities were long and lavish. 7 
The Dresden Jesuits were, not surprisingly, delighted with the arrival of Maria 
Josepha. Suddenly the Catholic court church achieved much prestige as the devout 
Princess and her court introduced new feasts and extravagant ceremonial. This increasingly 
lavish setting was the context in which Heinichen composed his Catholic church music 
during the 1720s. 
1.2 The composer 
Heinichen was born in Krössuln, near Weissenfels, on 17th April 1683. Like his 
father before him, he became a pupil at the Thomasschule in Leipzig, receiving instruction 
from the Kantor, Johann Kuhnau. On leaving the Thomasschule, Heinichen entered 
Leipzig University as a law student, and after graduating in 1706 began a career as an 
advocate in Weissenfels. Heinichen's legal career did not last long. He soon became 
involved in the musical life of the courts at Weissenfels, Zeitz and Naumburg, and in 1709 
he returned to Leipzig to compose for the opera house there. 
In 1710, like so many other German musicians of that period, Heinichen travelled 
to Italy. Apart from a short stay in Rome in 1712, he spent the next few years in Venice 
where, according to Hiller, he came into contact with influential Venetian composers of the 
day such as Lotti, Gasparini and Pollaroli. 8 No mention is made in any biographical writing 
Gattermann), (Sankt Augustin, 1997), 30, is of the opinion that the conversion of the Electoral Prince arose 
out of religious conviction, rather than political necessity. 
7 See Michael Walter (ed. ) Johann David Heinichen: La Gara degli Del and Diana su I'Elba (Madison, 
2000). 
$ Johann Adam Hiller, Lebensbeschreibungen berühmter Musikgelehrten und Tonkünstler neuerer Zeit 
(Leipzig, 1784, repr. 1979), 133. 
3 
of any meeting between Heinichen and Vivaldi, but given the circles in which Neinichen 
must have moved, it is hard to imagine that their paths never crossed. 
On arriving in Venice, Heinichen soon received a commission for two operas for 
the Sant'Angelo Opera House. These operas were ultimately a great success, but not until 
after Heinichen had been obliged to persue a lawsuit against the commissioning impresario 
in order to ensure their performance. 9 Another Venetian success for Ileinichen was the 
performance of his secular cantatas by the singer and arts patron Angioletta Bianchi. Hiller 
describes one outdoor performance on 17`h October 1716 when the listening crowd 
demanded that an aria be repeated, as it had been drowned out by the chiming of the city 
clocks. 10 The importance of this particular performance was that it was given in honour of 
the birthday of the Saxon Electoral Prince, than in Venice as part of his grand tour. The 
Prince had recently engaged Hieinichen as Kapellmeister to the Dresden court, and 
Heinichen arrived in Dresden to take up his appointment at the beginning of 1717. He 
remained employed in Dresden until his death from tuberculosis on 16`h July 1729. 
There is disagreement amongst scholars over the exact terms of Ileinichen's 
appointment. Horn states that he was Kapellmeister to the Elector-King, 11 whereas others 
state that he was appointed as Kapellmeister to the Prince. 12 An exchange of letters in 1717 
between Friedrich August I and his son shows that, whether Ileinichen was engaged as 
Kapellmeister to the King or to the Prince, there were certain difficulties over his 
appointment. The King asks: 
A quoy bon le Compositeur Alleman Ileinichen, puis qu'iI y en a deja un pour I'Opera, et que 
Schmidt est suffisant pour le reste. " 
9 George J. Buelow, Thorough-Bass Accompaniment According to Johann David Ileinichen (Lincoln, 1986), 
9. 
10 Hiller, Lebesbeschreibungen, 137. 
11 Horn, HoJkirchenmusik, 42. See also Seibel, Das Leben des König!. Polnischen und Kurfürsti. Sachs. 
Hofkapellmeisters Johann David Ileinichen (Leipzig, 1913), 19-20. 
12 For example, Stockigt, Zelenka, 39. 
13 D-Dia 10026 (Geheimes Kabinett) Loc. 383/2 Acta Die Engagements einiger zum Theater gehöriger 
Personen u. s. w. beirl. ao 1699 sq [bis 1766], 49-55. 'For what good the German composer I leinichen, since 4 
The prince, not really addressing his father's point, replies that he thinks that Heinichen 
will be very useful, especially as he is very well regarded by the Italians. 
The `Schmidt' of the extract was Johann Christoph Schmidt (1664-1728), listed as 
Kapellmeister to the Dresden court since 1697.14 The King had been right to be wary about 
Heinichen's appointment, as it obviously caused tension between the two composers, and 
seemed to create rival factions amongst other musicians at court. An exchange of letters 
between the Prince and a Dresden courtier15 describes difficulties between Schmidt and 
Heinichen, in which Volumier, Lotti and Veracini seem also to have been involved. 16 
Heinichen's Catholic church music was all composed during the last decade of his 
life, and it forms a substantial portion of his output. ' 7 Up until this point, his work for the 
Dresden court had comprised instrumental music and secular vocal music. The catalyst for 
this change of musical direction seems to have been an unpleasant scene that occurred in 
1720, during a rehearsal for Heinichen's opera Flavio Crispo. Two of the Italian castrati 
singers, Matteo Berselli and Francesco Bernardi a. k. a. `Senesino', declared Heinichen's 
arias unsingable, and Senesino tore up a copy and threw it at Heinichen's feet . 
18 But 
circumstantial evidence suggests that this was a manufactured dispute, since the outcome 
was extremely convenient for several of those concerned. The Elector immediately 
dismissed all the singers of the Italian opera company, thereby relieving himself of a heavy 
financial burden at a time of some economic difficulty. The two castrati (together with the 
soprano Margherita Durastanti), were able to leave Dresden, and take up positions in 
Handel's opera company in London (Handel had been a visitor in Dresden the previous 
there is already one [Lotti] for the opera, and Schmidt is sufficient for all the rest'. I would like to thank 
Cynthia Loveless for her assistance in translating these letters. 
14 Moritz Fürstenau, Zur Geschichte der Musik und des Theaters am Hofe zu Dresden (Dresden, 1961, facs. 
repr. Leipzig 1979), vol. 2,18. 
15 The courtier was possibly Count Watzdorff. See John Walter Hill, `The Life and Works of Francesco 
Maria Veracini' (PhD Diss., Harvard University, 1972), 899. 
16 D-Dla 10026 (Geheimes Kabinett) Loc. 383 Acta Die Engagements, 394 and Loc. 383/2 104-5. 
" For the most complete list to date of Heinichen's works, see MGG Personenteil, vol. 8,1183-88. 
18 Fürstenau, Zur Geschichte vol. 2,153-4. 
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year). And Heinichen was obliged to turn his attention away from opera, and concentrate 
instead on supplying music for the Catholic court church, 19 whose need for new music had 
increased considerably since the arrival of the Princess Maria Josepha. 
Few biographical details are known about this last decade of I ieinichcn's life. In 
1721 he married (on 29th December, in Weissenfels, to Erdmuthe Johanna Eubischcn), and 
in 1723 the only child of the marriage, a daughter, Erdmutha Friederika, was born. 2° 1728 
saw the publication of his great theoretical work, Der General-hass in der Composition. 21 
These details can be supplemented a little by a historical source that has only come 
to light relatively recently. In 1994, three volumes of a diary kept by the Jesuits who ran 
the Dresden mission were rediscovered, having been missing since World War 11. The 
second of these volumes covers the years 1721-1738, and has the title Continuatio Diarij 
seu Protocolli a ... 
FREDERICO A UGUSTO Dresdae in urbe sua Electorali inslilulae 
Societatis JESU Mlissionis. AB Anno 1721. usque ad Annum 1738, inclusive (hereafter 
Diarium). Excerpts are published by Wolfgang Reich and Siegfried Seifert in Zelenka- 
Studien II (Sankt Augustin, 1997), 315-75. I leinichen's name appears regularly throughout 
the years 1721-29 (generally spelled as `Iieiningen', occasionally `I Ieiniben'), mostly in 
entries reporting his compositions for the church, but occasionally too in other contexts. In 
August 1724, for example, Heinichen was invited by Fr. Hartmann (the author of the 
Diarium for that year) to listen to the audition of a new bass singer. A few days later, 
Heinichen went back to see Fr. Hartmann to express his reservations about the new singer, 
and to suggest that a court messenger (cursor) be taken on instead. 22 In 1725,1Ieinichen 
and the Royal Musicians accompanied the royal household on a pilgrimage to Pillnitz, 
causing Fr. Hartmann to remark that Mass could not be sung in the Dresden church. 23 
19 His first work for the Catholic court church, his hlissa Primitiva, was composed for Pentecost, 1721. 
20 Seibel, Das Leben, 24 and 25. 
'`' Available in facsimile reprint as Der Generalbaß in der Komposition, Georg Olms Verlag, 1994. An 
earlier version of this treatise, entitled Neu erfundene und Gründliche Anweisung (... ) Zu (... ) vollkommener 
Erlernung des General-Basses, had been published in 1711. 
22 Diarium, 341. The Diarium does not report whether I leinichen's advice was followed. 
23 Diarium, 343. 
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There are also hints of discontent on the part of the Kapellmeister when, for example, the 
Diarium reports that Heinichen refused to produce any music in the absence of the Princess 
Maria Josepha. 24 These entries about Heinichen in the Diarium also confirm the view that 
Heinichen had been engaged as Kapellmeister to the Prince, rather than to the King. 25 
1.3 The Dresden court musicians 
It would be wrong to speak of a single Hofkapelle, responsible for the music of the 
Catholic court church during the 1720s. There were in fact several groups of musicians 
involved in performing the church music of this time, and one of the issues for scholars in 
this field is to determine for which group particular works were intended. 
The Kapellknaben group has already been mentioned. Beginning as six singers and 
four instrumentalists in 1708, the Kapellknaben singers appear in annual reports from 
1710-15 as 2-3 sopranos, 1-2 altos and 1-2 tenors. 26 The Jesuit priests themselves acted 
as bass singers. The Diarium reports that in December 1722, a priest was brought to 
Dresden as a bass singer, because the royal family could no longer bear to listen to Fr. 
Jungwirth (the director of the Kapellknaben since 1709). 27 
It is thought that the Kapellknaben would have been responsible for singing the less 
demanding settings, although there is evidence that some of the young singers were 
extremely skilled. One such was the young Franz Benda, who as a boy sang as an alto with 
the Dresden Kapellknaben. His autobiography mentions the fact that Heinichen composed 
a setting of the Regina caeli for him. 28 
24 The entries for 2nd and 5`h December 1725. Diarium, 344-5. 
25 The entry for I' June 1721 (Pentecost), for example, refers to him as `Capellae Magister Seren. Principis'. 
Diarium, 334. 
26 Horn, Hofkirchenmusik, 38. 
27 Diarium, 337. The bass singer in Heinichen's Vespers music often takes a somewhat priestly role. For 
example, the bass voice is often used to sing the beginning of the doxology (Gloria Patri, et Filio, et Spiritui 
Sancto), when this is not set as a separate movement. 
28 Paul Nettl, Forgotten Musicians (New York, 1951), 207. This might possibly be Mus. 2398-E-4. 
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The other main group of musicians was known as the Royal Musicians (Rcºgiix 
Afusicis). comprising both singers and instrumentalists. The Royal Musicians were 
expected to perform in church as well as in the opera house. As described above, the Italian 
opera singers had all been dismissed in 1720. In 1725, new Italian opera singers were 
engaged to sing at the court; these were two female sopranos (Margherita Ermini and 
Ludowica Seyfried), the castrati Andrea Ruota (soprano) and Nicolo Pozzi (alto), the tenor 
Matteo Luchini and the bass Cosimo Ermini (husband of Marbherita). 29 The male singers 
of this group would have performed in church. 
Unlike the singers, the instrumentalists employed by the court at this time as Royal 
Musicians were a relatively stable group. Names that appear both in a list of 1719, and 
again in Jesuit records of 1729 are J. B. Volumier, C. Petzold, P. Ilebcnstreit, S. L. Weiß, 
J. G. Pisendel, J. D. Zelenka, P. G. Buffardin and J. C. Richter. 30 Also, of the thirty or so rank 
and file players named in the earlier list, about two thirds were still cmplycd in 1729. 
Other court employees seemed to join the musicians on an ad hoc basis; the court 
messenger who was used as a singer has already been mentioned, and the Diarium also 
notes other occasional players. 31 One further group of instrumentalists used in the court 
church were the royal trumpets and drums (the Tubicines Regii), whose duties in the court 
church were to play Iniraden (an improvised tradition of fanfares) during important feasts, 
and to play as required in solemn liturgical music. 32 However, none of I leinichen's music 
for Vespers requires the use of trumpets and drums. 
Between the dismissal of the Italian opera singers in 1720 and the arrival of the 
new singers in 1725, it would appear that there were no virtuoso singers available to the 
29 Fürstenau, Zur Geschichte, vol. 2,160. See also Stockigt, Zelenka, 71. 
30 Fürstenau, Zur Geschichte, vol. 2,134-7 and Stockigt , Ze/enka, 237-8. Of these, I'isendel, I lebenstreit, Weiß and Buffardin were still on the roster in 1746. 
" For example, the violinist Eiselt played on Yd November 1727. Diarium, 350. 
'' See Ortrun Landmann, 'The Dresden llofkapelle during the Lifetime of Johann Sebastian Bach' EAI vol. 
17 no. I (Feb. 1989), 23. This group was especially regarded as a symbol of the Elector's high rank. Other 
court ensembles mentioned by Landmann, but not connected with the court church were the so called 
Polnische Kapelle (which accompanied the Elector on his visits to Poland), and an ensemble ofJagdpfel ers. 
The court also maintained a small Protestant Kapelle. 
S 
court. Yet the Diarium during these years still describes music performed by the Musics 
Regis. It is suggested that on these occasions the singers were supplied by a group of Italian 
musicians, the Comici Italiani, whose role was to perform Commedia per Musica for the 
entertainment of the court. 33 This group was directed by the Italian impresario Tomaso 
Ristori and his son Giovanni Alberto, and it is notable that from 1721, (G. A. ) Ristori's 
name begins to appear in the Diarium as that of a composer of church music. 
1.4 The Office of Vespers at the Dresden court 
Information about exact liturgical procedures at the Dresden court is unfortunately 
scarce. Therefore, the structure of Vespers as it was celebrated there will have to be 
assumed, based on knowledge of the practice at other centres. 34 
The basic musical requirements of a Vespers service were: 
"5 psalms 
" Hymn 
" Canticle - Magnificat 
" Marian Antiphon (if Vespers was not followed by Compline)35 
In addition, there were antiphons associated with each psalm, and an opening 
versicle (Deus in adjutorum meum intende) and respond (Domine ad adjuvandum me 
festina). However, these were not normally set figurally by the Dresden composers, and it 
is assumed that they were either sung to plainchant or omitted. 
33 Reich, `Das Diarium Missionis Societas Jesu Dresdae als Quelle für die Kirchenmusikalische Praxis' in 
Gattermann (ed. ) Zelenka-Studien 11 (Sankt Augustin, 1997), 55. It is also possible that a similar group of 
French singers (the Gaii Regii Music! ) was occasionally used. 
34 See, for example, Wolfgang Horn and Thomas Kohlhase (eds. ) Zelenka-Dokumentation I (Wiesbaden, 
1989), 119-120 and Michael Talbot, The Sacred Vocal Music ofAntonio Vivaldi (Firenze, 1995), 69. 
35 The Marian antiphon might also have been followed by a further devotion comprising the Laurentian 
Litany and the antiphon Sub tuum praesidium - see ZD 1119. 
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The psalms sung at Vespers varied depending on the particular feast being 
celebrated. Examples of common Vespers formulae are (with psalms numbered according 
to the Vulgate): 36 
" Sunday Vespers: 
o 109 Dixit Dominus 
o 110 Confitebor tibi Domine 
o 111 Beams vir 
o 112 Laudate pueri 
o 113 In exilu Israel 
" Vespe rs for Confessors 
o 109 Dixit Dominus 
o 110 Confitebor tibi Domine 
o 111 Bealus vir 
o 112 Laudate pueri 
o 116 Laudate Dominum 
" Marian Vespers 
o 109 Dixit Dominus 
o 112 Laudate pueri 
o 121 Laetatus sum 
o 126 Nisi Dominus 
o 147 Lauda Jerusalem 
The rules of the Dresden court church specified that Vespers was to be sung 
figurally on Sundays and on feast days. 37 This placed a heavy burden on Ileinichen and on 
his colleague Zelenka, whose duty it was to supply the music for the office. They did not 
always compose the music for these feasts themselves, but often made use of other 
composers' settings, and Zelenka in particular amassed a considerable collection of music. 
36 From Talbot, Sacred Vocal Music, 71, and Stockigt, 'The Vespers Psalms of Jan Dismas Zelcnka' (PhD 
Diss., University of Melbourne, 1994), 194-5. 
Stockigt, `Vespers Psalms', 189. 
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Because the components of the office varied, neither Heinichen nor Zelenka tended 
to write `complete' Vespers settings (in the way that we regard, say, Mozart's two Vespers 
settings as `complete'). Zelenka assembled his Vespers psalms and Magnificats into two 
great collections, his `Psalmi Vespertini totius anni' (33 items, composed between 1725 
and c. 1728) and the `Psalmi varii. J: D: Z: Seperatim Scriptii' (8 items, composed from c. 
1728 onwards). 38 These collections cover the requirements for the most common Vespers 
formulae for the whole year. There is evidence that whoever was directing the Vespers 
music on any particular occasion was not constrained to using all music by the same 
composer; a kind of `mix and match' approach was perfectly acceptable. 39 
On only one occasion does it seem that Heinichen composed the complete 
requirements for a Vespers service all at the same time. These are the settings from May 
1724 for the feast of Pentecost, and they comprise: Dixit Dominus, Conjitebor tibi Domine, 
Beatus vir, Laudate pueri, Laudate Dominum, Magnificat, Veni Creator Spiritus and 
Regina caeli. (The Regina caeli is now missing. ) More usually, he composed a subset of 
the requirements for a particular feast, presumably completing the office with previously 
composed material. Table 1-1 groups his settings by date, so that these clusters can clearly 
be seen. In this table, items in brackets are undated manuscripts that have subsequently 
been dated using other evidence (see Chapter 2). 
39 Stockigt, Zelenka, 162-3. 
39 Stockigt, Zelenka, 172. 
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Table 1-1 Heinichen's Vespers settings grouped by date 
March April May June Nov Dec 
1721 13th Easter Dixit Dominus 
No. 1 in F 
Magnificat No. 
1 in F 
1722 [Beatus vir 5th Easter 
in E] 
[Laudato 
pueri in F] 
[In exitu 
Israel in B, ] 
[Regina 
caeli in D] 
[Haec dies 
in G] 
1723 28th Easter Dixit Laetatus sum 
Dominus in C 
No. 2 in D Nisi Dominus 
minor in C minor 
Credidi in F Magnificat 
Beati omnes No. 2 in Bb 
in G minor Ave marls 
[Lauda stella in F 
Jerusalem [Alma in F] Redemptoris 
Mater in E 
12 
March April May June Nov Dec 
1724 16th Easter Dixit Pange lingua Iste confessor Memento 
Dominus in D minor in G minor Domine David 
No. 3 in 136 in G minor 
Confitebor Jesu 
in G Redemptor 
Beatus vir in omnium 
in F 
D minor [De profundis 
Laudate in C minor] 
pueri in C 
Magnificat 
No. 3 in E6 
Veni Creator 








1725 1St Easter [Decora lux in 
C] 
1726 21St Easter In exitu In Laudate pueri 
Dixit Israel in A convertendo in G 
Dominus minor in C Laetatus sum 
No. 4 in E6 Magnificat Domino in D 
Beatus vir 
No. 5 in F probasti me in Nisi Dominus 
in F [Lauda E minor in G minor 
[Confitebor Jerusalem Lauda 
in G minor] 
in C- or Jerusalem in D 
possibly 
[Magnificat June 1726] Alma 
No. 4 in Bb] Redemptoris 
Mater in F 
13 
March April May June Nov Dec 
1727 Ave Regina 13th Easter Dixit 
in E, Dominus 
Regina No. 5 in F 
caeli in G Confitebor 
Magnificat in A minor 
No. 6 in G 
1728 28th Easter Magnificat 
No. 8 in B, 
1729 17th Easter Magnificat 
No. 9 in A 
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Some of these clusters are carefully contrived to be a balanced group. The four 
psalms from December 1726, for example, have a varied but related sequence of keys, and 
the use of soloists is carefully alternated (alto and tenor in Laetatus sum, soprano and bass 
in Nisi Dominus). There is also a strong `family likeness' between the Magnificat No. 6 
and the Regina caeli, both composed in March 1727 (presumably for Easter, which that 
year fell on the 13`" April). 40 Both are in G major, and both have particularly attractive 
parts for the flutes and oboes. 
But in other cases, the choice of keys seems to be more or less random. The five 
psalms of the May 1724 group, for example, have the key sequence B, -G-D minor -C 
- F. However, the group does show some coherence of structure when it comes to mood; 
the outer four psalms are similar in affect (almost unremittingly jolly), whereas the central 
setting of the Beatus vir, the only one in a minor key and for soloists only, has a somewhat 
more reflective character. 
40 The Ave Regina, also composed in March 1727, would not have been part of this Easter group, since it is 
the antiphon prescribed for use up until the Wednesday of Holy Week. 
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CHAPTER 2 THE SOURCES 
2.1 General description 
Most of the sources for this study are held at the Sächsische Landesbibliothek - 
Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek, Dresden (SLUB). However, a few sources are held in 
Prague; these are discussed separately in section 2.7 below. 
Each Dresden item is bound in quarto landscape format in a blue marbled card 
cover, dating from the middle of the 18th century (although a few have been restored, and 
are in modem replacement bindings). All have a white shield on the front, on which a title 
is sometimes still legible, and also sometimes old cataloguing data. Usually, each cover 
contains a single item, but occasionally items are bound together. These are the Magnfficat 
No. 3 in Eb and Iste confessor bound together in D-27,41 and the four psalms bound 
together as D-33. One pair of settings, the hymn Pange lingua (E-14,1) and an Offertorium 
(E-14,2), were once bound together, but have since been divided. Most items are autograph 
scores, but there are eight non-autograph items. There is also one set of extant parts (E- 
510), for the abbreviated version of the Magnificat No. la in F, D-22a, each part bound in 
portrait format. Many other sets of parts were once also held in Dresden, as shown by the 
information on the SLUB catalogue cards, and as reported in pre-war literature. 42 These 
have been missing from the library since 1945, and are now assumed to be held somewhere 
within the former Soviet Union. 
The condition of the manuscripts is usually fairly good, in that they are mostly 
quite legible, and they seem to have avoided the worst of the water damage suffered by so 
much of the Dresden collection. Sometimes there is a problem with darkening of the first 
page, or ink bleed-through, and there are occasional small tears and holes in the paper, but 
it is always possible to reconstruct any short unreadable sections. 
41 For this chapter, sources will be described by their title, and also by shelfmark (e. g. D-22, E-5). In all 
cases, the shelfmark is understood to be preceded by `D-Dlb Mus. 2398'. 
42 For example, in Seibel, Das Leben, 63. 
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Table 2-1 below shows the different paper sizes of the manuscripts. The actual size 
of each item varies slightly due to wear and tear, and restoration and trimming, so an 
average has been given for each paper type. It has been shown that for autograph 
manuscripts Ileinichen used the larger paper size up until Easter 1724 and the smaller (10- 
stave) size thereafter. 43 
Table 2-1 Paper types in Heinichen Vespers sources 
Average size (in mm) Staves Autograph 
314 x 228 10 Yes 
310 x 225 10 No D-42a only 
309 x 266 12 Yes 
304 x 227 12 No 
306 x 266 13 Yes 
Watermarks are visible in many of the sources. These have been discussed by 
Schmitz, Lorber and (in most detail) by hierzog. 44 Unfortunately, the definitions are not 
consistent. For ease of reference, Herzog's definitions will be used: they are given below, 
together with an illustration of each mark. 
43 Susanne herzog, 'Die "Sepolcri" Johann David {leinichens im Umkreis der katholischen Kirchenmusik am 
Dresdner Flof zur Zeit Augusts des Starken', Neues Musikwissenschaftliches Jahrbuch, 7,1998,73.1lerzog 
has rounded the paper size to the nearest cm. 
°' Eberhardt Schmitz, 'Die Messen Johann David Ileinichens', (diss., hamburg, 1967), 24-5, R. Lorber, Die 
I! aienischen Kaniaten von Johann David lleinichen (1683-1729) (Regensburg, 1991), 21,23 & 37, and 
Herzog, `Die "Sepolcri"', 92-7. herzog includes a table of watermarks in al I autograph sources of 




This mark is from the papermill of Christian Vodel in Niederlungwitz, Sachsen, dating 
from around 1700-30. 
Watermark B: 
This mark is from the mill of Johann Christian Hertel in Kirchberg. It is very common 
amongst 18`h century Dresden sources, and is in fact the watermark on the parts of J. S. 
Bach's Missa, BWV 2321. After Hertel's death in 1750, the mill continued to be operated 
by his family, and by a tenant miller Johann Dietrich Dänicke. 45 





No papermill is given for watermark C. 
Paper with watermark A is used in Heinichen sources up until November 1723, and 
watermarks B and C thereafter. Furthermore, watermark C only appears on the smaller, 10- 
stave paper. This, together with the paper size data reported above, leads to the useful 
conclusion that sources with watermark B and the larger 12-stave paper must be dated after 
November 1723, but not after Easter 1724. 
2.2 History 
On Heinichen's death in 1729, his music collection was acquired by the Crown 
Princess Maria Josepha. 46 Maria Josepha died in 1757, during the turmoil of the Seven 
Years War. Fürstenau reports that in the upset and confusion following her death her 
chamberlain, a certain Iierr Renner, began to sell off her collection of music. 47 By chance, 
so the story continues, a court singer called Joseph Schuster (whose son, of the same name, 
later became Kapellmeister) discovered this, and managed to recover the sold-off items for 
the HoJhirche, at a cost of 20 ducats. It is not recorded what happened to Renner. 
46 Stockigt, `Afusica sen_a nome dell 'Autore: anonymous works in the Catalogo of the music collection of the 
Dresden Hofkirche, 1765', 2006,3. Maria Josepha also later bought the collections of Zelenka, Ristori and 
Pisendel. 
47 Fürstenau, Beiträge zur Geschichte der Königlich Sächsischen musikalischen Kapelle, 1849,144. 
However, the anecdote is not repeated in his later (and more substantial) work, Zur Geschichte der Alusik und 
des theaters am ffofe zu Dresden. See also Poppe, 'Über historisches Gedächtnis in der Kirchenmusik - zur 
Bearbeitung zweier Messen von Johann David Ileinichen durch Joseph Schuster', ffändel-, Jahrhuch, 47, 
2000,139. 
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Following the end of the Seven Years War, the then Kapellmeister Johann Georg 
Schürer set about a programme of organisation and cataloguing of the Hofkirche's musical 
holdings. He ordered large quantities of paper, glue and blue marbled card, in order to bind 
the scores into the format we still see them today, 48 and the musical materials - scores and 
parts - were stored in one of three special cupboards kept in the Hofkirche. Schürer made a 
catalogue of the contents of the cupboards, the Catalogo (Thematico) Della Musica di 
Chiesa (Catholica in Dresda) composta Da diversi Autori - secondo 1'Alfabetto 1765.49 
The catalogue is in three volumes, one corresponding to each cupboard, and each entry 
lists the title of the work (or group of works), the scoring, a musical incipit, and the 
position within the cupboard in terms of Fach (compartment) and Lage (position). The 
entry also indicates whether the work existed as parts, score or both (see Figure 2-1 
below). Some years later, the system was revised, and a new catalogue was made. All of 
Hasse's music was moved into a separate cupboard, and many of the remaining catalogue 
entries were corrected, revised or expanded. Unfortunately, only the third volume of this 
later catalogue still exists (containing, for example, the entries for Zelenka, but not those 
for Heinichen). 
48 Stockigt, `Musica senza nome', 4. 
49 The catalogue is now held in Berlin, D-B Mus. ms. theor. Kat. 186. 
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Figure 2-1 Page from the 1765 Caialügo 
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The entries in the 1765 catalogue for Heinichen are maddening. 50 They are clearly 
incomplete when compared with the holdings of Heinichen's manuscripts currently in the 
SLUB, giving credence to the anecdote of the sale and subsequent recovery of 
manuscripts, as told by Fürstenau. One entry is of particular interest. In position Fach 34, 
Lage 1, the entry reads `Diversi Psalmi per tutto 1'Anno a4 voci con Strommenti', and the 
musical incipit is that of the Dixit Dominus, D-38. The column indicating the presence of a 
score (Partitur) contains the number 23, and that indicating parts (Parti) 17. 
The 17 in the parts (Parti) column is relatively easy to explain. In his 1913 
dissertation on Heinichen, Seibel describes the existence of a set of 17 partbooks, sadly 
now missing from Dresden. 51 The partbooks contain 31 of Heinichen's Vespers settings 
entered in order of composition. Except for one (a setting of the Regina caeli in B6), all are 
duplicates of extant scores, and so Seibel gives the title of each setting in the partbooks, 
cross referenced to a work list with musical incipits. 52 The first setting in the partbooks is 
the Dixit Dominus, D-38, which is the incipit that appears in the Catalogo. Hence it seems 
likely that the 17 in the Catalogo entry must refer to the 17 partbooks described by 
53 Seibel. 
It is rather more difficult to identify exactly the 23 scores referred to in the scores 
(Partitur) column. Clearly, it is the number of scores held by the Hofkirche at the time that 
for some reason were not listed separately in the Catalogo. But to work out precisely 
which these were, more cataloguing data needs to be taken into consideration. 
On the scores are a number of markings which clearly reflect different cataloguing 
systems that have been used over time. These markings appear sometimes on the title 
pages of the scores, sometimes on the first page of music, and sometimes on the white 
50 The entries for Heinichen are in volume 1,46-50. 
S' Seibel, Das Leben, 63. 
52 Because the entries in the partbooks were in strict chronological order, a consequence of this cross 
referencing is that a number of undated settings can be dated. 
53 It must be remembered that at this stage, individual sets of parts for each setting listed separately in the 
1765 Catalogo also existed. These are shown by a dash in the appropriate column. 
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paper shield fixed to the front of the bound volume. The information is incomplete, in that 
the markings are sometimes illegible, sometimes appear to be missing altogether, and have 
sometimes been lost on account of modem restoration of the sources. I lowvever, a rationale 
for the system of cataloguing and re-cataloguing can more or less be deduced from %Nhat 
remains. 
The different types of markings are listed below, together with illustrations where possible. 
1. Number added in Ileinichen's own hand (Example from D-56). Refers to the item's 
position in the partbooks described by Seibel. 
1 
2. Number added in a copperplate hand, similar to the entries in the Catalogo. Again. 




II ", ^ý 
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3. Number added in a copperplate hand, similar to the entries in the Catalogo. Refers to the 
item's Lage within the Galalogo (Example from D-36). 
4. Full details of the item's Catalogo entry (Example from D-5 1). 
5. A Fach/Lage position that shows signs of having been altered. (Example from E-10 - 
unfortunately, the image is very faded. ) 
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6. Additional cataloguing data in form of ornate letter N, plus a number (Example from D- 
46). 
7. On front shield: the item's position in the later revised catalogue, in the form "37, x" and 
"38,1". The first figure (beginning 37) indicates the location of the score, and the second 
(38,1) the position of the partbooks. (This interpretation of the data is explained below. ) 
8. On front shield, or on first or title page: a very feint Fach/Lage number, showing a Fach 
of 32 or (occasionally) 35. 
Not all of these markings are present on every score; some have none at all. The course of 
events they seem to suggest is as follows: 
  At the time of composition, some settings were added to the set of 17 partbooks, 
and Heinichen noted the work's place in the books, as shown in example 1, above. 
  When the first catalogue was created, the cataloguing data was noted on the scores 
- sometimes in the form of a number showing the Lage, sometimes in full (e. g. 
`Schrank No. 1' etc. ) The work's position in the partbooks was also sometimes 
added at this stage. 
  When the cupboards were reorganised, and the new catalogue created, the 
Heinichen scores were put into Fach 37, and the partbooks were placed at Fach 38, 
Lage 1. The new positions were noted on the front shield of the item. This is shown 
by the markings on the front shields of the manuscripts, and it seems to have been 
done in a semi-orderly fashion, as shown below in Table 2-5. At this point, the 23 
scores noted in Fach 34, Lage 1 in the 1765 Catalogo were separated out and given 
individual Fach/Lage positions. 
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  At some stage, and possibly over a period of time, more I {einichen manuscripts 
were acquired. These were placed in any convenient Fach/Lage position where 
there was room; from the extant markings these seem to have been at positions in 
Fach 32 and (occasionally) Fach 35. 
  Finally, at least one more reorganisation took place, incorporating all the items 
added on an ad hoc basis to Fach 32 and Fach 35. This sometimes resulted in the 
small stickers on the scores changing the Lage number. At this point too, a new 
numbering system seems to have been added, with the distinctive letter N. 
The initial reorganisation only involved those scores listed in the 1765 Calalogo, 
and not those added later at Fach 32 and Fach 35. l Ience, by a process of elimination, the 
23 scores mentioned in position 34,1 of the 1765 Catalogo are those that are neither listed 
specifically in the 1765 Caialogo nor those carrying a marking showing in Fach 32/5. 
Because this cataloguing data is incomplete, it is not possible to deduce exactly which 
scores these were. However, amongst them are: D-54, D-24, E-1, E-8, D-27, D-45, D-50, 
D-59, D-55, D-56, E-7, E-l 1, E-9, D-26, D-41, D-48, D-58, D-57, and possibly E-14. 
This chain of events supports the anecdote as told by Fürstcnau of the selling and 
later recovery of some of the manuscripts, since the scores added on an ad hoc basis to 
Lage 32/5 could well have been those recovered gradually by Schuster. 
Some interesting patterns emerge from all this. The scores that are marked with a 
position in Fach 32 (the later additions to the cataloguing system) are also in the main 
those that carry the Lage number altered by a sticker. It is also only these scores that have 
the distinctive 4 number, suggesting that it was their assimilation into the system which 
prompted the final re-cataloguing. Most of the undated autographs (sec below) are part of 
this later group, and those from the group that are dated are all from May 1726 or later. It 
is also noticeable that this group contains most of I leinichen's more elaborate and virtuosic 
settings. On the other hand, it is only settings from the first Calalogo that contain evidence 
of later reworking (see 2.6 below) - reworking that is aimed primarily at increasing the 
volume of sound, and supporting less able singers. The Fach 32 group, therefore, may well 
have been sold by the chamberlain because they were a more valuable commodity, being 
perhaps of interest to particular virtuoso singers. 
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2.3 Dating of autographs 
Heinichen was generally scrupulous about dating his autograph scores, adding a 
month and year to the end of each setting, together with (usually) a bar count and 
(sometimes) an estimated timing. Just nine of his autograph Vespers settings are undated. 
Three of these are hymn settings: Decora lux (E-9), Crudelis Herodes (E- 10) and 
Te Joseph celebrent (E- 12). Crudelis Herodes is identical musically to the setting of Veni 
Creator Spiritus (E-11), dated May 1724. It carries watermark B, and is written on the 
smaller, 10-stave paper, and so is from Easter 1724 or later. Since Crudelis Herodes is the 
hymn for the feast of the Epiphany, January 1725 is the earliest possible date for it, 
confirming the assumption that Veni Creator Spiritus (dated May 1724) is the original 
setting, and Crudelis Herodes the parody. 54 A more exact dating of this hymn is not 
possible. 
Because of a copying error in the score, it seems likely that Te Joseph celebrent is 
also a parody, but of an unknown source (see below, chapter 5). It is also written on the 
smaller, 10-stave paper, with watermark B, and so must date from after Easter 1724. It 
seems fairly likely that the undated Decora lux is also a parody setting, especially given 
that hymn settings were frequently used in this way. By cross referencing with Seibel's list 
of works in the partbooks, the setting Decora lux has been dated to June 1725. 
Another undated autograph is the reworked Magnificat No. la in F (D-22a). This is 
on the larger, 12-stave paper, and has the watermark B. This gives a very small window of 
opportunity for a date of copying: after November 1723, and before May 1724. 
This leaves five undated autograph scores, which all share the unusual 
characteristic of being written on paper ruled with 13 staves (all Heinichen's other Vespers 
settings are on paper ruled with 10 or 12 staves). None of these settings actually needs 13 
staves - most require just 8. The paper is the larger size, and is generally of a rather 
distinctive quality, being quite thick, and has no visible watermark. The items in question 
54 For example, in Horn, Hofkirchenmusik, 75. 
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are Bealus vir in E, (D-43), Laudale pueri in F (D-46), In exit,, Israel in fay (D-47), Regina 
caeli in D (E-4) and Huec dies (E-5). The three psalms are all part of the formula for 
Sunday Vespers and Vespers of Epiphany, Easter, Pentecost and Trinity Sunday (the other 
two psalms needed are Dixil Dominus and Conitebor tibi Domine). The Marian antiphon 
is the one prescribed for the time from Easter to Pentecost. The antiphon Ilaec dies, 
however, is prescribed as a replacement for the hymn at Vespers on Easter Sunday only, so 
this group would appear to be compiled specifically for an Easter Vespers service. 
A hypothesis for the dating of this group can be set up as follows: Considering the 
paper type, it seems reasonable to suppose that the settings might have been written on to a 
batch of 13-stave ruled paper that happened to be left over from a larger work. The Masses 
and Te Deums are ideal candidates here; four Masses and two Te Deums are written on 
paper ruled with 13 staves. 55 Both Te Deurrms and three of the Masses carry watermark 11. 
Since the paper of the 13-stave group has no visible watermark, it cannot be assumed to be 
the same batch of paper. The single remaining Mass written on 13-stave paper is held in 
Berlin, 56 and I am informed that it too has no identifiable watermark. 57 Therefore, this may 
well be the same 13-stave paper. According to dates in I Ieinichen's own hand, the Mass 
(No. 4 according to Schmitz' numbering system) was begun in November 1721, and 
completed for Easter in March 1722. This was a significant moment in I lcinichcn's life, 
because at the end of December 1721 he returned to his home town of Weissenfels in order 
to be married. 58 A most appealing theory is therefore that he took the then uncompleted 
Mass with him, together with a supply of paper, and as well as completing the Mass in 
time for his return to court at Easter 1722, also composed the group of five Vespers pieces 
here under consideration, using the left over 13-stave paper. This hypothesis is supported 
ss See Schmitz, Die Afessen. Anhang II, and I lerzog, Die Sepolcri', 96-7. 
"D-ß Mus. Ms. 1. D. Ileinichen 2 N. 
S' I would like to thank Clemens Brenneis of the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin for supplying this information. 
58 Seibel, Das Leben. 24-5. 
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by the Diarium entry for Easter 1722, which reads `... et novum Sacrum elegans composuit 
D. Heiningen uti et Vesperas'. 59 
There is one further piece of evidence concerning this 13-stave group. Although 
there are no visible watermarks on the music paper itself, an endpaper that has worked 
loose from the binding shows a mark of the letters C (or G) EH at the extreme left edge of 
the paper (so there might possibly be other letters, or another mark before the Q. This 
mark may well originate from the Plettenberg papermill; one possibility is that it is the 
mark comprising the letters GEH, together with the Amstedamer Wappen, an example of 
which is known from 1789. The second possibility is that it is the mark 
CEH/GRYNENBAUM, an example of which is known from 1777.60 
2.4 Non-autograph sources 
The matter of copyists working in 18th-century Dresden is open to much debate. 
There are fierce disagreements amongst scholars, different identification systems used, and 
also changes of opinion. 61 The particular difficulties here arise from the fact that so many 
copyists were employed, some professional and full time, and some on an ad-hoc basis. 
They often worked in pairs, and developed writing styles that are very similar. 
Furthermore, it has been suggested that copyists would have cultivated an `official' hand 
and also a more casual one, so that what looks like two completely different writers could 
in fact be one and the same person. In the light of these disagreements and confusion 
amongst scholars, who have often spent many, many years studying these sources at first 
hand, any conclusions reached here can at best be only tentative. 
39 Diarium, 336. `... and Heinichen composed an elegant new Mass as well as Vespers'. See also Poppe, 
`Dresdner Hofkirchenmusik von 1717 bis 1725 - über das Verhältnis von Repertoirebetrieb, Besetzung und 
musikalischer Faktur in einer Situation des Neuafbaus', 2006,22. 
601 am grateful to Frau Dr. Andrea Lothe, of the Deutsches Buch- und Schriftmuseum der Deutschen 
Bücherei Leipzig, Papierhistorische Sammlung, for supplying this information. 
61 The main studies in this area are 0. Landmann, Katalog der Dresdner Hasse-Musikhandschriften 
(München, 1999), M. Fechner, Studien zur Dresdner Überlieferung von Instrumentalkonzerten Deutscher 
Komponisten des 18. Jahrhunderts (Regensburg, 1998), W. Reich, `Jan Dismas Zelenka und seine Dresdner 
Kopisten' in Thomas Kohlhase (ed. ) Zelenka-Studien 1(Kassel, 1993 ), W. Horn, `Die wichtigsten Schreiber 
im Umkreis Jan Dismas Zelenkas' in Thomas Kohlhase (ed. ) Zelenka-Studien 1(Kassel, 1993 ) and K. 




Amongst the sources are eight non-autograph items. 62 One, ßeutus vir (1342a), is a 
copy (with alterations to the orchestration) of the autograph setting in F major for two solo 
tenors (D-42). The autograph originals of the other seven are lost. however, because these 
items all appear in the partbooks described by Seibcl, their authorship is certain, and the 
dates of composition are known, although their copyists and the dates of the copies are not. 
All except one of the non-autograph scores (ßeatus vir (D-42a)) are in the same hand. 
The non-autograph Beat us vir is on paper showing watermark B. The hand is very 
similar in style to annotations made on the manuscript of Johann Georg Schürer's Lilaniae 
Xai'erianae, held in Dresden as Mus. 3096-D-10. I am advised by Dr. Geck of the SLUI3 
that this is a part-autograph score, in that the bulk of the music has been entered by a 
copyist, but that the figures, text, and various annotations are in the composer's own hand. 
Therefore, Schürer is likely to have been the copyist and re-orchestrator of the psalm. The 
1765 C'alalogo shows the incipit of this Bealus vir as entry 33,6. From just the incipit, it is 
impossible to tell whether the piece in question is Ileinichen's original version, or 
Schürer's reorchestrated version. However, the Schürer version has a marking '33F6' on 
the first page, matching the number of the Calalogo entry, suggesting that Schürer's copy 
must be the version listed, and so it must have already existed by 1765. 
The seven remaining non-autograph items are all on paper ruled with 12 staves, and 
measuring the gaps between these staves reveals that all were ruled with a 6-Beaded 
rastrum, which had a distinctive, slightly narrow gap between the second and third heads. 
Comparing the hand with examples given by Landmann, 63 Fcchncr, 64 Reich65 and I Iom, " 
the best match seems to be the copyist identified by Landmann as `x 1 '. 67 This copyist 
°' These are D-26, D-41. D-42a, D-50, D-55, D-58, D-59 and D-42a. 
63 Landmann, Katalog. 
64 Fechner, Studien. 
bs Reich, 'Jan Dismas Zelenka und seine Dresdner Kopisten'. 
"6 florn, 'Die wichtigsten Schreiber im Umkreis Jan Dismas Zelenkas'. 
67 See Landmann, Katalog, example 28 on p. 62. This identification is also made by Poppe in his (as )'ct 
unpublished) article'Dresdner Hofkirchenmusik von 1717 bis 1725', 22. 
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worked during the third quarter of the 18th century, and was one of a group of students or 
temporary copyists employed by the court at that time. 68 The distinctive pattern of rastrum 
gaps described above might have been a useful tool in confirming this identification. 
However, of the sources identified by Landmann as being copied by 'x I' only one, the 
motet Tolle plausus by Hasse69 is similarly ruled with 12 staves, and the rastrum gaps do 
not show the same pattern. 70 
Six of these seven non-autograph items have parts of a watermark visible. Part of 
the mark is a crown, very similar to the crown of watermark B, and there is also a 
countermark of the letters IESV. This is the mark of the maker Johann Eucharius Siegfried 
Vodel, who worked at the Niederlungwitz mill, from 1742 until his death in 1763.71 
2.5 Parts 
One complete set of parts exists, that of the abbreviated Magnificat No. 1a in F, D- 
22a. These parts are the work of at least three different copyists, and they comprise an 
original set, and then later additional parts to strengthen the violin, basso continuo and 
ripieno vocal lines. Table 2-2 below summarises the parts. The exact date of the original 
set is unknown, but presumably it was made at the time the abbreviated version was 
created, between November 1723 and Easter 1724. The SLUB card catalogue notes that 
Ristori was involved in the copying of the original set of parts, but Horn suggests the 
copyist was Girolamo Persone. 72 
In fact, two copyists were involved in the production of the original set of parts. 
Their working methods can be deduced at least in part by examining the violin and oboe 
68 Landmann, Katalog, 30. 
69 D-Dlb Mus. 2477-E-20. 
70 The pattern does suggest a 6-headed rastrum, but with gaps that are different from those observed in the 
Heinichen copies. 
71 1 am grateful to Frau Dr. Andrea Lothe of the Deutsches Buch- und Schriftmuseum der Deutschen 
Bücherei Leipzig, Papierhistorische Sammlung, for supplying me with this information. Cf. `Watermark A', 
from an earlier proprietor of this mill. 
72 Horn, Hofkirchenmusik, 195. 
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parts. Copyist I can be identified by a very loosely drawn treble clef, and by the fact that 
the stems of black notes above the middle line are drawn to the left of the note (see Figure 
2-2). Copyist 2 uses a much smaller treble clef, and draws black note stems to the right of 
the note (Figure 2-3). Copyist I copied a violin I part, a violin 2 part and the second oboe 
part. lie also began another of each of the violin parts by entering a clef and time signature, 
and the work was then continued by Copyist 2. Copyist I also began the first oboe part, 
copying up to the middle of bar 5, %%hen the work was taken over by Copyist 2, until the 
end of the movement (Figure 2-4). Copyist 1 continued until the last movement, when the 
work was taken over after a couple of bars by Copyist 2. Comparing the hand of these 
copyists with the examples given in the literature, no satisfactory match could be found. 
Figure 2-2 Copyist I 
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Figure 2-4 Oboe part showing change of copyist 
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A comparison of the hand of the later set of parts with examples given in other 
studies suggests that the copyist of the later parts was the person identified as `Schreiber 
D' (Figure 2-5). 73 The exact identity of this copyist is not certain. Fechner casts doubt on a 
previous identification by Heller of Schreiber D as Johann Wolfgang Schmidt (organist 
and copyist for the court from 1709 until 1744). 74 Fechner gives two possibilities for the 
identity of Schreiber D. One is the viola player Johann Gottlieb Morgenstern, employed by 
the court until at least 1756. The other possibility is one of a pair of copyists Johann 
Gottfried Grundig and Johann Georg Kremmler. These two worked together as a team, and 
thus developed nearly identical copying styles. 75 
73 Fechner, Studien, and Landmann, Katalog. 
74 Fechner, Studien, 107. 
 Fechner, Studien, 107-8. The other team member is known as Schreiber A. For more on the 
`Doppelganger' problem, see Reich, `Zelenka und seine Dresdner Kopisten', 125-6. Reich suggests that 
Schreiber A was Kremmler, and Schreiber D was Grundig. 
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Figure 2-5 Copyist of later set of parts 







Landmann's view on this matter has changed. She used to be of the opinion that 
Schreiber D was Girolamo Persone (aka Personelli), but now believes that he was 
Kremmler. 76 The hand of the additional Heinichen parts certainly seems to be the same as 
that seem in the parts of Hasse's Mass in D minor, 77 identified by Landmann as Kremmler. 
If this is indeed the case, then these additional parts must have been made around the 
middle of the 18`h century, some time after Heinichen's death, since Kremmler worked as a 
copyist for the Hofkapelle from 1733 until 1769.78 Quite possibly they were created for use 
after the move to the new Hofkirche in 1751, as the new, larger performing space would 
have required a larger contingent of players and singers. 
Table 2-2 Parts for Fleinichen's A fagnificar No. la in F 
Part Number in Original 
Set 
Number Added Later Notes 
Violino Primo 2 2 
Violino Secondo 2 2 
Violetta 2 0 
Canto 1 0 
76 Landmann, Katalog, 26. 
77 D-Dlb Mus. 2477-D-44. 
78 Landmann, Katalog, 26. 
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Part Number in Original 
Set 
Number Added Later Notes 
Canto R 1 1 Later part titled 
'Soprano R' 
Alto 1 0 
Alto R 1 1 
Later part titled 
'Contralto R' 
Tenor 1 0 
Tenor R 1 1 
Later part titled 
'Tenore R' 
Basso 2 1 
Oboe Primo 1 0 
Oboe Secondo 1 0 
Organo 1 0 Figured 
Tiorba 1 0 Occasional figured 
accidentals 
Violon(cello) 1 0 Title originally 'Violon' 
Violon(cello) R 1 0 Title originally 'Violoncello' 
Fagotto 1 0 
Violone 0 1 
Totals 21 9 
Watermarks can be seen on three of the parts: violino secondo (p. 91 of the set), 
Tenor R (p. 31) and violoncello (p. 105). These are all parts from the earlier set. The mark 
on the second violin part is relatively clear, and is the Crowned Saxon electoral crest, with 
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the words 'Dresden/J. G. Schuchart' beneath in cursive script. 79 This mark is from the 
Dresden mill owned by Johann Gottlob Schuchart, between 1717 and 1750. The mark on 
the Tenor part is probably also the Schuchart mark, although it is unclear, and fairly 
incomplete. The mark on the violoncello part is quite different (although obviously 
incomplete), being a rough circle containing indistinct markings, but it is similar to a mark 
traced from the Telemann score D-Dlh Mus. 2392-0-56.80 These watermarks arc no real 
aid in dating these parts, but it should be noted that their probable date (sometime in the 
early 1720s) is at variance with the date for the Schuchart mark proposed by Zohn of 1730s 
at the earliest. 8' 
2.6 Other data 
Aside from the cataloguing data discussed above, there is also much useful 
information to be gleaned from the additions, alterations and corrections made to the 
scores. These alterations, some autograph, and some not, include comments about 
orchestration, the adjustment of vocal lines, the addition of ornaments, changes of tempo 
indications, extra instrumental doubling of vocal lines and also the addition of ordinals to 
titles. 
The ordinals added to the titles are in Ileinichen's own hand. It seems that at some 
point, he embarked on a programme of ordering and cataloguing his own works (and 
possibly those by other composers in his own personal collection). 82 For texts that he set 
more than once, he added ordinals as shown in Figure 2-1.1 le does not give an ordinal for 
the first setting of any text. 
79 See Steven Zohn, 'Music Paper at the Dresden Court and the Chronology of Telemann's Instrumental 
Music', in Mosser (ed. ), Pu__les in Paper (London, 2000), 143-4. 
80 See Zohn, 'Music Paper', 138. The mark is labeled 'watermark 4'. There are no details about the mill 
itself, other that it was probably in or near Dresden. The Telemann source is dated to 17 10-11. 
81 Zohn, 'Music Paper', 144. 
8' However, no such inventory still exists for Ileinichen's collection, as it does for Zelenka; see I lore, 
Hofkirchenmusik, 119. 
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Figure 2-6 Heinichen's Afagnificat No. 3 in E6, showing inserted ordinal 
These ordinals can give important clues about dating. For example, two of the 
Beatus vir settings, in D minor of 1724 (D-44), and in F major of 1726 (D-42), have been 
labelled 2 dum and 3tum respectively. This makes it likely that the undated Beatus vir in E6 
(D-43) is Heinichen's first setting of this text and, as such, dates from before 1724. This 
clue quite neatly supports (although does not prove conclusively) the hypothesis set out in 
section 2.3 above, that this setting dates from 1722. 
One more point arising from these ordinals is that they indicate that there is a 
missing Magnificat setting, No. 7, which must have been composed between March 1727 
(the date of No. 6) and May 1728 (the date of No. 8). 
Significant adjustment of the solo soprano vocal line occurs in the Magnifrcat No. 3 
in E6, (D-27), composed in May 1724. This setting is a showpiece for solo soprano, with a 
concertato soprano part in three of its five movements. In many places during these 
movements, a second (and once, a third) version of the soprano line has been added in 
Heinichen's own hand. 83 The new version lowers the tessitura of the line quite 
considerably, and where higher notes are retained, creates a smoother line of approach to 
83 Heinichen often made alterations and adjustments to works by other composers held in his own collection. 
Examples can still be seen in Dresden today: for example, two Masses by Johann Friedrich Fasch (1688- 
1758), D-DIb Mus. 2423-D-1 & 2423-D-2. However, the Magnificat is the only example amongst the 
Vespers music of significant adjustments made to his autograph works. 
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them (Figure 2-7). Clearly these changes have been made to accommodate singers of 
differing abilities and vocal ranges; exactly who these singers were remains a point of 
debate. 84 The singers available were the Kapellknaben and the Italian castrali. augmented 
on occasion by bass singers from the Jesuit fathers, and other court employees on an ad 
hoc basis. " Following the dismissal of the entire opera company in 1720, a new group of 
Italian singers were hired for the court in 1725. However, evidence from the Jesuit 
Diarium shows that castrati singers were occasionally available before 1725; for example, 
they are referred to in the entry for 23rd October 1724.86 Ileinichen's 1724 itfagnifical 
might have been composed with one of these occasionally available singers in mind, and 
then adjusted for later use by a less able singer. 
Figure 2-7 Heinichen's alterations to Alagnificai No. 3 in Eb, first movt., bars 9-I I 




There are a number of examples of adjustments and alterations made to both 
autograph and non-autograph scores of Heinichen's works in a hand other than 
Heinichen's own. Comparison with other sources held in Dresden shows that this hand is 
the same as the hand evident in the score of a Litaniae Xaverianae by Johann Georg 
Schürer (D-Dlb Mus. 3096-D-10). This is the same hand as the copyist of the revised 
Bealus vir in F, D-42a. It seems likely that Schürer undertook the revisions of I leinichen's 
" See, for example, Stockigt, `Hinweise auf die Originalaufführungen von Zelenkas Vesperpsalmen' in 
Gattermann (ed. ) Zelenka-Studien //(Sankt Augustin, 1997), 101-144. 
15 See Diarium, 337 and 341. 
46Diarium, 341. However, the performers are not specifically named, so it is not known whether they were 
Ruota, Pozzi et aL, or some other singers. 
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music as part of his programme of organising and cataloguing the holdings of church 
music following the end of the Seven Years War. 
The main aims of the adjustments made by Schürer were as follows: 
  To strengthen the vocal lines by the addition of doubling instruments 
  To add figures to the continuo line 
  To add ornaments 
  To adjust the oboe parts (and occasionally other wind parts) to conform to evolving 
principles of orchestration 
  To clarify the dynamics 
These aims can be seen by taking two examples: the setting of the De profundis (D- 
55), and an Alma Redemptoris Mater (E- 1). The De profundis is scored for solo bass, 
strings and continuo. Before adjustment, the upper strings (violins and viola) generally 
played in unison during the tutti ritornellos, and either fell silent during the solo vocal 
spans or added discreet harmony. 87 Schürer adds ornaments to the upper string part, and 
doubles the voice during the solo spans (Figure 2-8). 
87 This setting is a non-autograph copy, so it cannot be guaranteed that changes to Heinichen's original had 
not already taken place before this. 
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Figure 2-8 De projiundis (D-55), bars 25-8 
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In the Alma Redemptoris Hater, the changing way that wind parts were written is 
made explicit. The oboe parts (in Schiirer's hand, rather than the hand of the copyist) are 
added to the two spare staves at the top of the page and a bassoon part is added at the 
bottom of the page. Up to this point, it would have been assumed that the oboe parts would 
double the violin lines (subject to the Dresden `house rules': see Chapter 6), and the 
bassoon would double the continuo line. But now, rather than doubling the violin parts 
exactly, the oboe lines take on a more lyrical quality, whilst also strengthening the vocal 
lines (Figure 2-9). This is achieved not only by using longer note values, as at bars 17-19, 
but also by omitting some of the wider leaps required of the string players. The bassoon 
parts also begin to show a change of function. Rather than being simply a part of the 
ripieno continuo group, here they are beginning to take on a role in the tenor range of the 
ensemble, for example at bars 5-7, where they act as a bassetlo line to the soprano and alto 
soloists (Figure 2-10). 
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Figure 2-9 Alma Redemptoris Mater (E- 1), bars 15-18 
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This setting also indicates the possibility of a certain difficulty with balance in the 
string ensemble, due, it would seem, to a dearth of viola players. In its original version, the 
viola quavers on beats 2 and 4 of the first few bars are markedp, matching the dynamic of 
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the violin parts above them. But these markings have been crossed out, to be replaced with 
the direction `sempre f . 88 
Small clues about the circumstances surrounding the composition and performance 
of this music can also be found amongst the sources. Heinichen's first Magnificat setting, 
composed for Pentecost 1721 (D-22), contains several annotations written at the bottom of 
the page, which seem to be aides-memoires for the composer about the progression of the 
text, or small melodic or harmonic ideas. Apart from one other instance, in the Dixit 
Dominus No. I in F, also composed for Pentecost 1721, this is not something that is seen in 
any of Heinichen's other Vespers settings. These markings could be viewed as evidence of 
a person as yet unfamiliar with the details of Catholic liturgy, and so taking care to set the 
text correctly. It must be remembered that Heinichen began his service as a church 
composer in somewhat inauspicious circumstances, following the row with the castrati 
(see section 1.2). Therefore, he may well have been especially anxious at this time to pay 
particular attention to matters of text setting. 89 
The score of this Magnificat also shows how a small difficulty in performance was 
resolved. During the fifth movement, Fecitpotentiam, the original plan was for the vocal 
soloists to sing short, overlapping and unaccompanied fragments to the word dispersit (for 
example, at bars 39-40). Clearly this idea proved unworkable, because the `solo' markings 
have been crossed out, and a basso continuo accompaniment has been added. 
2.7 The Prague sources 
There are copies of a few Vespers compositions by Heinichen in various locations 
in Prague. The archive of the Knights of the Cross with the Red Star (Rytirsky räd 
kriznovnikü s Cervenou hvezdou) holds five items as sets of parts (Table 2-3 below). 
" Unfortunately, because of fading, it is not possible to reproduce an image of this. 
89 This type of marking is also present on Heinichen's first Mass setting, and it has been suggested that these 
are to do with the composer's later reworkings of the settings. In the case of the Magnificat, which Heinichen 
also later reworked, the marginal notes do not seem to have any connection to the reworking. There is, 
however, an almost illegible note on the front page which could be interpreted as a movement plan for the 
reworked setting. 
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Unfortunately, this is a closed archive, and so these items are not available for inspection. 
The first copy of the C minor Salve Regina comes from the collection of Johann Christoph 
Gayer (1668? -1734), who was Kapellmeister at Prague Cathedral from 1705.90 On his 
death, his collection was acquired by the Knights of the Cross. 
Table 2-3 Ileinichen sources in the archive of the Knights of the Cross with the Red Star 
Title Key Shelf mark Scoring Dates Notes 
Salve Regina D minor XXXV A S, A, T, B, vn 1741 on title Concordant 
160 1, vn 2, org Performed with N6rodni 
1764 and source 
1768 
Confitebor B, major XXXV A SATB, vn 1, Performed Concordant 
165 vn 2, via, 1762,1763, with Hrad 
org, ti 1764 source 544 
Salve Regina C minor XXXV A SATB, vn 1, 1734a Provenenace 
166 vn 2, via, Performed Gayer 
vine, org 1762,1763, 
1780 
Laudate F major XXXV A SATB, vn 1, 1750 Concordant 
Pueri 167 vn 2, via, org Performed with Dresden 
1762,1763 source D-46 
Salve Regina C minor XXXV A SATB, vn 1, 1728 Identical to 
169 vn 2, via, Performed XXXV A 166 
org, ti 1762 above 
The archive of Prague Cathedral (Archiv Pralskeho hradu) holds two Vespers 
items: a Confitebor hibi Domine in 4 concordant with XXXV A 165 above, and a copy of 
a Laudate Pueri in F, concordant with D-46 in Dresden (and also XXXV A 167 above). 
These two items are sets of parts, and come from the collection of Johann Anton Gürbib 
(1684? -1737), who succeeded Gayer as Kapellmeister at the Cathedral. Sadly, the 
90 Stockigt, `bfusica sen_a nominee dell Az tore', I8n. 
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Cathedral archive is also currently closed due to renovation work, but may reopen towards 
the end of 2007. 
The Närodni museum in Prague also holds a single Vespers setting (as 7 parts) 
attributed to Heinichen, a Salve Regina in D minor, concordant with the Knights of the 
Cross source XXXV A 160.91 A transcription of this Salve Regina is given here in 
appendix 1. The provenance of this item is the choir of the Bohemian town of Prestice, 
near Klatovy, under the directorship of J. (Jakub) Jo. Nep. Riba, 92 and the title page bears 
the date 1762. A puzzling feature of this document is a paragraph of writing on the inside 
of the front cover (see Figure 2-11). However, this proves to be simply a case of the thrifty 
re-use of valuable paper, as the paragraph is a record of grain transactions for the month of 
May 1719.93 
91 I am very grateful to Jan Stockigt and to Johannes Agustsson of Reykjavik for supplying me with a copy of 
this item. 
92 Riba was the father of the Bohemina composer and theorist Jakub Jan Ryba (1765-1815), whose music is 
still performed by Czech choirs today. 
93 1 would like to thank Dr. Bettina Varwig, of Magdalen College, Oxford, and Prof. Alexander Kogenina and 
Dr. Anna Carrdus of the University of Bristol, for their help in translating this passage. 
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This setting would, if correctly attributed to I leinichen, fill an obvious gap in his 
Vespers settings. Although there are extant examples in Dresden of the other three Marian 
antiphons, the Salve Regina is absent. There are also many passages in it that seem to be in 
echt Heinichen style. However, there are some stylistic aspects of this setting which call 
this attribution into question. 
The first very obvious problem is that there is no viola part. If this were a 
Heinichen setting originating in Dresden there would, almost without question, have been a 
viola part doubling the tenor line during the colla pare sections of the work (not to 
mention the almost obligatory oboe parts, and several more instruments in the continuo 
group). This lack of a viola part could simply be that when it was copied for the 
(presumably) more modest musical establishment of the Pfc§tice choir, no violas were 
available. However, the concordant setting in the Knights of the Cross archive also has no 
viola part, suggesting that this is the setting's original scoring. 
Another difficulty with the scoring is that in Allubreve settings such as this, with 
collaparte instrumental parts, Ileinichen's usual practice is not to vary the instrumental 
doubling of the vocal lines, except perhaps in the last few bars to provide a sense of 
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climax. 94 Here, although in the first movement the two violin parts begin by doubling the 
soprano and alto lines, this texture is not preserved. 
But perhaps the most telling evidence of a compositional hand other than 
Heinichen's is in certain small details of rhythm, scoring and harmony; details which, like 
a fingerprint, are perhaps the most reliable markers of a composer's identity. The first of 
these details is that in this setting the collaparte doubling of the vocal lines is not exact 
where the vocal lines approach a cadence with a dotted rhythm; instead, the instrumental 
parts use an equal rhythm (Example 2-1, bar 29). This is something that does not occur in 
Heinichen's Dresden Vespers settings. 
Example 2-1 Salve Regina, first movt., bars 23-31 
23 








V OF' Of. 1 
ae, mi - se - ri - cor - di - ae, ma ter mi - se - ri - cor - di - ae, 
as. mi - se - ri - cor - di - ae, ma - ter mi - se - ri - cor - di - as. 
ri - cor - si - ae, ma - ter mi - se - ri - cor - di - as, sal - 
ri - cor - di - ae, ma - ter mi - se - ri - cor - di - ae, 
66761 46 46 0 41 
The next un-Heinichen-like detail is the passage of insistent crotchets that occurs at 
bars 26-9 of the third movement. Considering the vocal scoring of the setting, two further 
examples of moments that seem outside Heinichen's normal procedures are the sudden 
change of register in the vocal parts in the final bars of the first movement (bars 98-10 1), 
and the very ungainly tenor line with rising 6ths and falling 5ths at bars 62-5 of the third 
movement. But the passage that is most foreign to Heinichen's style occurs right at the end 




of the third movement, where the final cadence is delayed by a series of diminished 
seventh chords (Example 2-2); a gesture quite unlike anything else in I Ieinichen's work. 
Example 2-2 Salve Regina, third movt., bars 147-59 
14' 
Vin I . 
Vi 2 go n. 
- i S 
dI- cis Vu " go Ma -n a, 0 ctc mcns, 0 
A. - - 
dul - cis Vir - go Ma - ri - a, 0 clc " mcns, 0 
1 . 
dul - cis Vir - go Ma ri - a, 0 clc " mcns, 0 
B 17 7 . 




4 r 7a 
S 
7 7 







This is an attractive setting, full of imaginative and affective detail. Some sections 
(the second movement, in particular) seem very close to I leiniclien's style. But certain 
details do not fit in with Heinichen's normal compositional `fingerprint', suggesting the 
involvement of another hand. The most likely conclusion here seems to be that either this 
is a setting by Heinichen that has subsequently been adapted by some other composer or, 
vice versa, that Heinichen has adapted the work of someone else. This was certainly 
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common practice in Dresden at the time, as Heinichen's adaptations of works by others 
95 such as Caldara, Fasch and Caroli show. 
2.8 Summary 
The findings of this chapter with respect to the Dresden sources are summarised 
here in tabular form: 
Table 2-4 Dates, watermarks and copyists of sources 
Source Autograph Watermark Copyist Date 
E-9 Decora lux Y B - June 1725 
E-10 Crudelis Y B _ 
Easter 1724 or 
Herodes later 
E-12 To Joseph Y B _ 
Easter 1724 or 
celebrent later 
After November 
D-22a Y B - 
1723 and on or 




Laudate pueri, Probably D-47 In exitu Y None _ Easter 1722 Israel, E-4 
Regina caeli, E- 
5 Haec dies 
D-42a, Beatus N B Johann Georg By 1765 
vir Schürer 
" Horn, Hofkirchenmusik, 124-127. For another suspected mis-attribution to Heinichen, the Requiem in C, 
see Poppe, `Dresdner Hofkirchenmusik von 1717 bis 1725', 22-23. 
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Dominum, D-55 N IESV x1 
31d quarter of 







Schuchart, 2 unknown Probably as D- 
parts, earlier indistinct circle copyists 22a 
set 
E-510 
Magnifcat, N None Schreiber D- Between 1733- 
parts, later set 
Kremmler? 69 

















D-36 Y 33,1 10 
D-37 Y 33,2 23 37,6 
D-38 Y 33,3 1 37,7/38,1 
D-39 Y 33,4 11 37,8/38,1 
D-40 Y 33,5 31 37,9 
D-42a N 33,6 26 
D-49 Y 33,7 2 
D-52 Y 33,8 29 37,11/38,1 
D-51 Y 33,9 5 37,12/38,1 


















D-22 or D- 
22a 
Y 33,11 
D-54 Y 3 38,1 
D-24 Y 8 38,1 
E-1 N 12 38,1 
E-8 Y 7 38,1 
D-27 Y 16 & 18 38,1 
D-45 Y 13 37,18/38,1 
D-50 N 14 37,19/38,1 
D-59 N 4 38,1 
D-55 N 19 38,1 
D-56 Y 20 38,1 
E-7 Y 21 38,1 
E-11 Y 15 4 
E-9 Y 22 
D-26 N 24 38,1 
D-41 N 25 37,5/38,1 
D-42 Y (26) 37,17/38,1 
D-48 Y 27 37,20/38,1 
D-58 N 28 37,21/38,1 
D-52 Y 29 37,11/38,1 
D-57 Y 30 38,1 
D-34 Y 4 44 
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Original Position in Entry In Entry of Further 
Source Autograph Catalogo Seibel's revised ad hoc Revised 
entry partbooks catalogue additions data 
Y F37 L7 
D-23 32,13 
N 54 
Y Fach 37 
D-33 32 8 
Lage 2 
Y N 5 
E-2 32,20 
14 
Y F37 L4 8 
D-20 32,14 
N51 




D-35 Y 32,15 
Y F37 Lag 
D-25 32,16 9 
N 53 
D-21 Y F37 L10 
E-4 Y 32,17 N 1? 








E-10 Y 32 9 Fach 37 , Lage 3 
E-12 Y 32,11 5 
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CHAPTER 3 RITORNELLO FORMS 
3.1 Introduction 
Ritornello form is the single most common form used by Heinichen in his Vespers 
music. This is hardly surprising, since the form is highly adaptable, and in several ways is 
ideally suited to the setting of psalm and antiphon texts. Firstly, the form's flexibility with 
respect to length means that it can be used as a simple aria to set the shortest of verses 
(occasionally, just a single word, such as the `Alleluia' from the Marian antiphons), or 
expanded almost indefinitely to accommodate the longest of texts (all twenty-seven verses 
of the psalm In exitu Israel, for example) in complex settings involving chorus and 
multiple soloists. 96 Secondly, the framing quality of the ritornello structure can be 
exploited as a unifying strategy when dealing with texts whose verses differ markedly in 
affect. Each solo span can have an entirely different character or mood, but all can be 
bound together by the repetition of the ritornello. Finally, there is an inescapable element 
of recapitulation in the form which can be exploited in the setting of the doxology ('Sicut 
erat in principio') in single-movement psalm settings. 
In examining Heinichen's use of ritornello form, this chapter will first consider his 
tonal planning and use of harmony, with particular reference to Heinichen's treatise Der 
General-bass in der Composition. The structure of solo movements, their orchestration and 
use of thematic material will then be discussed, and finally the movements involving both 
vocal chorus and soloists will be examined. 
96 The inclusion of the shorter `church aria' form within the discussion of ritornello form is suggested by the 
approach taken in the article in Grove Music Online. Michael Talbot: 'Ritornello', Grove Music Online ed. L. 
Macy (Accessed 12.10.07), <http: //www. grovemusic. com>. In this capter, ritornello form is regarded as a 
continuum from the shortest (church aria) manifestation to the longest, with the 4-ritornello version, as 
epitomised in the typical instrumental concerto, just one possibility amongst many. 
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3.2 Tonal planning 
A few generalisations can be made about }leinichen's tonal planning and use of 
harmony in the Vespers music. Major-key movements outnumber minor-key movements 
by about three to one. More strikingly, movements in flat keys outnumber movements in 
sharp keys by about five to one. 97 The movements with the simpler tonal plans - two or 
three solo spans framed by ritornellos - are usually those for a single soloist, setting just 
one or two verses of text, whilst more complex architecture is reserved for movements 
with more than one soloist, or movements employing a mix of soloists and vocal chorus. In 
fact, not many chorus-only movements use ritomello form, fugal architecture being 
common for those forces. 98 However, the most striking feature of I leiniehen's tonal plans 
for ritornello movements is really their diversity. 
Michael Talbot has identified various `commonplaces' of baroque tonal planning. 
For example, he writes that the most usual tonal plans for major-key movements are I-V- 
vi-I, I-V-iii-I or I-V-vi-iii-I, 99 and that in the case of Albinoni, the first tonal excursion 
in major-key movements is always to the dominant. '00 Similarly Paul Everett, in writing on 
Vivaldi, identifies a move to the dominant as the usual first modulation in major-key 
movements. 101 In Heinichen's major-key works the move to the dominant first, although 
quite common, is hardly automatic, since in about one half of cases another key (often the 
submediant) is visited first. In minor-key movements about half visit the mcdiant as their 
first excursion from the tonic, with the dominant (minor) being the next most common 
destination. 
97 As a comparison, of Zelenka's 41 psalm settings, 22 are in minor keys, and 13 are in flat keys. 
98 Although fugal movements can be analysed in terms of ritornello structure (as, for example, by John Butt 
in his Cambridge Handbook Bach: blass in B Minor, 1991), fugal movements will be considered in a 
separate chapter. 
99 Michael Talbot, `The Concerto Allegro in the Early Eighteenth Century', Music and Letters, 52 (1971), 12. 
10° Michael Talbot, `The Function and Character of the Instrumental Ritornello in the Solo Cantatas of 
Tomaso Albinoni (1671-1751)', Quaderni delta Civica scuola di musica [Milan], 9 (1990), 52. 
101 Paul Everett, Vivaldi: The Four Seasons and Other Concertos, Op. 8 (Cambridge Music I landbooks) 
(Cambridge, 1996), 42-3. 
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Unsurprisingly, in major-key movements, the single most common tonal plan is I- 
V-I, and this form is particularly prevalent in the Marian antiphons. Nearly as common, 
though, is I-vi-I. Tonal plans using both dominant and submediant are also quite 
frequently used, examples being I-V-vi-I, I-vi-I-V-I and I-V-I-vi-I. In longer tonal 
plans, the supertonic key often follows the dominant; occasionally it appears as the first 
tonal excursion from the tonic. The subdominant and the mediant are used more rarely, and 
only in longer, more complex movements. 
In minor-key movements, it is the mediant rather than the dominant that is used 
most often as tonal contrast. Although i-v-i is the single most common minor-key tonal 
plan, far more movements begin with a move to the mediant, having tonal plans such as i- 
III-I, i-III-iv-i and i-III-VII-i. 102 Heinichen does not use the submediant in his minor-key 
movements. 
One tonal strategy in minor-key movements deserves particular comment. Three 
movements make their first (and in some cases, their only) modulation to the subdominant 
minor. These are the sixth movement of the Magnificat No. 1 in F, `Deposuit potentes', the 
second movement of the Magnificat No. 2 in 136, `Deposuit potentes' and the setting of De 
profundis. Considering the main thrust of the texts of these movements ('He hath cast 
down the mighty from their seats' and `Out of the depths, 0 Lord'), the observation that 
Heinichen's key choices here constitute some kind of tonal allegory is inescapable. 
Particularly in the case of the `Deposuit potentes' movements, the catabasic/anabasic tonal 
movement mirrors exactly the sense of the text. 
Heinichen's own theoretical writing describes a tonal ambitus of five keys outside 
the home key. ' 03 All 24 keys are arranged in a circle, and the keys within the ambitus of a 
major key are the submediant, the dominant and the mediant to the right, and the 
supertonic and the subdominant to the left. In a minor key, they are the (flattened) leading 
102 Although it must be said that as there are far fewer minor-key movements than major-key movements, it is 
harder to make meaningful statistical generalisations about them. 
103 Heinichen, Der General-bass. The circle of keys and the processes of modulation are described in part 11, 
chapter V, 837-916. 
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note and the dominant to the right, and the mediant, the subdominant and the submediant 
to the left (Figure 3-1). 





True to his own teaching, Heinichen never moves outside this ambitus for any of 
his ritornellos. He is also fairly cautious in his use of keys from the extreme ends of the 
ambitus. As noted above, he does not use the submediant in minor key movements (the key 
on the extreme left of the ambitus), and in major-key movements, the mediant and the 
subdominant (the extreme left and the extreme right of the ambitus respectively) are used 
only rarely. Heinichen in fact categorises keys within the ambitus as `ordinary' and 
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'extraordinary'. 104 In major keys, the dominant, the mediant and the submediant are 
`ordinary', whereas the supertonic and the subdominant are `extraordinary'. In minor keys, 
the `ordinary' modulations are to the mediant, the dominant and the (flattened) leading 
note, and the `extraordinary' are to the subdominant and the submediant. 105 This 
categorisation is to assist continuo players in realising unfigured basses, so that they may 
have an idea of what the most likely modulations in a piece might be. As already noted 
above, Heinichen's own compositional practice is in complete agreement with his 
theoretical categorisations; the `extraordinary' keys are used rarely, if at all. The most 
notable use of `extraordinary' keys, the subdominant minor as described above, is in order 
to make a particular textual point. 
However, when discussing tonal plans, a clear distinction must be made between 
modulations which are marked by ritornellos, and those which are contained entirely 
within a solo span. In many cases, a solo span simply modulates directly from the key of 
the previous ritornello into the key of the next one, so the tonal plan of the movement as a 
whole is outlined exactly by the tonal plan of the ritornellos. But there are other occasions 
(particularly during longer movements) when Heinichen allows himself a good deal of 
tonal freedom within a solo span. The setting of Conjiitebor tibi Domine in G provides a 
good example of this. By taking account just of the ritornellos, the tonal plan is 
conventional enough. After the initial tonic statement, the ritornello reappears in the 
dominant (bar 16), the submediant (bar 38), briefly in the tonic at bar 57, and then more 
clearly in the dominant again at bar 66. As happens quite frequently in choral movements, 
the vocal chorus usurps the role of the orchestral tutti at the close of the movement by 
joining in with the final ritornello, which takes material from the consequent of the 
opening ritornello. There is also a significant cadence in A minor (ii) during the second 
solo span, marking the entrance of a new soloist. The resultant tonal plan is therefore I-V- 
ii-vi-I-V-I. 
104 Heinichen, Der General-bass, 761. 
105 In fact, Heinichen makes an error in his text on p. 761, which does not agree with his table. In his text he 
classifies VII (in a minor key) as `extraordinary'. But this contradicts the table he gives on the previous page, 
and also his own usage. See also Buelow, Thorough-Bass, 236. 
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The ritornello theme is simple and amiable enough, and relies on echo repetition for 
variety (Example 3-1). As yet there is no hint of the bizarre harmonies that will later 
appear. After the ritornello in vi (E minor), the soprano soloist continues, and reaches a 
cadence on B minor at bar 45. Here though, at the text `Sanctum et terribile nomen ejus', 
Heinichen's harmonies take a quite unexpected turn. The harmonic outline is given in 
Figure 3-2. 
Example 3-1 Confitebor tibi Domine in G, bars 1-6 
PI 
pI 
Figure 3-2. Harmonic outline ofConfrtebor tibi, Domine, bars 45-57 
45 
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Much of this tonal journey is obviously outside the usual tonal ambitus described 
by Ileinichen in his theoretical work, but its theatrical qualities are put to great use to 
illustrate the text. It must be remembered that the context of this music was a church 
controlled by a Jesuits, an order with a particular veneration for the Holy Name (as the title 
of their order suggests). It therefore seems that Ileinichen marks such passages with 
particularly striking harmonies. In fact, the tonal procedure used by Ileinichen at this 
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moment is actually described in his treatise, that of bass movement by thirds. 106 This 
comparison can only be made with caution, though, since these are not structural 
modulations but local inflections of tonal colour, achieved by hiatus rather than by any 
modulatory process. Returning to our example, the pedal note A and the restoration of 
tonal normality occurs at the moment the text changes to `initium sapientiae timor Domini' 
(`fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom'). 
Heinichen's treatise gives very thorough guidance on the process of modulation. In 
a series of six examples, each consisting of a two-part (and occasionally three- or four- 
part) keyboard texture with figures, he charts a modulatory path around the complete tonal 
circle. 107 His first example moves by step to the right through every key in the circle 
(hence C major, A minor, G major, E minor, etc. ), and the second example moves through 
the circle by step to the left. Examples 3 and 4 move through the major keys to the right 
and to the left (effectively by jumping over one step each time), and examples 5 and 6 
move similarly through the minor keys. Heinichen is anxious to point out that the student 
working through these examples is free to prolong the time spent in any one key `so that 
his ear might better become accustomed to it'. 108 Of course, these lengthy examples are to 
be understood as theoretical guides and not real workable pieces. In a `real' composition, 
the student is urged to remain within the ambitus of the tonic key, as defined by 
Heinichen's musical circle. 109 
The question is raised as to whether it is possible to travel around the circle of keys 
by jumping over two steps and not just one, and Heinichen is quite clear that this is not 
possible. Successive jumps over two steps of the circle will always quickly lead to a jump 
to a key outside the ambitus of the starting key of the jump: hence starting at C major will 
result in a first jump to E minor (possible, with caution), and then a second jump to A 
major (outside the ambitus of E minor, so not allowed). Similarly, starting at C major and 
106 Heinichen, Der General-bass, 838. 
107 }teinichen, Der General-bass, 848-884. 
108 `biß sein gehöre besser daran gewöhnet', Heinichen, Der Gerenal-bass, 868. 
109 Heinichen, Der General-bass, 898-9. 
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jumping over two steps to the left will result in a jump to G minor (again, outside the 
ambitus of C major, so not allowed). ' 10 But this does not mean that jumps over two or 
more steps in the circle are never allowed. There is an important distinction between jumps 
away from a key that is the tonic key of an ambitus, and jumps between different keys 
within that ambitus. In the latter case, jumps skipping over two or three steps of the circle 
are possible, as for example between G major as the dominant of C major, and F major as 
the subdominant (a jump over three steps). 111 Heinichen comments that jumps between the 
extreme ends of the ambitus (so for example, between C major and B minor in the key of 
G major) are best achieved by first modulating to an intervening key, and he also notes that 
this kind of extreme jump is `used especially by foreign nations'. ' 12 
In an article that compares Ileinichen's theoretical writing with the practice of 
Vivaldi in his instrumental concertos, Bella Brover-Lubovsky discusses this process of 
jumping or `skipping' between extreme ends of the ambitus. 113 This type of tonal 
movement is a distinctive part of Vivaldi's tonal vocabulary, and she argues that the 
example of Vivaldi's concertos was an influence on Heinichen's thought in writing his 
treatise. ' 14 Certainly, the similarity between Vivaldi's tonal processes and those describe 
by Heinichen in his treatise (not to mention those found in Ileinichen's music, as shown in 
this thesis) is striking. It is surely the case that Vivaldi's works would have been well 
known to Heinichen; it is likely that the two composers knew each other during 
Heinichen's stay in Venice, and many of Vivaldi's compositions still exist in manuscript in 
Dresden even today. Heinichen also specifically quotes an example of Vivaldi's tonal 
10 Heinichen, Der General-bass, 883. 
Heinichen, Der General-bass, 900. 
1ýZ i. e. the Italians. Heinichen, Der General-bass, 900. 
113 Bella Brover-Lubovsky, `Vivaldi and Contemporary German Music Theory', Informazioni e Stud! 
Vivaldiani, 20 (1999), 64-5. 
114 Brover-Lubovsky, `Vivaldi and German Theory', 71. 
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process in his treatise (although, as Brover-Lubovsky points out, his memory was probably 
somewhat shaky as to the exact details). ' 15 
However, there are two details of the argument that perhaps need further 
examination. Firstly, it would be interesting to see the table of `skips' in Vivaldi's 
concertos 116 divided into those composed (or published) before 1728, and those composed 
after; that is, those that Heinichen might have known when writing his treatise, and those 
that he could not. As Brover-Lubovsky points out, the incidence of this kind of innovative 
tonal movement is much more prevalent in Vivaldi's later published works. It might 
therefore be possible to argue that Vivaldi was as much influenced by Heinichen's work as 
vice versa. 
Secondly, it can be fairly difficult to draw the line between tonal movements that 
can properly be called modulations, and those that are just local inflections of tonal colour. 
Brover-Lubovsky's example from the opening movement of il favorito (RV 277), bars 78- 
83 is a case in point. Although there is strong dominant-tonic confirmation of each new 
key area, the passage's sequential nature gives each key area (and in particular, the middle 
phrase in - or on -D minor) the sense of just `passing through'. Therefore, like the 
example taken from Heinichen's setting of Confitebor tibi Domine discussed above, these 
could be taken to be not modulations (and certainly not important structural points, defined 
by a cadence closing a musical period, or by their coincidence with some other feature of 
structural importance such as the recurrence of the ritornello), but rather local tonal 
inflections. 
Heinichen does not specify whether the processes of modulation that he describes 
in his treatise, and the limitations he recommends for those processes, are concerned with 
higher level structural modulation (such as those marking each ritornello, for example) or 
whether they also apply to local modulations within a solo span (such as the `purple 
passage' from the Confitebor tibi Domine setting described above). Taking his own works 
"s Heinichen, Der General-bass, 868n. 
116 Given as `Table 2' by Brover-Lubovsky, `Vivaldi and German Theory', 64. 
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as examples, we see that in the case of structural modulations - those marking the 
ritornellos and occasional other significant structural points during solo spans - his practice 
follows his theory very closely. The modulations are always within the ambitus of the 
home key, and modulations to the keys he describes as `ordinary' are far more common 
than those to keys described as `extraordinary'. He only rarely skips over two steps in the 
tonal circle when modulation away from the tonic; one example is the E-flat major setting 
of Beates vir, which moves from E-flat major to G minor as its first tonal excursion. Skips 
between the extreme ends of the ambitus are avoided, but there are occasional skips over 
two or three steps in the tonal circle, as Brover-Lubovsy has noted in the works of Vivaldi. 
In fact, the incidence of these skips in Heinichen's ritornello-form Vespers settings is about 
the same as that noted in the Vivaldi movements, occurring in about one fifth of cases. 
Another interesting correspondence with Vivaldi's practice is that these skips occur almost 
exclusively in flat-key movements. 117 
Heinichen sometimes allows himself considerably more freedom in the case of 
modulations during the solo spans. The colourful tonal excursions of the Confitebor setting 
have already been described; another example is in the F major setting of Dlxit Dominus 
No. 5, which at bars 23-8 moves from I-ii-6VII-I. As with the Confilebor, the tonality 
reflects the drama of the moment; the text at this point is `Juravit Dominus, et non 
poenitebit eum' ('The Lord hath sworn, and will not repent'). Ileinichen also uses 
occasional modal inflections of a key, producing for a moment a tonality that is, strictly 
speaking, outside the ambitus. 
3.3 Structure 
3.3.1 Solo movements 
Turning now to Heinichen's use of structure in ritornello form, his most 
straightforward use of the form is in those movements he sets as Kirchenarien, that is, two 
or three solo spans, framed by ritornellos. lie never uses the da capo form in his psalm 
117 Brover-Lubovsky, `Vivaldi and German Theory', 64. Although it must be noted that as I leinichen uses 
predominantly flat keys for his Vespers settings, this result is not unexpected. 
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settings (although this form does appear in his sepulchre cantatas, and of course it is 
ubiquitous in the secular cantatas for solo voice). In arias of this Kirchenarie type, there is 
usually quite a sharp distinction between the orchestration of the solo spans and the 
ritornellos, the most extreme case being that the solo voice is accompanied by the continuo 
group alone. In the bass aria `De torrente', the fifth movement of the Dixit Dominus No. 1 
in F, the ritornellos are characterised by independent viola and violin parts; during the solo 
spans, aside from a few moments of antiphonal writing, the violins and viola double the 
bass line. A table of the structure of the movement is given below. 
Table 3-1 Structure of Dixit Dominus No. 1 in F, fifth movt., `De torrente' 
Bars Section Key Orchestration Remarks 
1-8 Ritornello 1 F major 3-part strings + Some moments 
oboes of antiphonal 2- 
part writing. 
8-18 Solo l F-C major Unison strings + 
voice 
19-21 Ritornello 2 C major 3-part strings + 
oboes 
22-34 Solo 2 C-F major Unison strings + 
voice 
35-6 Ritomello 3 F major 3-part strings + Overlaps entry 
oboes of voice. 
Very short 
36-45 Solo 3 F major Unison strings Upper strings 
+ voice stop at 
b. 41 
46-53 Ritornello 4 F major 3-part strings + Some moments 
oboes of antiphonal 2- 
part writing. 
A feature of Heinichen's style that appears in this movement is the presence of a 
short ritornello in the tonic before the final solo span (bars 35-6). The solo span that 
follows, whilst not necessarily the most obviously virtuosic of the three, certainly aims at 
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providing a climactic conclusion, with the long held bs in bar 43 (surely inviting sone kind 
of vocal decoration from the singer), and the fact that the accompanying upper strings 
cease playing at bar 41, allowing the voice to continue alone. Paul Everett has noted this as 
also a feature of Vivaldi's writing, calling it Vivaldi's `end-play', T18 and Michael Talbot 
observes that a continuo interjection may intervene before a final `vocal flourish' in 
Albinoni's solo cantatas. 119 So this feature is not peculiar to Ileinichen's music, but rather 
a structural norm of the period. 
The aforementioned descriptions of this `end-play' refer sometimes to a full-blown 
ritornello and sometimes to a mere interjection; this raises the analytical question of the 
relative structural `weight' of a ritornello. In the `Dc torrente' movement, the music at bars 
35-6 is clearly a ritornello, since it is marked as such by the presence of two independent 
upper string parts. It also very obviously uses the opening ritornello motif, and is preceded 
by a strong perfect cadence. But intuitively it seems to carry less weight than the other 
ritornellos statements in the movement. The most obvious reason for this is that it is so 
short. There is also the fact that it does not define a new key area of its own, but instead 
pre-empts the return to the tonic in the final ritornello. Another possible factor contributing 
to a ritornello's `lightness' (but not the case here) might be the use of thematic material 
from the middle of the ritornello, rather than from the more strongly marked opening (or 
head) motif or closing figuration. In longer movements, this difference in the relative 
weights of ritornello statements becomes more important as a structural marker. 120 
Two particular types of ritornello movement require special comment, because of 
the impact of the type on the style and function of the ritornello. These types arc the 
unisono ritornello, and ritornellos based on an ostinato pattern. 121 Ostinato ritornellos are in 
fact often also in unison; Table 3-1 below lists all the movements of both types. 
118 Everett, Vivaldi, 35. 
19Michael Talbot, The Function and Character of the Instrumental Ritornello' 84. 
120 This point will be discussed in greater detail later. 
121 These ostinato ritornellos have been termed 'uni-cellular'. See Talbot, `The Function and Character of the 
Instrumental Ritornello', 81. 
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Table 3-2 Unisono and ostinato ritornello movements 
Movement Type Voice Remarks 
Magnificat No. 6 in G Ostinato Soprano Also independent oboe 
(2) 'Quia respexit' 
line 
Magnificat No. 1 in F Unison Soprano 
(3) 'Quia fecit mihi 
magna' 
Magnificat No. 1 in F Ostinato Bass 
(6) 'Deposuit potentes' Unison 
Magnificat No. 2 in Bb Ostinato Bass 
(2) 'Deposuit potentes' Unison 
Magnificat No. 8 in Bb Ostinato 2B soli, 
(3) Fecit potentiam' SATB chorus 
Dixit Dominus No. 1 in Ostinato Alto 
F Unison 
(3) 'Juravit Dominum' 
Beatus vir in Eb Ostinato SATB soli, 
Unison SATB chorus 
Laudate pueri in F Unison Bass Often unison with voice 
(2) 'Suscitans a terra' part also 
Unlike in his secular cantatas, Heinichen never uses just the continuo group to 
accompany the voice in unisono arias, but always adds upper strings in (octave) unison 
with the bass part. These upper string parts are always notated in the bass clef, usually with 
the instruction `col basso'. This notation indicates that oboes are not to be included in the 
movement. 
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The instrumental line of a unisono aria must function both melodically and 
harmonically. A typical example of this is provided by the aria `Quia fecit mihi magna', 
the third movement of the Magn ficai No. I in F (Example 3-2). The antecedent of the 
ritornello supplies the melodic element, repeated at the entry of the voice (the devise). The 
consequent forms the harmonically-driven bass, necessary for the push towards the 
cadence. Antecedent and consequent of the opening phrase form a satisfying symmetry, 
because each makes reference to the function of the other. The end of the antecedent, 
although still used melodically by the voice, contains the angularity and strong harmonic 
implication normally characteristic of a bass line, whilst the first part of the consequent, 
although containing the strong harmonic implication of a bass line, outlines it melodically. 
Example 3-2 Afagnificat No. I in F, third movt., 'Quia fecit mihi magna', bars 1-3 
Strings, Continuo 
Throughout the movement, the unison line continues its double life as both melody 
and bass. During the more florid vocal passages, such as at bars 17-20, its role is one of 
harmonic support only. But there are also many instances where the unison line acts as 
melodic imitation (such as at bars 4-5, for example). There are even moments, such as at 
bar 14, when the unison line initiates the melodic imitation. 
This movement raises the sometimes tricky issue of how to determine what does 
and what does not constitute a ritornello. As shown above, some ritornellos seem to carry 
an inherent sense of less structural weight; what we might call a `light' ritornello. But is 
there a set of tests that we can apply to determine `ritornello-ness'? In the case of this 
movement, there is a clear mid-movement ritornello beginning at bar 16. It is in C minor, 
and thus the tonal plan of the movement can be given as i-iv-i. But there are also two 
other suggestions of ritornellos, one at bar 8 and the other at bar 21. Both are very brief, 
the second being less than a bar long, and both are differentiated from the `main' 
ritornellos by the fact that their semiquavers are notated evenly, without the dotted rhythm 
of the opening. But on the other hand, both clearly mark important moments of tonal 
arrival (bar 8 in the flattened leading-note key of B-flat major, and bar 21 in the tonic, G 
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minor), and both are preceded by strong root position perfect cadences. They are also the 
only places in the movement, apart from the `main' ritornellos, where the opening motif is 
used in the instrumental part. 
The phrase beginning at bar 8 has a slightly stronger case than the one beginning at 
bar 21 to be counted as a ritornello. It is the longer of the two, and it is not interrupted by 
the voice until it has reached its final note. It also defines its own new key area. But the 
phrase at bar 21, although brief, fulfils the function described above of re-establishing the 
tonic key before the final vocal flourish. So, the adjusted tonal plan of the movement could 
now be given as i-III-iv-i, or maybe as i-III-iv-(i)-i or i-(111)-iv-(i)-i, where the 
brackets indicate a `light' ritornello. 
The status of these passages (ritornello or interjection) is not mere idle analytical 
speculation, but has real consequences for the performance of the movement. The few sets 
of performance parts remaining in Dresden show us that during solo passages, the 
ripienists of the continuo group - that is, the double basses, bassoons and possibly some of 
the cellists - would have stopped playing. 
122 In Heinichen's work, there is usually no 
indication of this in the manuscript. Therefore, if a passage is classified as a ritornello 
(rather than as part of the solo span), this has consequences for its orchestration. 123 
The second type of ritornello requiring special consideration is the ritornello based 
on an ostinato pattern. In one case, the ostinato acts as a bass to a melody outlined by the 
oboes (the third movement of the Magnificat No. 6 in G). In all other cases, the opening 
ritornello is presented without any melodic elaboration. In these movements, therefore, it is 
the particular harmonic sequence together with the ostinato pattern used, rather than any 
melodic content, which defines the ritornello `theme'. This ritornello `theme' can often be 
extremely perfunctory, as with the sixth movement of the Magnificat No. 1 in F, `Deposuit 
'ZZ Oboes, if included in the movement, would also have dropped out of the texture. 
123 It should be added here that a slight complicating factor in this particular movement is that at the 
beginning of bar 16, the start of the `main' central ritornello, the score is notated in the tenor clef, implying 
that the ripienists do not play, and the bass clef is only used from the last three notes of the bar. I suspect, 
however, that this is a pragmatic choice based on range, rather than one with any special structural 
implications. 
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potentes'. Here, it consists merely of a couple of bars outlining a tonic chord (Example 
3-3). Although it seems that this pattern might reoccur at any point during the movement 
(it is, after all, such a commonplace), in fact it is reserved just for the ritornellos. Hence, 
bars 9-12, although in the correct pattern, outline a dominant not a tonic chord; bar 14, 
although a tonic chord, is not in the correct pattern, Neither, therefore, are ritornellos. A 
ritornello does occur at bar 25, at the tonicisation of C minor. 
Example 3-3 Magnificat No. I in F, sixth movt., `Deposuit potentes', bars 1-2 
Strings 
The ostinato patterns themselves are usually fairly fast moving and notated in 
quavers, and often are given a kind of rhythmic `nudge' by the introduction of semiquaver 
neighbour-note figures (Example 3-4). The ostinato pattern is rarely completely unbroken 
(indeed, the `Deposuit potentes' movement discussed above really only just qualifies). 
Typically, the approach to a cadence is marked by slower notes, or the absence of the 
semiquaver `nudge'. 
Example 3-4 Beat us vir in Ei, bars 1-6 
Strings 
The movements discussed so far have been mainly simple arias for solo voice, with 
straightforward tonal plans visiting one or maybe two key areas other than the tonic. But 
when Heinichen sets more extended portions of text - several verses or a complete psalm 
in one movement, perhaps -a more complex tonal plan is needed. This is achieved with 
varying degrees of success. The eighth movement of the Magnificat No. I in F, `Suscepit 
Israel' is for alto and tenor soloists. It sets two verses of text, one taken by each soloist, and 
in form it is effectively two arias laid end to end, overlapping at the central ritornello in the 
tonic key. Both halves of the movement feature the pre-emptive `light' ritornello in the 
tonic before the final solo span for each voice. The result is a somewhat rambling 
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movement with a rather heavy tonic emphasis, and not a great deal of tonal variety, 
especially given its length. 
Sometime later, Heinichen was to revise (and shorten) this Magnificat setting, and 
the revised version of this movement makes a very interesting comparison. The later 
version (now for soprano and tenor, rather than alto and tenor, and so requiring a fair 
amount of melodic revision) is much more tightly constructed, and the two pre-emptive 
`light' ritornellos are now omitted (Table 3-3). The balance between the tonic and other 
tonal areas is therefore much better, resulting in a far more satisfying movement. 
Table 3-3. Comparison of ritornellos in Magnificat No. I in F, eighth movt., `Suscepit Israel', and 
Magnificat No. Ia in F, fifth movt., `Suscepit Israel' 
Magnificat No. 1, 
'Suscepit Israel' 
Magnificat No. 1a, 
'Suscepit Israel' 
Section Key Remarks Section Key Remarks 
R1 F R1 F 
R2 d Brief R2 d Brief 
(R) F Brief 
With minor 
inflection 
R3 F R3 F With minor 
inflection 
R4 C With minor 
inflection 
R4 C With minor 
inflection 
(R) F Brief 
(R) F Overlaps 
vocal part 
(R) F Overlaps 
vocal part 
R5 F R5 F 
An extended setting that is generally more successful is the Beati omnes in G minor 
for soprano and tenor. This is a delightful, dance-like movement, orchestrated for a pair of 
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wind instruments (Heinichen specifies oboes or flutes) and a reduced continuo group 
(organ, cello and `basso grosso' only). There is a satisfying balance to the long-range tonal 
planning of this movement; the first part of the movement moves leftwards around 
Heinichen's tonal circle, and is balanced in the second part by a move to the right. 124 The 
instrumental sections of this movement are detailed in Table 3-4 below. 
Table 3-4. Instrumental sections of Beati omnes 
Bars Function Key Remarks 
1-14 Ritornello 1 i 
27-35 Ritornello 2 III 
53-65 Ritornello 3 iv 
78-83 [Ritornello] III 
97-108 Ritornello 4 i 
117-22 [Ritornello] v 
137-141 Interjection 1 v Related to [Ritornello] 
154-162 Ritornello 5 v 
174-7 Interjection 2 i Related to [Ritornello] 
195-8 Interjection 3 i Similar to Interjection 1 
206-19 Ritornello 6 i Identical to Ritornello 1 
From this table, it can be seen that there are different levels of ritornello. There are 
six unequivocal statements of the ritornello theme. The first and the last are exactly equal, 
but all the others are varied slightly. These all begin with the head motif of the ritornello 
theme, and are approached via a perfect cadence in the vocal parts. Each non-tonic key is 
represented just once in this way. Then there are two instances of what we might call 
124 This is of course the reverse of what has become normalised as a procedure for major-key movements; a 
first movement to the right (sharp) side, balanced later by a move to the left. 
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`light' ritornellos, indicated in the table as [Ritornello]. These are shorter than the main 
ritornellos, and are in key areas already represented by the main ritornellos. They are 
approached via imperfect cadences in the vocal parts, and both use thematic material from 
the middle of the main ritornello. Finally, there are three significant instrumental 
interjections which use thematic material that, although not taken exactly from the main 
ritornello theme, is very closely related to it. Apart from the last, these too are approached 
via an interrupted cadence in the vocal parts. 
The six statements of the main ritornello are given below (Example 3-5). It seems 
reasonable to assume that the first and last statements, since they are identical, constitute 
the definitive version of the material. 125 The ritornello consists of the usual head motif, 
Fortspinnung and end-motif (labelled A, B and C respectively in the example). Here, the 
Fortspinnung is by repetition rather than by sequence, a feature that is not uncommon in 
Heinichen's work. The Fortspinnung shows a brief tonicisation of 136, prefiguring the 
movement to that key in the next main ritornello. 
125 Butt discusses of the concept of an `ideal' ritornello, implied by the content of the rest of the movement, 
but not necessarily always present. Butt, Bach: Mass in B minor, 62. 
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Example 3-5 Statements of the ritornello theme in Beatl omnes 
R1&R6 B- Fortspinnung 
A- Head Motif 
















The second ritornello statement (R2) shows an elision of the end of the head-motif 
with the beginning of the Fortspinnung. This is to accommodate the fact that the 
Fortspinnung now remains in the tonic key, and as a consequence, is identical with its 
statement in the first ritornello. Conversely, R3 has an extra bar between the statements of 
the head-motif and the Fortspinnung because in this case the Fortspinnung is over a 
dominant pedal, and its rocking tonic/dominant motion is reversed. The end-motif, 
curtailed in R2, is altered in R3 to be an expansion of a cell from the Fortspinnung. The 
fourth ritornello statement, R4, is very similar to R3, except that the Fortspinnung is 
arrived at via a single bar (bar 100), rather than two (bars 56-7). R5 is the only main 
ritornello statement that does not include the Fortspinnung section. Instead, a variation of 
the end-motif used in R3 and R4 is elided with the head-motif statement. 
From this discussion of the ritornello statements, it can be seen that in most cases it 
is the treatment of the Fortspinnung portion of the ritornello theme that really drives their 
structure and harmonic content. The Fortspinnung portion is also the essential germ of the 
light ritornello statements and interjections defined in Table 3-4 above. 
It has been suggested that the slight modifications in instances of the ritornello in 
Vivaldi's music may sometimes be nothing more than a composer in such a hurry that he 
did not look back to check whether he was copying out the theme consistently. Clearly this 
is not the case here. The different instances of the ritornello in Heinichen's Beati omnes 
setting are all most carefully constructed, and show a satisfying blend of classical elegance 
and order with baroque desire for variety. 
3.3.2 Movements with vocal chorus 
The most complex examples of Heinichen's use of ritornello form come in the 
movements that use vocal chorus as well as soloists and orchestra. In most of the 
movements discussed so far, there is a simple and obvious distinction between the scoring 
of the tutti spans and the solo spans. With the introduction of a vocal chorus, a third 
element is introduced, and so the simple alternatives of solo or tutti no longer apply. The 
vocal chorus can find itself as part of the solo or the tutti spans. 
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This can clearly be seen in the setting of Dixit Dominus No. 5 in F major. This 
single movement is for SATB soloists, SATB chorus and standard orchestra of strings, 
oboes and continuo group. The `orchestration' of each section (i. e. whether orchestra, 
chorus or vocal solos) is given below in Table 3-5. The vocal chorus is clearly functioning 
as part of the solo span at bars 23-7, and also at bars 13-16. But in other places, the vocal 
chorus is built into the orchestral statements of the ritornello (such as at bar 49), the 
technique known as Einbau. 
Table 3-5 Tonal plan and orchestration of Dixit Dominus No. 5 in F 
Bars Section Orchestration 
1-3 Introduction orchestra + 
chorus 
4-5 Ritornello 1 orchestra 
5-9 orchestra + 
chorus 
10 orchestra 
11-13 Solo l bass solo 
13-15 orchestra + 
chorus 
16-17 Ritornello 2 orchestra 
18-23 Solo 2 alto + tenor soli 
24-7 orchestra + 
chorus 
28-31 bass solo 
31-41 Ritornello 3 orchestra + 
chorus 
42 orchestra 
43-7 Solo 3 soprano + alto 
soli 
48 Ritornello 4 orchestra 
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Bars Section Orchestration 
49-56 orchestra + 
chorus 
These bars illustrate the characteristic of this technique, which is that the vocal 
chorus does not match the fast moving semi-quaver figuration of the upper strings, but 
instead has slower moving declamation. A further feature of Heinichen's style in such 
cases is that the oboes, rather than exactly following the string parts, have slower moving 
notes in the same manner as the vocal parts. 
A slightly different structural strategy can be seen in the G major setting of the 
Laudate pueri, a movement involving both chorus and soloists. The orchestration (as 
above, showing orchestra, chorus and solists) is given below, in Table 3-6. The general 
pattern is that the vocal chorus is used at the conclusion of the solo spans, immediately 
before the re-entry of the orchestra alone for the ritornello. A side effect of this procedure 
is that these parts of the `solo' spans therefore use more performers than the tutti sections. 
In order to preserve the textural divide between solo and tutti, Heinichen often has the 
orchestra stop playing in the moments immediately before the return of the ritornello (in 
this movement, at bars 20 and 42, not indicated separately in the table), leaving the vocal 
chorus to continue with just the continuo group as accompaniment. These gaps in the 
orchestration are very brief, often less than a whole bar, but they serve as a kind of 
orchestral breathing space, allowing the re-entry of the ritornello to have more emphasis. 
Table 3-6 Plan of Laudatepueri in G 
Bars Section Orchestration 
1-4 Ritomello 1 orchestra 
5-9 Solo l soprano + alto 
soli 
10-13 orchestra + bass 
solo 
14-20 orchestra + 
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chorus 
21-4 Ritornello 2 orchestra 
25-30 Solo 2 tenor solo 
31-42 orchestra + 
chorus 
43-5 Ritornello 3 orchestra 
46-9 Solo 3 bass solo 
50-4 soprano + alto 
soli 
55-64 orchestra + 
chorus 
The movement has no obvious closing ritornello. This is a structural difficulty in 
movements involving a vocal chorus, particularly single-movement settings, since after the 
doxology an orchestral playout can seem a redundant anti-climax. Often this difficulty is 
solved by including the vocal chorus in the final ritornello (as in the Dixit Dominus setting 
described above). In the case of the Laudatepueri, it is done by avoiding a final ritornello 
altogether. The movement retains coherence and a strong sense of closure because the final 
bars use material that has previously been used to conclude both solo and tutti sections - 
compare bars 14-20, bars 23-4, bars 44-5 and bars 60-4, for example. It is as if the final 
ritornello has been elided with the close of the solo span, and the close of the solo span 
therefore assumes some of the properties of the ritornello. 
This lack of obvious final ritornello has an important structural implication for the 
rest of the movement. As shown earlier, a structural trait of Heinichen's settings is to have 
a `light' ritornello in the tonic before the final solo span (which also remains in the tonic). 
The possible pre-emptive nature of this light ritornello is avoided by such techniques as 
making it very short, not using thematic material from the opening of the phrase, and so 
on. Here, though, the ritornello in this position immediately before the final solo span 
becomes structurally much more important. 
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Table 3-7 adds an outline tonal and motivic analysis of the movement. An 
interesting pattern now begins to emerge. The movement is made up of three solo spans, 
framed by four ritornellos (with the exception of the missing final ritornello, as described 
above). The motivic material at the end of the first solo period is repeated at the end of the 
third, with changes to allow for the fact that the third period concludes in the tonic rather 
than the dominant. The second solo period is tonally (and stylistically) far more varied than 
the other two, modulating from the mediant minor (with an incomplete diminished seventh 
acting as a secondary dominant at bars 33-4 - the text at this point is `[he] lifteth the poor 
out of the mire') via the submediant minor back to the tonic. 
Table 3-7 Plan of Laudatepueri in G, with tonal and motivic analysis added 
Bars Section Orchestration Key Motif 
1-4 Ritornello 
1 
orchestra G A 
A is 




14 r2222222ý: q -- r N 
10-13 orchestra + 
bass solo 







orchestra D A+B 
11 1; 
r I - 
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Bars Section Orchestration Key Motif 
989998 
25-30 Solo 2 tenor solo D-(E 







orchestra G A+B 
0, A Ai 
399999 
46-9 Solo 3 bass solo G-(D)-G 
50-4 soprano + alto 
soli 
A 










This organisation is familiar. It is the very structure that was later described in 
Koch's Versuch einer Anleitung zur Composition. 126 Koch's description of concerto first 
126 Koch, Versuch einer Anleitung zur Composition (Leipzig, 1793), vol. 3,333. See also Jane R. Stevens, 
`An 18'h-century description of concert f irst-movement form', Journal of the American Musicological 
Society. 24 (1971), 85-95. 
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movement form derives from his description of symphony first movement form, in that he 
defines the three solo periods of the concerto as equivalent to the three main periods of the 
symphony. These three solo periods are framed by ritornellos to create the tutti/solo 
structure of the concerto. The tonal plan (of a major-key movement) is that the first solo 
period modulates to the dominant, the second moves to more remote keys, usually ending 
in the submediant minor, and the third remains in the tonic. This tonal plan is replicated in 
Heinichen's movement. Another important feature of Koch's plan evident in this 
movement is the repetition at the end of the third period of the same thematic material from 
the end of the first period. 127 
There are of course details of Koch's plan that do not appear in this movement. For 
example, Koch gives the responsibility of modulating back to the tonic after the excursions 
of the second solo period to the subsequent ritornello. 128 Also, a significant element of 
Koch's concerto plan, the `fantasia' or cadenza, is also missing in this setting (and indeed 
in all Heinichen's Vespers settings). However, the movement does share a very important 
characteristic of Koch's plan, differentiating it very strongly from other ritornello form 
arias, which is that much of the thematic material from the ritornellos is repeated in the 
solo spans. In most of the arias (for one or more soloists), the solo periods make very little 
use of thematic material presented in the ritornellos, other than in the initial devise. 129 
3.4 Conclusion 
There are some quite clear conclusions to be drawn from this discussion of 
Heinichen's use of ritornello form. Firstly, there is the diversity of Heinichen's tonal plans. 
Although certain traits can be established, his tonal planning is never formulaic. It is also 
striking how closely Heinichen adheres to the advice given in his treatise Der General- 
bass in der Composition; he certainly practises what he preaches. 
127 Stevens, `An 18`h-century Description', 88. 
128 Koch, Versuch, 339. Although as Stevens points out, there is often considerable flexibility at this point. 
Stevens, `An 18th-century Description', 9 1n. 
'29 It should also be added that this devise is often also the motif used during the doxology, at the `sicut erat 
in principio'. 
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The tonal variety that is achieved seems to owe a lot to the fact that the da capo 
structure is not used in these Vespers settings. All the arias in lleinichen's secular cantatas 
and most of those in his Sepulchre cantatas use da capo form. This results in a certain 
constraint in tonal planning, particularly in the A-section of the aria, since the burden of 
tonal variety falls mainly in the B-section. The A-section must obviously conclude in the 
tonic, and so there is very little room for any tonal variety. For example, in the Cantata al 
Sepolcro di Nostro Signore of 1728,130 of the five da capo arias, two have an A-section 
that contains effectively a single vocal period, framed by ritornellos, all remaining in the 
tonic. The only tonal variety is contained in single solo span of the B-section. Once the da 
capo form is abandoned however, the resultant aria seems to have much more tonal 
freedom. 
In an article comparing aria and concerto structure, John Solie tests the hypothesis 
that concerto-ritornello form evolved out of the (da capo) aria, using the music of Albinoni 
as a reference. 13' He concludes that although superficially there seems to be a similarity in 
the tonal plans of typical concerto movements and da capo arias (the archetypal concerto 
plan being I-V-I-vi-I, and the aria being I-V-I vi-iii da capo), this masks a fundamental 
structural difference. 132 The second visit to the tonic in concerto form is identified as only 
`passing through' 133 whereas in the aria, this is a significant structural moment, being the 
tonic ritornello that concludes the A-section, and hence the ritornello that will eventually 
conclude the whole movement. Solie considers the possibility that concerto form might be 
based on just the A-section of a da capo aria, but rejects this on the grounds that the 
adoption of only part of a form seems inexplicable. ' 
34 However, Solie does not take 
account of the significant body of music (such as the Vespers psalm settings under 
discussion here) that consists of arias not in da capo form, but rather in ritornello form. It 
130 Shelf mark D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-61. 
131 John E. Solie, `Aria Structure and Ritornello Form in the Music of Albinoni', Musical Quarterly vol. 63 
(1977), 31-47. 
132 Solie, `Aria Structure', 43. 
133 Compare this with the idea presented in this chapter of a `light' ritornello. 
134 Solie, `Aria Structure', 45. 
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seems reasonable to suggest that these arias might be closely related to concerto ritornello 
form. 
The final point arising out of this survey of Heinichen's use of ritornello form is the 
similarity of movements using vocal chorus to Koch's model of concerto and symphonic 
form. The introduction of a third textural possibility (the vocal chorus), that can act either 
as part of the solo texture or part of the tutti texture, seems to encourage a more symphonic 
mode of construction, with the boundaries between tutti and solo becoming more blurred. 
This is particularly evident in the treatment of the final ritornello, which becomes elided 
with the final solo span. This trait can also be seen in Heinichen's concertos for multiple 
instruments. For example, in the concerto in F major, scored for 2 horns, 2 flutes, oboes 
strings and continuo, 135 the first three ritornellos (in F major, C major and F major) are 
clearly defined both motivically and by their orchestration. But during the final ritornello 
(also in F major), the horns continue with their soloistic figuration. As in the Laudalepueri 
setting described above, this has the effect of obscuring the distinction between solo and 
tutti, and also of increasing the structural importance of the third ritornello, which becomes 
the significant moment of recapitulation of the tonic, hence underlining the similarity with 
first-movement form as described by Koch. 
135 D-Dlb Mus. 2398-0-10. 
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CHAPTER 4 NON-RITORNELLO FORMS 
4.1 Introduction 
I lie mo'cments that Cannot he classilied as being in ritornello liOrm comprise a 
number o1'c1if ferent stv les and types. A taxonomy for these can usefully he devised as 
lOIlo\\s: 
4.2 Contrapuntal movements 
4.2.1 Stile antico movements 
All I leinichen's by nuns are sli/e unit a settings. and these are dealt ýý ith separatcN 
in chapter 5. T\\ o other nimcnicnts are also in this style; the ('redidi and the 'I'Isurienies' 
from the first . 
11uýýni/ircrý in F. As with the hv mns. they are hoth in cut common tulle. vv ith 
the crotchet as the smallest rhythmic unit. I lowev, er. they both vary slightlv from the model 
set uh by the hv mns. 
low ands the end ol-the setting. the 'I surientes' movement departs I]-om strict collu 
1)(111C instrumental doubling. and begins instead to use I ieinichen's s} stem of'free 
doubling". This is ýýhere some or all of the instrumental parts intermingle 1i-agments of- 
dillcrent vocal lines. so that each instrumental Tine, although introducing, no new musical 
material. is different from the vocal 
lines. From bar 83 on yards, the top instrumental line 
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(here oboes and violin 1) uses the conventional doubling of the vocal altos at 8va, whereas 
the violin 2 and viola parts wander relatively freely between the remaining parts (Example 
4-1). 












The Credidi setting shows somewhat more harmonic freedom than the hymns; 
particularly notable are the sudden mode-shifts from F major to minor at bars 68-9, and 
from C major to minor at bars 125-6. 







in - vo - ca - bo. 
Vo - to nie - a Do - mi-no 
in - vo ca bo. 
Vo - to me - a Do - 
Do - mi - ni in - vo - ca - 
bo. Vo - 
-Co. 
to me - a Do - mi - no 
- vo - ca - bo. Vo - 
A 
to me - a Do - mi - 
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4.2.2 Mixed-style contrapuntal movements 
Four movements fall into this category. They are not in the strict alla-breve time of 
the stile antico movements, in that although they all have the ý time signature, they all 
have rhythmic movement at the level of the quaver. However, they are all driven by a stile- 
antico sensibility, absent from the doxology fugues to be discussed in the next section. 
They are summarised in the table below: 
Table 4-1 Mixed-style contrapuntal movements 
Magnificat No. Magnificat No. Regina Caeli Confitebor tibi 
3inE6 (2) 3inEi (4) inD(2) DomineinA 
'Et 'Suscepit 'Quia quem minor 
Misericordia' Israel' meruisti' 
Single fugue No No Yes No 
subject 
Instruments Yes Yes Yes Occasional 
strictly colla independent 
parte bass support 
Episodes of No No No Yes 
homophony 
`Quia quem meruisti' receives the strictest fugal treatment. There is hardly a 
moment given over to episodes when the fugue subject is not present, and the subject 
passes through the relative major, subdominant and dominant keys (in that order). The 
other three movements, like the hymns, use a fresh point of imitation for each new text 
line. 
The Confitebor tibi Domine setting is perhaps the furthest from the stile antico 
aesthetic. The imitative writing often dissolves into homophony or into movement in 
thirds, the usual pattern being that the first semi-verse is treated contrapuntally, to be 
answered chordally by the second. This pattern is broken to good effect at the text 
`sanctum et terribile nomen ejus', and also for the `Gloria Patri'. 
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The two contrapuntal movements from the Afagnificat No. 3 in E6 are both minor- 
key movements, and provide a stylistic and tonal foil to the rest of the Magnijicat. They are 
movements two and four of a five-movement setting, where the odd-numbered movements 
are all in major keys, and feature a concertato soprano part. The `Et misericordia' 
movement is a particularly striking contrast to the brightness of the movements with solo 
soprano. The opening subject describes a rising minor 6`h, and incorporates the 
uncomfortable interval of the diminished 3`a 136 Although not strictly conforming to the 
definition, this opening has a strong family resemblance to the `pathotype' fugue 
subject. 137 
Example 4-3 Magnificat No. 3 in Eb, third movt., bars 1-2 
sostenuto 
Bass 
Et mi - se - ri - cor - di -ae- jus 
4.2.3 Doxology fugues 
During his lifetime, Heinichen's attitude towards counterpoint changed quite 
radically. This can perhaps best be seen in a supplementary chapter appended to the end of 
his 1728 treatise, Der General-bass in der Composition. Here, Ileinichen describes his 
early obsession with counterpoint, saying `for at the time I could hardly eat, drink or sleep 
for a great longing for counterpoint'. 138 He goes on to recall an early examination piece he 
composed, of which he was at the time greatly proud. The piece was a6 voice sonata, 
fashioned out of the contrapuntal treatment of just two themes - clearly a cerebral tour-de- 
force, but one from which the mature Heinichen now wished to distance himself. The 
136 Pippa Drummond identifies this interval as a particular feature in the concerto writing of l lasse, and 
proposes that it might stem from Neapolitan folk culture. Drummond, The German Concerto (Oxford, 1980), 
270. 
137 The term first used by W. Kirkendale. A pathotype fugue subject contains the melodic progression 3-9-9- 
1, with the interval of a diminished 7`h between a and if. 
138 Heinichen, Der General-bass, 935. "... denn ich konnte damahls vor lauter Contrapunctis-Begierde kaum 
essen, trinken, noch schlafen". 
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passage in Der General-bass continues with outspoken criticism of the pedantries of what 
he calls `arcane music'. '39 
Heinichen's use of counterpoint in his Vespers music seems to bear out his now 
uncomfortable relationship with the genre. Compared with the number of movements in 
the more modern ritornello style, the number of contrapuntal movements is relatively 
small. The inclusion of at least some counterpoint in church music was virtually 
unavoidable; it would have been almost unthinkable, for example, where a separate 
doxology movement is used, to have it in any other style. But the fugues that Heinichen 
produces on these occasions are brisk and business-like, sometimes barely getting beyond 
an initial fugal exposition of a subject. There are no examples of any `learned' procedures 
such as augmentation or inversion, 140 and having exposed the subject, the settings quickly 
fall into patterns of galant figuration. 
Another striking feature of these doxology fugues is the lively and often angular 
nature of their subjects. Whereas normally Heinichen writes very sympathetically for the 
human voice, during the doxology it is instrumental style which dominates, with the voices 
very much a secondary concern. The fast repeated notes, pedal notes and awkward leaps 
are very much part of the idiom of the violin, and present a challenge for the vocalists. 
Clearly at this stage the text has also become of secondary concern; not so much from its 
content (it is, after all, still an important doctrinal statement) but from its familiarity. By 
this stage, everyone knows what the words are going to be (Example 4-4). 
139 Heinichen, Der General-bass, 395-6. 
140 Heinichen's colleague Zelenka, on the other hand, did occasionally indulge in such things, for example in 
a setting of the psalm In Convertendo (D-Dlb Mus. 2358-D-61,18), where he writes a canon by inversion to 
illustrate the text "converte domine captivitatem nostram". 
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Example 4-4 Doxology fugue themes from Heinichen's Magnificat settings'4' 
Magnificat No. I/Ia 
A--------- inen, 
Magnificat No. 2 
Sic-ut e -rat inprin - ci - pi - o, et nunc, et sem --- per, 
Magnificat No. 3 
Sic-ut e-rat inprin-ci-pi-o, etnunc, etnuncet sem-per, et in sae - cu-la sae-cu-Io-rum, 
Magnifiact No. 5 
Sic - ut e- rat in prin - ci - pi - o, et nunc, et-nunc, et sem - per, _ sem-per, et 
in 
Magnificat No. 6 
Sic - ut e- rat in prin - ci - pi - 0, et nunc, et nunc et_ sem 
No. 8 
Sic - ut- e- rat in prin - ci - pi - o, et- nunc, et nunc, et sae- cu - 
la 
Magnificat No. 9 
Sic-ut e- rat in prin-ci - pi - o, et nunc, et nunc, et nunc, et_ sem- per, et in sae 
- cu-la sae-cu - to - ruin, 
141 Magnificat No. 4 is a single movement setting, and therefore has no doxology fugue of this type. 
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The fugue that concludes the Magnificat No. 8 in Bb is fairly typical of Heinichen's 
procedure in these movements. As always, an adagio acclamation precedes the fugue 
proper, which begins at the text `Sicut erat in pricipio'. 142 The subject is introduced in a 
regular way in the tonic and then the dominant; it should be noted that in this case the 
(tonal) answer is heavily weighted towards the dominant by the presence of all the 
sharpened leading notes in its first two bars. (In other doxology fugues, the fugal answers 
can be more ambiguous tonally, only suggesting a secondary dominant at the end of the 
phrase. ) There is no regular counter-subject here, but what counter-material there is makes 
generous use of movement in thirds between the parts. The episode that follows the 
exposition makes use of a typical `Heinichism', 143 what we might call a bell-motif (bars 
20-1), with the pedal note functioning almost as a fragment of chant. A short cycle of 5ths 
drives towards the relative minor and the restatement of the fugue subject (bar 25). By the 
4th entry (bar 35) the music has returned to the tonic. At this point, the chant fragment 
serves both as a counter-subject to the fugue theme (bars 35-6) and also in its original 
capacity as pedal to the bell-motif (bars 38-41). The fugue concludes with a final reference 
to a fragment of the main subject (bar 43). 
4.3 Non-contrapuntal movements 
The through-composed movements that fall into this category are often movements 
that, although not exactly in ritornello form, seem to approach it in ethos. In fact, there is a 
continuum reaching from the strictest ritornello form on the one hand, and the most freely 
constructed through-composed movement on the other, and it can be quite hard to pinpoint 
the moment when a movement is no longer in ritornello form. An example of a movement 
on the boundary of being in ritornello form is the Dixit Dominus No. 2 in D minor. 
142 The slight exception to this is the Magnificat No. 1, which sets the whole text of the doxology up to the 
`Amen' to the slow acclamation. 
143 Other `Heinichisms' include the starting of a melody with the 5`'' scale degree dropping to the 3'd, the 
repeating of a phrase with minor colouration, and passages reminiscent of `We wish you a Merry Christmas' 
passage as in, for example, bars 15-17 of the Laudate pueri in G. 
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Table 4-2 Structure of Dixit Dominus No. 2 in D minor 
Bars Key Scoring 
1-9 D minor Orchestral tutti 
10-25 D minor -F major (V) T solo + unison strings 
25-34 F major -D minor Tutti (i. e. orchestra + 
chorus) 
34-6 D minor Orchestral tutti 
37-47 D minor -C major S solo + unison strings 
47-53 C major Tutti 
53-5 C major Orchestral tutti 
56-70 C major -F major A solo + unison strings 
70-82 D minor Tutti 
82-96 D minor B solo + unison strings 
97-128 D minor - B', major -G 
minor 
Tutti 
128-30 G minor Orchestral tutti 
131-48 G minor -D minor SAT soli + unison strings 
148-52 D minor Tutti 
152-7 D minor SAT soli + unison strings 
157-62 D minor Tutti 
Strictly speaking, this movement cannot really be said to be in ritornello form, 
since there is no motivic recurrence of material. However, the structure as defined by the 
scoring clearly follows the pattern usually used for ritornello movements, in that the 
scoring follows the more-or-less regular pattern of orchestral tutti - solo - tutti - orchestral 
tutti etc. Tonally and structurally, the brief orchestral tuttis act in the same way as 
restatements of ritornello motifs. They are all tonally closed, confirming the prevailing 
harmony, and although they do not exactly share any melodic material (and do not repeat 
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any material from the opening orchestral tutti) they all perform a stock cadential function 
in a very similar way. In particular, the bass lines are very similar (Example 4-5). 























The movement is given added coherence by the fact that all the solo episodes are 
scored in exactly the same style, with solo voice (or voices) over a walking bass 
accompaniment played by unison strings. Each of the four voices takes a solo turn, and 
then soprano, alto and tenor combine for the doxology. It is as if Heinichen is 
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compensating for the lack of motivic coherence during the tuttis by providing textural and 
stylistic coherence during the solo episodes instead. 
An example of a movement that cannot at all be construed as being in ritornello 
form is the through-composed first movement of the Dixit Dominus No. 1 in F major. This 
barely leaves the tonic key, but is saved from dullness (just) by the vocal texture at bars 
16-20, and by the exacting bass solo at bars 27-44 (Example 4-6). The only suggestion of 
any motivic repetition is between bars 12-14 and bar 21. 
Example 4-6 Dix it Dominus No. I in F, first movt., bars 27-44 
27 solo 
Bass 













Finally, three movements are short idiosyncrasies: the second movement of the 
Alma Redemptoris Mater in F, `Tu quae genuisti', which is a recitative in all but name, the 
second movement `Non nobis Domine' from the In exitu Israel in Bb, a French wind trio, 
and the 4th movement, `Ora pro nobis', from the Regina caeli in D, a short acclamation 
preceding the final `Alleluia'. 
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CHAPTER 5 THE LITURGICAL HYMNS 
5.1 Introduction 
During the office of Vespers, a Latin hymn is sung between the psalmody and the 
Magnificat. The texts of the hymns are strophic, and each liturgical feast has a particular 
hymn associated with it. From the beginning of the polyphonic hymn tradition in the 15'h 
century it was usual to base the polyphonic setting on a cantusfirmus of the chant melody 
usually associated with the text. 144 Another technique associated with hymn settings was 
that of alternatim, where verses of chant alternate with verses of polyphony. By the 18th 
century, hymn settings were becoming dissociated from the cantus firmus technique, and 
concertato as well as polyphonic style was used. 
There are eight of Heinichen's hymn settings extant in Dresden, of which one is a 
parody. All are set in stile antico for four part chorus, with strictly collaparte instrumental 
accompaniment. None contains any cantus firmus, nor any musical reference to the chant 
traditionally associated with the text. It seems to have been Heinichen's personal choice, 
rather than any strict local custom, to set all his hymns in this way. His colleague Zelenka's 
hymn settings are sometimes set for soloists, and contain passages in concertato style. As a 
further point of comparison, Vivaldi's hymn settings are described as being set in `the most 
straightforward manner', and have instrumental ritornellos between the stanzas. '45 
However, none of Heinichen's hymns has any instrumental ritornello, nor is there any sign 
of the dance-like quality also noted as a feature of hymn settings of the period. '46 
Table 5-1 lists Heinichen's hymn settings. All are scored for SATB chorus, strings 
and continuo. Oboes are sometimes specifically included or excluded from the scoring, and 
sometimes the score is silent on this point. Based on usual Dresden practice (see chapter 
144 Ward, Tom R. and Caldwell, John, `Hymn §111 Polyphonic Latin' in The New Grove Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians, Second Edition (London, 2001), vol. 12,23-8 
145 Talbot, Sacred Vocal Music, 239. Vivaldi's music was well known in Dresden. 
146 Talbot, Sacred Vocal Music, 239. 
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6), oboes are assumed to be present unless they are specifically excluded. Proposed dates 
for undated settings are given in brackets (see chapter 2). 
Table 5-1 Table of hymns 
Title Feast Key Oboes Date Notes 
Jesu Christmas F major unspecified Dec 
Redemptor 1724 
omnium 
Ave marls Marian feasts F major without Nov Part of Marian 
stella - in this case oboes 1723 Vespers 
probably the 




Decora lux St. Peter and C major with oboes undated 
St. Paul (29th (June 
June) 1725) 
Crudelis Epiphany G without undated Parody of El 1 
Herodes minor oboes (Easter 
1724 or 
later) 
Veni creator Pentecost G without May 
spiritus minor oboes 1724 
Te Joseph St. Joseph A minor with oboes undated Probably a 
celebrent (Wednesday 
(Easter parody - page of 
of 3rd week 
1724 or copying error 
after Easter) 
later) (n. b. Horn has 
this as parody of 
D-27,2 - not so) 
Pange Corpus Christi D minor with oboes June 
lingua 1724 
Iste St. Xavier G With oboes Nov In manuscript 
confessor (3rd minor 1724 with Magnificat in 
December) Eb 
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It should be noted that Horn describes Te Joseph celebrent as a parody of Isle 
confessor, 147 but this is not so. The two do begin with the same opening gesture, but 
thereafter the settings are different. However, Te Joseph celebrent does appear to be a 
parody of some other unknown model, because the 6th page of the manuscript contains a 
passage entered in error and then crossed out: the tenor and bass parts both begin a bar too 
early, the kind of mistake arising out of miscopying, rather than compositional rethinking. 
The fact that the setting is undated also strengthens the case for it being a parody (see 
above, chapter 2). 
The setting Crudelis Herodes is a parody of setting Veni Creator spiritus. 148 
5.2 Form 
All the hymns except Pange lingua are in the form ABA, with stanza I set to music 
A (Ave maris stella sets stanzas I and 2), one or two middle stanzas to music B, and the 
final (doxology-like) stanza to a repeat of music A. Table 5-2 below shows the relationship 
between the musical sections and the text stanzas of each hymn; not all text stanzas are 
present. 
In all the hymns, the A section begins with a homophonic opening acclamation, and 
then continues polyphonically; the B section is entirely polyphonic. 
Table 5-2 Table of verse structures 
A B A 
Iste confessor 1 2 5 (Ist line missing) 
Jesu Redemptor omnium 1 3,4 7 
Ave marls stella 1,2 4,5 7 (Opening and 2nd 
part of A only) 
147 1 iorn, HoJkfrchenmusik, 76. 
148 See above, chapter 2, for evidence that Beni Creator spiritus is the earlier setting. 
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A B A 
Decora lux 1 3 4 
Crudelis Herodes 1 2,3 5 
Veni Creator spiritus 1 3,4 7 
TO Joseph celebrent 1 2 5 
The hymn Pange lingua has a different structure. It is in the form ABCA, with 
music B carrying the instruction `V. 2 et 4', music C the instruction `V. 3 et 5', and the 
repeat of A `V. 6'. This hymn is structured in this way because it was used to accompany 
the Corpus Christi procession that took place on 15 `h June 1724. The Jesuit diary entry for 
that day describes how the singers processed to all the side altars in the church, singing a 
verse of the Pange lingua at each one. 149 
The other hymns, however, offer no instructions about the performance of their 
missing text stanzas. These might simply have been omitted, or they may have been sung 
to plainchant. If the missing stanzas were to have been fitted into the existing music, in the 
manner of the Pange lingua, this would not always have been entirely straightforward. For 
some hymns, the repeats are easy enough. Isle confessor, for example, would repeat the B 
section twice more for verses 3 and 4, before moving on to the A section for the final verse 
(5). Jesu Redemptor omnium would need to have the A section repeated for verse 2, and 
the B section repeated to accommodate the texts for verses 5 and 6. Crudelis Herodes, 
however, is more awkward. Music for verse 4 is needed, and yet the B section is 2 verses 
long, and not easily divided. 
5.3 Key structure 
An outline key structure of the settings is shown below (Table 5-3), showing the 
keys arrived at the beginning and end of each verse. Where the opening homophonic 
149 Diarium, 340. 
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gesture is delineated by a double bar in the score, this is shown with "/". "(V)" indicates a 
section concluding on an imperfect cadence. There is moderate tonal variety here; more is 
apparent when the settings are examined in greater detail, as with Veni Creator spiritus 
below. 
Table 5-3 Key structures 
A B A 
Iste confessor g-g(V) g-d g-g 
Jesu Redemptor omnium F-C FA-Bb F-F 
Ave marls stella F-F(V)/F-C F-F(V)-d F-F(V)/F-F 
Decora lux C-C C-G C-C 
Crudelis Herodes and 
Veni Creator spiritus 
g-g(V)/g-g g-d-c g-g(V)/g-g 
Te Joseph celebrent a-a(V)/a-a(V) a-C a-a(V)/a-a 
As described above, Pange Lingua is in the form ABCA. The tonal structure is as follows: 
section A: d-d(V)/d-d, section B: d-F, F-C, section C: d-d(V)/d-d. 
5.4 Style 
These hymns are all consciously `old fashioned' in style, reflecting the techniques 
of renaissance polyphony. There are no independent instrumental parts, and all have the 
basic tactus of a minim (there are no notes shorter that a crotchet in any setting). Each 
vocal line moves smoothly with few large leaps, and has a relatively narrow range. 
Dissonances are carefully prepared and resolved. The only key signature used (other than 
no signature) is one flat, and the hymns use every possible key that can be specified is this 
way (C major, F major, A minor, D minor and G minor Dorian). All the hymns open with a 
relatively homophonic 4-part declamation, and follow this with sections in imitative 
counterpoint. There are no extended sections for different combinations of voices, although 
the order of vocal entries in the imitative sections is varied. There are some slight examples 
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of word painting - for example the downward chains of suspensions on the words `Currens 
per anni circulum' in Jesu Redemptor omnium, bars 101-7. 
However, despite this attempt to replicate the style of Renaissance polyphony, the 
hymns show evidence that they were conceived harmonically (and hence vertically) rather 
than melodically, and hence conform to baroque rather than to renaissance musical 
thought. For example, the scores all contain a lightly figured continuo part, showing a 
concern for completeness of harmony. More significantly, the vocal lines display none of 
the rhythmic flexibility and independence which is so much a feature of Renaissance 
polyphony. All parts follow the same strong-weak pulse indicated by the bar lines, without 
any of the cross rhythms and changing metre that characterises the earlier style. 
5.5 Example - Veni Creator Spiritus 
All the hymn settings are similar in style and method of construction. A single 
setting Veni Creator Spiritus, is here examined in more detail as an example. The hymn is 
constructed around successive points of imitation, of varying length and tonal function. 
Each new point of imitation is labeled (from aj), and they are described in Table 5-4 
below. 
Table 5-4 Structure of Veni Creator spiritus 
Section Point of 
imitation 
Verse Associated text 







A Opening 1 (7) Veni Creator n/a G minor 
acclaimation Spiritus (Deo Patri 
sit Gloria, ) 
a Mentes tuorum 8 SATB G minor- 
visita, Imple SATB Bb major superna gratia 
(et Filio, qui a 
mortuis surrexit, ac 
Paraclito) 
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Section Point of Verse Associated text Number of Voice Keys 
imitation (text at repeat) 
Statements entry 
order 
b Quae tu creasti 8 SATB B6 major- 
pectora. SATB C minor- 
(In saeculorum G minor saecula. ) 
B C 3 Tu, septiformis 4 TASB G minor 
munere 
d Digitus paternae 4 SATB G minor- 
dexterae B6 major 
e Tu rite promissum 4 SATB Bb major- 
Patris F major 
f Sermone ditans 4 TABS F major- 
guttera. D minor 
g 4 Accende lumen 4 ASTB D minor- 
sensibus: G minor (V) 
h Infunde amorem 4 SATB G minor 
cordibus 
Infirma nostri 4 SATB G minor 
corporis 
Virtute firmans 7 SABT G minor- 
perpeti. STA C minor 
A number of points of style and structure arising out of the examination of the Veni 
Creator Spiritus setting, but which apply to all the hymns, can be summarized as follows: 
Often, but not invariably, each new line of text has a new point of imitation. These points 
of imitation, once worked out, are never repeated (except when the whole section is 
repeated). Usually, the points of imitation are stated 4 or 8 times (once or twice in each 
voice); very occasionally this is varied. 
The points of imitation can have different tonal functions: they may establish a key 
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area, or they can drive a modulation. Modulations can be established by successive voice 
entries a 5`h apart (for example bars 18-24), or they can be driven by the continuation of 
the phrases (for example, bars 91-104). The keys used in each setting are usually quite 
varied, and the tonal journey is the same as might be expected from a movement in 
ritornello form. The harmonic process is entirely tonal (i. c. no modal influences). 
The opening gesture usually moves to the dominant, via a Phrygian cadence in 
minor mode settings, and via a secondary dominant in major mode settings. Bass lines 
often move downwards by step, particularly towards a cadence (hence Vc-I is common). 
But final cadences in sections are usually root position dominant-tonic progressions. 
5.6 Conclusion 
Heinichen's hymn settings are workmanlike pieces, all conforming to a certain 
style and constructional pattern, but with no particular claim to originality or innovation. 
Not a great deal can be gained from a close analysis, other than an understanding of the 
18`h-century absorption and approximation of the Palestrinan style, which was a consistent 
feature of Dresden compositional practice throughout this period. 
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CHAPTER 6 HEINICHEN'S ORCHESTRATION 
6.1 Introduction 
Commentators on Heinichen's music generally agree that he was an imaginative 
and innovative orchestrator. 150 The most obvious examples of this skill are the concertos 
for multiple instruments, written for the most part during Heinichen's early years in 
Dresden. Examples of the concertante group in these concertos include violin, flute, oboe 
and theorbo; 2 horns and 2 flutes; 2 flutes, 2 violins, 2 bassoons and 2 cellos, and in one 
concerto a solo flute is contrasted with a ripieno group of 3 flutes, strings and continuo. 151 
About a third of the concertos are in F major, and have virtuosic parts for pairs of horns 
('corni di caccia'). These were undoubtedly composed with reference to the court's love of 
hunting. But Heinichen's skill as an orchestrator is also abundantly evident in his vocal 
compositions. His techniques became more adventurous as his career progressed, due 
partly to the outstanding instrumental resources available to him in Dresden, but also in 
part due to an increased skill and confidence in handling instrumental (and vocal) forces. 
As an example of Heinichen's earlier style, an interesting point of comparison is 
one of his relatively early works, the Lutheran cantata Herr, nun lassest du deinen 
Diener. 152 This setting is for two oboes, two bassoons, violin, SATB soli and chorus and 
continuo. The most striking point about the orchestration of this work is the prominent role 
played by the wind instruments, especially when compared with that of the (single) violin 
part. Other characteristics of the orchestration of Heinichen's early Lutheran cantatas in 
general include a variable number of violin and viola parts (between 1 and 3, and 
sometimes violas are omitted altogether), and the use of apparently two different types of 
Aso See for example G. Hausswald, Johann David Heinichens Instrumentalwerke (Dresden & Wolfenbiittel, 
1937), 143 and M. Unger, The German Choral Church Compositions of Johann David Heinichen (New 
York, 1990), 213. 
151 A consistent numbering system for Heinichen's works has yet to be established. The concertos listed are 
numbered by Seibel as S. 226, S. 233, S. 232 and S. 2I I respectively. Seibel, Das Leben, 82-87. 
152 Carus-Verlag, 1989, ed. Melvin Unger. The exact date of composition of this work is unknown. However, 
the set of parts from which the edition is prepared gives performance dates ranging from 1714 to1734. 
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bassoons. The set of parts for the cantata Gelobet sei dir Herr, der Golf Israels 'S3 contains 
one part for `Violone overo Fagoto (sic. )', and one part for `llassoun'. The `Bassoun' part, 
and also the two oboe parts (labelled with the term `f lautbois'), are notated in G major; all 
other parts in the set are in F major. '54 A style of instrumental doubling of the vocal lines 
used in the Dresden Catholic music is already evident in the earlier Lutheran compositions, 
i. e. that violin 2 doubles the soprano and violin I doubles the alto at 8va. '55 
6.2 The Dresden instrumentalists 
In Dresden, Heinichen had available to him some of the best instrumentalists of his 
age. Fürstenau lists the instrumentalists on the payroll of the court in 1719 as: 
Kapellmeister: Joh. Chr. Schmidt, Joh. Dav. Ileinichen 
Concertmeister: J. B. Volumier 
Kammercomponist und Kammerviolinist: F. M. Veracini 
Kammercomponist und Kammerorganist: Christ. Petzold 
Organist: Joh. Wolfg. Schmidt 
Pantaleonist: Pant. Nebenstreit 
Theorbisten: Syly. Leop. Weiß, Franceso Arigoni 
Violdagambist: Gottfr. Bentley 
7 Violinisten: Joh. Georg Pisendel, the rest unnamed 
5 Bratschisten: unnamed 
5 Violoncellisten: 3 Franzosen und 2 Italiener 
3 Contrabassisten: Personelli, Joh. Dism. Zelenka, the other unnamed 
2 Flötisten: Pierre Gabr. Buffardin, the other unnamed 
5 Oboisten: F. le Riche, Joh. Christ. Richter, the others unnamed 
2 Waldhornisten: unnamed 
3 Fagottisten: unnamed'56 
153 Held in Dresden as D-Dlb Mus. 2398-E-504. 
154 See also Unger, The German Choral Church Compositions, 96 and 210. 
iss Unger, The German Choral Church Compositions, 211. 
156 Fürstenau, Zur Geschichte, 134-5. Fürstenau's spellings have been preserved. 
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The instrumentalists of the court are also listed in an annual court calendar, the 
König!. Polnischer und Churfürstl. Sächsischer Hof- und Staats-Calender. This calendar 
only begins at the end of the 1720s, and the list of instrumentalists for this time is as 
follows: 
Concert-Meister: Jean Baptiste Woulmyer 
Cammer-Musicus: Panthaleon Nebenstreit 
Cammer-Lautenist: Silvius Leopoldus Weis 
Violini: Johann George Pisendel, Carl Joseph Rhein, Simon le Gros, Johann Friedrich Lotti, 
Francesco Hundt, Adam Ribizky, Carl Matthias Lehneitz 
Brachist: Martin Gold, Johann Christian Reichel, Gottlieb Morgenstern, Michael Petzschmann 
Violoncelli: Augustino Antonio Rossy, Giovane Felice Maria Picenetti, Jean Baptiste Prache 
du Tilloy, Robert du Houlondel le Pere, J-B Joseph du Houlendel le Fils 
Contra Basso: Joh. Dismas Zelenska, George Friedrich Kästner 
Flauti traver.: Peter Gabriel Buffardin, Johann Joachim Quantz, Johann Martin Blochwitz 
tlautb.: Johann Christian Richter, Carl Henrion, Martin Seyffert, Christian Weigelt 
Basson: Jean Cadet, Johann Gottfried Böhme, Caspar Ernst Quatz 
Corni di Caccia: Johann Adam Schindler, Andreas Schindler157 
Although Fürstenau leaves some of the instrumentalists unnamed, it can be seen 
that they were a relatively stable group; many of the names appear in both lists, and quite a 
number still appear in listings for the 1730s. It seems reasonable to assume therefore, that 
although there are no specific records for the rest of the 1720s, the period when Heinichen 
was composing his Catholic church music, the instrumentalists for whom he was writing 
were roughly those whose names appear in 1719 and 1729. 
6.3 Standard orchestration 
Heinichen's standard orchestra for this period comprised oboe I and 2, violin 1 and 
2, viola and continuo (organ, cello, theorbo, bassoon and double bass). To this he 
sometimes added flutes, recorders or horns. Trumpets and timpani are never used in his 
Vespers music (although they do make a regular appearance in his Masses). Although 
15' As given in Stockigt, Zelenka, 237-8. The list is taken from the calendar for the year 1729, which was 
actually compiled during 1727-8. The spellings from the calendar have been preserved. 
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other instruments were available in Dresden at this time - the oboe 'en chalumcau', for 
example (like the oboe d'amore, an instrument in A), or the viola d'amore - these are not 
used in Heinichen's Vespers music. The single set of surviving parts for I leinichen's 
Vespers music shows that, unlike his Lutheran works, there was a single pitch standard for 
all orchestral instruments and no transpositions were necessary. ' 
The Dresden `house rules' of orchestration for church music, followed by 
Heinichen and all his colleagues, were as follows: 
" Oboes are used to double violin I and violin 2 parts, even %%hcn not specifically 
mentioned in the score. 
  The oboes drop out of the ensemble during vocal solos, and rejoin at orchestral or 
vocal tuttis. 
  The continuo group comprises organ, thcorbo, cello. bassoon and double bass. 
  As with the oboes, the bassoon and double bass are silent during vocal solos. 
These rules are all inferred from the few extant sets of parts that remain in Dresden, 
and also from markings on the scores. Music by non-resident composers that was 
sometimes used by the court church was adjusted to conform to these rules; examples of 
this are Heinichen's copies of a Salve Regina and a , tlugnillctit by Caldara, both of which 
show Heinichen's addition of oboe parts. ' 59 
Within these house rules as described above, l lcinichcn has a number of basic 
orchestral `palettes', which are used to match particular vocal forces. These are shown in 
Table 6-1 below. (The `standard orchestra', as described above, comprises oboes, strings 
and continuo, and the `reduced continuo' comprises organ, theorbo and cello. ) 
158 However, see below, section 6.10, for reference to organs in C'wnnurlon and Chorion. 
1s9 D-Dlb Mus. 2170-D-2,2 and D-Dlb Mus. 2170-1)-2.3. 
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Table 6-1 Heinichen's basic orchestration palettes 
Vocal forces Orchestral forces Remarks 
No voices Standard orchestra The most common type. 
Unison strings and continuo Notated in sources in bass 
clef. No oboes. 
Full chorus Standard orchestra Orchestra can double vocal 
parts, or have independent 
material 
Continuo only 
Unison strings and continuo Usually at highly dramatic or 
declamatory moments. 
Notated in sources in bass 
clef. 
No oboes. 
None Usually for brief passages 
before re-entry of 
instrumental ritornello 
Solo voice or voices Strings and reduced continuo The reduced continuo is 
organ, cello and theorbo. 
Bassetto string texture - no Usually with soprano or alto 
continuo voices 
Reduced continuo only 
Unison strings and reduced Usually with bass voice. 
continuo Notated in sources in bass 
clef. 
Reduced continuo, and violin The violin part is often a later, 
doubling voice non-autograph addition to the 
score 
To this background of basic palettes, Heinichen adds other instrumental colours and 
textures to create a variety of effects. The texture might be expanded by the use of 
additional instruments, such as the horn or the flute, or an entire movement might be 
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scored for reduced forces such as a pair of oboes and continuo. These effects arc described 
in more detail below, in the sections detailing the use of each instrument. 
6.4 Doubling 
All Heinichen's hymn settings and a few of the silk antico psalm settings use 
strictly colla parse instrumental lines. The doublings used are (entirely predictably) violinl 
and soprano, violin 2 and alto, viola and tenor, and continuo and bass. The oboes 
sometimes both double the soprano, and sometimes divide to double both soprano and alto. 
This seems to be a fairly random compositional choice, and does not appear to be a matter 
of compass. Other instruments are never used in this type of setting. 
On other occasions, Ileinichen uses a more flexible system of doubling. During 
fugal movements, the doubling might begin as for the hymn settings, but part way through, 
violin 2 will double the vocal soprano, and violin I will double the vocal altos at 8va. 
During the final bars, the instrumental parts might also abandon altogether the exact 
doubling of the vocal parts, and present entirely new material, so adding to the sense of 
climax (Example 6-1). Then there are movements %%here although the instrumental parts 
use more or less the same material as the vocal parts, they do not match any one particular 
part, but wander freely between them. 
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lu - ia, al-le-lu - ia, al-le lu - 
al-le - lu - ia, at - le - lu - iaa. at - le - Iu - 
at - le - lu - ia, al-le-lu ia, at - le lu - 
at - le - lu - ia, at ----- le - lu - ia, [+db, bnj 
V-P OR OR 
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6.5 Flutes and recorders160 
At first glance, it would appear that i lcinichcn used the flute fairly consistently 
throughout his decade of church music composition in Dresden. The earliest dated Vespers 
setting to use the flute is the Bead omnes composed in May 1723, and the latest is the 
Magnificat No. 9 in A, composed in May 1729.161 1lowever, a closer examination of the 
nature of the flute parts show that by the end of the decade, i Icinichen's flute writing had 
changed considerably. 
Heinichen's use of the flute is shown in Table 6-2. In this table, the terms `standard 
orchestra' and `reduced continuo' arc as defined above in section 6.3. 
Table 6-2 Movements with flute 
Movement Title Key Date Orchestration Comments 
Beati omnes G minor May 1723 2 flutes or 2 oboes, ST Flutes optional 
soli, continuo (no theorbo 
or bassoon) 
Magnificat No. 3 E; Major May 1724 2 flutes, standard Winds double 
in E6 -(1) (reduced continuo), S violins during 
'Magnificat' solo ritomellos 
Magnificat No. 3 E` Major May 1724 2 flutes, standard Winds double 
in E6 - (3) 'Fecit (reduced continuo), S violins during 
potentiam' solo ritomellos 
Beatus vir D minor May 1724 2 flutes or 2 oboes, AT Flutes optional 
soli, continuo 
Beatus vir F major April 1726 2 flutes, standard (no Winds double 
bassoon), TT soli violins during 
ritomellos 
160 Heinichen's intentions about which of thcsc instruments should be used are always perfectly clear, in that 
when recorders are required he refcrrs to 'Flauti A bee', whereas Ilutcs arc always Flauti Travers. ' or 
`Traversieri'. 
16 ' Not included in this edition. 
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Movement Title Key Date Orchestration Comments 
Alma F major December 2 flutes, 2 recorders, Winds double 
Redemptoris - 1726 strings, A solo, reduced violins during 
(1)'Alma continuo ritornellos 
Redemptoris' 
Alma F major December 2 flutes, 2 recorders, 
Redemptoris - 1726 strings, A solo, reduced 
(3) 'Gabrielis ab continuo 
ore' 
Regina caeli in G major March 1727 2 flutes, standard, A solo, 
G- (1) 'Regina SATB chorus 
caeli' 
Regina caeli in E minor March 1727 2 flutes, strings, SA soli, 
G- (3) 'Ora pro reduced contunuo 
nobis' 
Ave Regina in Eb Eb Major March 1727 2 flutes, standard, A solo Flutes double 
- (1) 'Ave violins & oboes 
Regina' 
Ave Regina in Eb E6 Major March 1727 2 flutes, standard, SA soli 
- (3) 'Vale' 
Magnificat No. 8 Eb Major May 1728 2 flutes, standard 
in Bb -(2) 'Quia (reduced continuo), A 
respexit' solo 
Magnificat No. 8 Eb Major May 1728 2 flutes, standard (cello 
in B6 - (4) continuo), T solo 
'Suscepit Israel' 
Magnificat No. 9 F# minor May 1729 2 flutes, T solo, reduced 
in A -(3) 'Quia continuo 
fecit' 
Magnificat No. 9 D minor May 1729 2 flutes, violins, T solo, 
in A -(5) continuo (no bassoon) 
'Suscepit Israel' 
The earliest movements using flutes either specify flutes as an alternative to oboes 
(Beati omnes and the Beat us vir in D minor of 1724), or use flutes simply to double the 
violin and oboe parts (as in the two movements from the Magnificat No. 3 in E6 of 1724). 
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The writing is therefore not especially idiomatic for the flute, and the use of the flute is in 
some cases optional. But later settings show a far more varied use of the flute as a solo 
instrument in its own right. It is not until December 1726 that the flutes are given entirely 
independent parts that do not either double the violins, or that are specified as being for 
flute or for oboe. 
A fairly similar pattern can be seen in the flute writing of Ileinichen's Masses. In 
most cases, the flutes are used as solo instruments in the later Masses, but simply double 
the violins in earlier settings. 162 The flutes seem to have a specific purpose in Mass 
settings; they usually appear in the `Qui tollis', and in the `Benedictus', and often in the 
`Agnus Dei'. However, the Mass settings confirm that December 1726 was an important 
moment for flute playing in Dresden. A Mass composed in this month (No. 9, in D 
major 163) contains an instrumental Concertino for solo flute (with orchestral 
accompaniment), in between the Gloria and the Credo. The practice of introducing 
instrumental movements during the Mass to replace parts of the Proper (and in particular, 
the Gradual) was not unusual at this time, IM but this is the only such movement 
specifically composed by Heinichen within a liturgical work. 
What could account for this change in style of flute writing? It might possibly be a 
reflection of the changes in personnel then available in Dresden. Buffardin was already the 
first flautist in the Hofkapelle at this time, and later in the decade, he was joined by Quantz. 
But Quantz did not join the Hofkapelle orchestra until 1728 (although he was recalled to 
the Dresden court at the beginning of 1727 - an order that he in fact disobeyed165). Another 
possibility, also connected with Quantz, is that in 1726, Quantz devised a second key for 
the flute. 166 This key, known as the Eb key, was an alternative to the D# key on the bottom 
joint of the flute, and its purpose was to give better intonation for those bottom two notes 
162 The one exception to this is a Mass dated May/June 1724 (D-2), which uses the flutes as solo instruments 
in the Qui tollis movement. 
163 Published by Carus-Verlag, 2003. 
164 See Bernmann, Vorwort to Johann David Heinichen: Missa Nr. 9 in D, 2003,3. 
165 Nettl, Forgotten Musicians, 311 
' Nettl, Forgotten Musicians, 311. 
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on the flute. This new key was also important in that it improved the intonation of cross- 
fingered notes throughout the entire compass of the instrument. 1 67 It is possible that flutes 
taking advantage of Quantz's invention became available in Dresden during 1726, and so 
Heinichen decided to exploit the instrument more fully as a solo instrument from then on. 
The flute has a particular role in baroque music, arising out of Renaissance theatre 
tradition, as a signifier of a pastoral idiom, and also to express tender and gentle 
emotions. 168 This role was inherited from the recorder, which by the 18`" century it had 
begun to supplant. The pastoral style is characterised by compound metres, dotted rhythms, 
and gentle, lilting melodies, and there often seems to be a tendency to use the tenor voice 
in settings of this type. The fourth movement ('Suscepit Israel') of the Magni scat No. 8 in 
G epitomises this style (Example 6-2). With its use in liturgical music, the style has 
become a step removed from the explicitly pastoral, but a case can usually be made for its 
appropriateness, since it is often used for texts referring to mercy, compassion and the 
like. 169 
Less specifically pastoral, but still showing the characteristics associated with 
tender and poignant emotion, is the sarabande or slow minuet style. Markers of this style 
are a slow triple metre, many suspensions in the melodic line and, in this case, a softly 
pulsing accompaniment to the melodic line. An example of this style is the third 
movement, `Ora pro nobis', from the Regina caeli in G major (Example 6-3), with its 
mood of quiet supplication. 
167 Mary Oleskiewicz, `Quantz and the Flute at Dresden' (PhD disc. Duke University, 1998), 98. 
168 Adrienne Simpson, `The Orchestral Recorder' in John Mansfield Thomson and Anthony Rowland-Jones 
(eds. ) The Cambridge Companion to the Recorder (Cambridge, 1995), 93. 
169 Heinichen's use of this style in his 9'h Afagnificat in A is a little more problematic - it is used in 
movement 3, Quiafecit mihi magna. However, bearing in mind Heinichen's advice in his treatise Der 
General-bass in der Compsition to consider the whole text when deciding on an appropriate affect, the 
continuation of the verse with `et misericordia ejus a progenie in progeniem' seems to provide justification 
for his choice. 
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But I would also like to propose a third role for the flute, that of a pseudo-military 
instrument. The shepherd's pipe can be replaced by the military fife. Perhaps the most well 
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A, nnrncn 
known example of this flute `role' is the opening of J. S. Bach's Christmas Oratorio, where 
opening rhythms on the timpani are followed with short flourishes on the flute. The 
analogy becomes even more apt when we remember that this opening is in fact a parody, 
and that the original text of the movement is `Tönet, ihr Pauken! Erschallet, Trompeten! ' 
(Example 6-4). 170 Furthermore, a later aria in the same homage cantata, sung by Bellona 
the goddess of war, is `Blast die wohlgegriffnen Flöten', with a pair of obbligato flutes 
providing trumpet-like figuration as an accompaniment (Example 6-5). 















The best example of this pseudo-military role for the flutes in Heinichen's Vespers 
music is the opening movement of the Marian antiphon Regina caeli in G. Here, the octave 
unisons of the strings (acting rather as the timpani in the Bach example) are punctuated by 
170 The original cantata, parodied later as the first cantata of the Christmas Oratorio, is BWV 214, Tönet, ihr 
Pauken, composed for the name day of Maria Josepha in December 1733. 
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trills and arpeggios on the pair of flutes (Example 6-6). As with the pastoral idiom 
described above, the explicit associations of war (more specifically, of victory) are absent 
in the liturgical work, but the Topos remains, and is appropriate for the mood of regal 
rejoicing. 












Recorders are only used in the outer two movements of the setting of Alma 
Redemptoris Mater of December 1726. They double the flutes throughout, and it is 
assumed that the parts would have been taken by the oboe players. This doubling of flutes 
and recorders is not common in I leinichen's oeuvre, but it does occur in two arias (No. 3, 
`Sa quella, the le fasce' and No. 9, `Fia sua lebte') from the screnata Lei Gara clegli Dei, 
and in one aria (No. 4, `Cosi sorgea la dea') from the serenata Diana su I 'Elha, both 
written for the wedding festivities of 1719. 
6.6 Oboes 
The role of the oboe in the Dresden orchestra gradually changed over the course of 
the first half of the 18th century. At the beginning of the period their Function was usually 
simply to double the violin parts, thereby adding an extra dimension to the orchestral 
sound but without adding any new musical material. Indeed they are ollen not specifically 
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mentioned in the instrumentation at the beginning of the score, but enough sets of parts 
exist to show that despite this they would have been part of the ensemble, doubling the first 
and second violin parts. Also, instructions often appear during the course of a movement, 
explaining what the oboe is to play when, for example, following the violin parts would 
take it out of range. There are also occasions when the copyist is left to use considerable 
discretion when creating the oboe part. A setting of the psalm Dixit Dominus No. 5 in F 
has a small passage written on an empty stave at the bottom of the first page, showing the 
required shape of the oboe part, but the exact details remain unspecified (Figure 6-1). 
Figure 6-1 Annotation in Dixit Dominus No. 5 in F 
: ýyäý; ",.. n, 3:,, ß..,.;::.. _ 
But during this period the oboe was also developing a separate role. In their 
discussion of the development of the orchestra, Zaslaw and Spitzer describe various 
orchestral effects, such as the `wind-organ', where the wind choir outlines in sustained 
notes the harmony suggested by faster moving string parts. 17' These effects are located as 
part of the vocabulary of opera; here they are seen in the sacred arena too. 
In the context of sacred vocal music, though, what is most noticeable is that the 
writing for the oboes begins to resemble the choral Einbau of the vocal parts. This can be 
seen particularly clearly in the Magnificat No. 6 in G (Example 6-7). Here, over unison 
string figuration, the oboe parts mimic the style of the vocal lines, sometimes doubling the 
vocal lines exactly, sometimes using the system of `flexible doubling' as described above 
in section 6.4, but always remaining on the rhythmic level of the vocal choir rather than the 
string choir. That this is an evolving change of use of the oboe is supported by the fact that 
171 Zaslaw & Spitzer, The Birth of the Orchestra (Oxford, 2004), 436-83. 
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later non-autograph score copies of I lcinichen's music show that oboe parts of this style 
have been added later. 1 72 
Example 6-7 Afagnificat No. 8 in G. first mo%t., bars 10-16 
ro 
Oboe I 
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Violin I&z. 
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f _17 77 
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172 See chapter 2. 
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The oboe is used occasionally as a solo instrument. Heinichen's two settings of the 
psalm Nisi Dominus, both in minor keys, use a solo oboe, paired with a solo soprano. 1 73 In 
these settings, the oboe is an equal, lyrical partner to the voice (Example 6-8). 





Heinichen's compositional style owes much to his long stay in Italy. It was there 
that he learnt to handle the modem ritornello form, with its requirement for tonal variety. 
He also became adept in writing flexibly and sympathetically for the voice, and developed 
a distinctly Vivaldian manner of handling the string section of the orchestra. But a trait of 
his style that must probably have been learnt from his French colleagues in Dresden (as far 
as is known, he never travelled to France) is his handling of wind textures. The oboe trio174 
173 Actually, the situation with the later (1726) setting is slightly more complicated, in that it also involves a 
solo bass. However, the oboe only appears in passages involving the soprano, and is silent during the 
interjectory passages for bass. 
174 That is, two oboes and bassoon. 
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is considered a particular marker of French style, and I leinichen takes this a step further in 
the second movement of the Regina caeli in G, 'Quia quern meruisti', whose ritornello 
group is a quartet of three oboes and bassoon (Example 6-9). This oboe-trio style is also 
mimicked with voices, as in the movement 'Non nobis, Domino' from In exit:, Israel in B6. 
In fact, the score of this movement has a marking, very faint, «hich seems to read `obs' - 
perhaps oboes were intended to double the upper voices here? 
Example 6-9 Regina caeli in G, second movt., bars 1-8 
Andante 
con cord. 
Oboe I r iº i_ 
' w 
con cord. 










Heinichen normally only uses one instrument (or instrument group) at a time in a 
solo role; an exception to this is the movement 'Quia respexit' from the 1llugnificat No. 8 
in B. Here, flutes and obbligato oboes contribute to an antiphonal effect which, later in the 
movement, also involves the voice (Example 6-10). 











The bassoon in Heinichen's orchestration is normally a ripieno continuo 
instrument; it (together with the double bass) drops out of the continuo texture during solo 
sections. However it sometimes appears as a bass in specifically wind textures, and very 
occasionally has a solo role. Its part as a bass to the oboe trio in the Regina caeli in G has 
already been mentioned, but its moment of greatest glory comes in the `Fecit potentiam' 
movement of the Magnificat No. 8. Here, two bassoons and two bass soloists contribute to 
a remarkable texture (Example 6-11). 175 
175 The two-bassoon texture inevitably brings to mind the `Quoniam' from J. S. Bach's B minor Mass. Of 
course, this movement must be understood on one level as homage to the Dresden ruling family, and so it is 
perhaps hardly surprising that Bach made use of orchestral textures prevalent in Dresden at the time. 
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Stnngs, B. c 
4 
6 
Fe-cit po-ten - ti am, po - ten --- ti am 
Fe - cit po - ten - ti am, po - ten --- 
9393 
--». W -. W 
It is a possibility that there were two different types of bassoon available in 
Dresden at the time. Melvin Unger has noted the use of two different terms, bassone and 
fagotto in Heinichen's Lutheran church music. 176 Although it is assumed that most of these 
works were written before Heinichen arrived in Dresden (and even before his travels to 
Italy), dates on the wrappers show that they were still performed during the 1720s)77 The 
176 Unger, The German Choral Church Compositions, 90-1. 
177 These performances would not of course have been in the main (Catholic) IloJkapelle. 
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bassone was used to accompany a wind choir of oboes, whereas the fagotto was part of the 
continuo group. There were also issues of tuning here; the bassone parts, like the oboe 
parts, are notated at a higher pitch than the string and continuo parts. 
These two different roles for the bassoon are also noted by Dreyfus, in his work on 
Bach's continuo group. '78 The `Fagott' is a jobbing continuo-group instrument, its players 
assumed to be coarse and of lowly social status. The `Basson' on the other hand, is a much 
more fashionable instrument, associated with the more aristocratic oboes, and with 
increasing technical demands placed upon it. 
In the Vespers music, the one extant set of parts uses the term faggotto for the 
bassoon part, but if Heinichen ever refers to the instrument in the scores, he uses the term 
bassoni. There is no hint, however, of different tunings being used. 
6.8 Horns 
Only two Vespers settings use the horn, and they are two of the set of four psalms 
composed as a group in December 1726 (i. e. the Laetatus sum in D and Lauda Jerusalem 
in D). This is the only time brass instruments are used in Heinichen's Vespers music 
(although trumpets - and horns - are used frequently in the Masses). In both settings, the 
horns share the motivic material of the ritornellos with the strings and oboes; in the 
Laetatus sum the horns are the instigators of the musical material, whereas in the Lauda 
Jerusalem, they mimic the strings and oboes, and provide a harmonic filling (Example 
6-12 and Example 6-13). 
178 L. Dreyfus, Bach's Continuo Group (Cambridge, 1987), 111. 
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Example 6-12 Laetatus sum in D, bars 1-6 
Horn in D 
Horn in D 
B. c. 
Example 6-13 Lauda Jerusalem in D, bars 1-6 
Allegro 












Dresden horn parts from this period demonstrate the dil7crent capabilities of the 
horn players available in Dresden at the time. '79 The players Johann Adclbcrt Fischer and 
Franz Adam Samm were employed in Dresden from 1710, and virtuoso horn parts began 
to appear in the decade following - sec in particular Saturn's aria `I rapidi vanni' from La 
Gara degli Dei (Example 6-14. This aria uses the unusual combination of obbligato horn 
179 Thomas Fliebert: `Virtuosity, Experimentation and Innovation in I torn Writing from Early 18'h -century 
Dresden', Historic Brass Society Journal (1992), 113-1. 
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and theorbo). In 1723, the Schindler brothers, Johann Adam and Andreas, arrived. 
According to Hieben, their style is characterised by large leaps, and horn parts for them 
were generally written in D. The horn parts in the 1726 psalm sequence are in D, and were 
probably therefore written for the Schindlers, although the parts do not especially contain 
the large leaps that Heibert describes. 
Example 6-14 `I rapidi vanni' from La Gara degli Dei, bars 1-6 




Heinichen usually writes for the normal four-part string group - violins 1 and 2, 
viola and continuo. His colleague Zelenka, on the other hand, often wrote for a five-part 
string group, with two violas (one in the alto, the other in the tenor clef). '80 
Heinichen's viola is used flexibly, in that sometimes its role is that of harmonic 
filler, sometimes it doubles the bass, and sometimes it acts as a bassetto to the upper 
strings. The violins are normally in two parts, sometimes in one, but never in three (as 
happens occasionally in the Lutheran church works). 
180 The reworking of the Heinichen's setting of the Beatus vir (D-42a) uses 2 violas to double the two tenor 
soloists. However, this reworking dates from around the middle of the 18th century, so cannot be considered 
as part of Heinichen's own practice. 
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The cello is part of the concerwante continuo group. There is conflicting evidence 
on the question of whether there was also a cello (or cellos) as part of the ripieno continuo 
group. The set of extant parts for the , tlagnificat No. 1a in F is confusing in this respect. 
The original set of parts has one part marked 'Violon', to which the letters `cello' appear to 
have been added later. This part is a concc'rtante part; it continues throughout the vocal 
solos. Another part was originally marked 'Violoncello', but this has been altered to 
`Violon R'. This is ripieno part; it is silent during the vocal solos. A further ripieno part, 
marked `Violone', is one of the later additions to the set, and is identical with the 'Violon 
R' part. None of these parts shows any adjustment for range, in that they all reach down to 
C. (However, this is in itself probably not particularly significant, given the total disregard 
of this matter shown in the oboe parts, for example. ) To add to this confusion of detail, the 
autograph score of the Magnificat No. 9 in A contains instructions about a ripieno cello. 18' 
There is also uncertainty about the identity of the lowest member of the string 
group. Court records, for example, refer to players of the instrument as `contrabassisten', 182 
and the quality of players of this instrument was clearly a matter of some concern for the 
court. Fürstenau describes how Lotti insisted on importing two `contrabassisten' (Girolamo 
Personelli and Angelo Gaggi) from Venice when he joined the court as opera composer in 
1717 - an incident that must have been particularly awkward for Zelenka, himself a 
`contrabassist' for the court at that time. 183 Extant Dresden parts are sometimes marked 
`violone', and in his autograph scores, Heinichcn refers to a 'Basso Grosso' 84 and also to 
`Violoni'. 185 
Horn, in his study of the I lotkirchc repertoire, deems this simply a problem of 
terminology. 186 However, Dreyfus has identified three diflcrent instruments generally 
181 D-D! b Mus. 2398-D-21. 
182 See Fürstenau, Zur Geschichte, vol. 2,135. 
183 Fürstenau, Zur Geschichte, vol. 2.113. See also Stockigt, Zelenka. 54. 
184 In the psalm Beati omnes. 
185 In the psalm In convertendo. 
186 Horn, Hofkirchenmusik, 195. 
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available in Germany at this time, and proposes that - for the Bach repertoire at least - all 
three might have been used at different times. 187 It is therefore possible that the varying 
terminology used in Dresden is to be taken at face value, and that different instruments 
were used on different occasions. On the other hand, in such a polyglot institution as the 
Dresden court, it is probably not surprising that many different terms for the same 
instrument could be used concurrently. But whatever the name of the instrument, it formed 
part of the ripieno continuo group and, as such, would have ceased playing during solo 
passages. 
An important question in this discussion of the precise instrument used is the matter 
of sounding pitch. Would the instrument have sounded, as the modern double bass, an 
octave lower than written? The standard clue that this would have been expected is the fact 
that tenor and bass vocal lines occasionally cross. This certainly happens in Heinichen's 
Vespers music: occasionally in the hymn settings, but most noticeably in the concluding 
fugue of the Magnfficat No. 6 in G. However, in such circumstances as these, the keyboard 
continuo player's realisation would probably have included doubling the bass line an 
octave below, a technique that Heinichen would certainly have expected, and one that he 
prohibited only when the bass line was notated in anything other than the bass clef. 88 
There are no other hints in Heinichen's Vespers scores as to the expected range of the bass 
instruments. Written C appears quite often as the lowest note; occasionally the lowest note 
is B6'. 1 89 In particular, there is no sign of a part of the score being rewritten to avoid 
unreachable low notes (as identified by Dreyfus, for example, in Bach's autograph scores 
of the Brandenburg concertos'90). Therefore, no reliable conclusion can be reached as to 
the identity and pitch of the lowest instrument in the string ensemble. 
197 Dreyfus, Bach's Continuo Group, 142. 
188 Buelow, Thorough-Bass, 208. 
189 This would of course be out of range for the violoncellos, although playable by the bassoons. 
190 Dreyfus, Bach's Continuo Group, 142-151. 
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6.10 Theorbo and organ 
The theorbo was part of the concertante continuo group, and one of the players in 
Dresden was the renowned lutenist Sylvius Leopold Weiss. There is no solo role for the 
theorbo in any of the Vespers music, and therefore none of the writing is particularly 
idiomatic for the instrument. 19' The one surviving set of orchestral parts does include a 
lightly figured theorbo part. 
The Catholic court church had two organs. The main organ, built by Gräbner, 
appears to have been commissioned in 1709, and had 11 stops (10 on the manual and one 
for the pedals). 192 There was also a positive organ, built by Silbermann in 1720. The earlier 
of these two was originally tuned to the higher Chorton pitch, '9" but this was later modified 
to the lower Cammerton pitch. 194 None of I leinichen's Vespers settings has any transposed 
organ parts. 
Both theorbo and organ played from nearly identical single-line parts, the only 
difference between them being that the organ part is more heavily figured. This does leave 
the possibility that the score itself might have been used by a further keyboard continuo 
player, possibly Heinichen himself at the harpsichord. I lowever, the scores contain no 
reference to a harpsichord; the continuo line, «here named, is simply labelled `arg. ' or 
`organo'. 
19' The serenata La Gara degli Dei contains a solo part for the theorbo. Saturn's aria I rapidi vanni. Hhich is 
scored for solo horn (corno di caccia), theorbo, voice (tenor) and continuo. The theorbo part has many 
semiquaver runs, and wide, rapid leaps to upper pedal notes. 
192 Fürstenau, Zur Geschichte, 11.37. 
193 A Mass by Zelenka, the Afissa Corporis Domini of (probably) 1719, has a second organ part written a tone 
lower, and marked Organo transposilo. Stockigt. Zekenha, 57. 
194 According to the Diarium entry of 24'h March. 1722. Sce Diarium. 335. 
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6.11 Voices 
Heinichen always writes for four part chorus (SATB), and soloists, if present, are 
usually one of each voice type. The two exceptions to this are the Beatus vir for two tenors, 
and the `Fecit potentiam' movement from the 8th Magnificat, for two solo basses. 
There are some suggestions of certain `roles' for the different voice types. Sopranos 
and altos are usually used as soloists for the Marian antiphons, and any passages to do with 
strength and priestly power are taken by the bass. Some text verses seem to have particular 
voice types associated with them, even when there is no obvious dramatic rationale for the 
choice; for example, four settings of the Magnificat verse `Suscepit Israel' are taken by the 
tenor. Full advantage is taken of opportunities for literary or dramatic characterisation, as 
for example in the multi movement setting of In exitu Israel in Bb, where the upper three 
voices respond to the statements made by the bass (Example 6-15). 
Example 6-15 In exitu Israel in ßb, third movt., bars 4-9 
ä3 
,F LU b 11 Soprano 
A 3... etnonloquentur. ... etnonvi-de bunt. ... et non au-di-ent: 
Alto 
... etnonloquennv: ... elnonvi-debunt. ... et non an-di-eut: 
Tenor 
... elnonloquennrr: ... elnonvi-de bun!. ... el lion am-di-ent: 4.4 4 
Bass 
Os ha bent, o- cu los ha bent, Au - res ha bent, na -res 
B. c. 
7 
et non o- do - ra - bunt. ... et non pal - pa-bunt: ... et non am - bu -I - ba t: 
vi, 40, 
et non o- do - ra - bunt. ... et non pal-pa-bunt: ... el non am-; it-la-bans: 
" 
of non o-do-ra-btnt. 6_ _ 
161 
_ ý"""el 
non pal - pa- bin,!: ... et non am-bn-la-ban!: 
ha-bent. Ma-nus ha-bent, pe - des ha-bent, 
Table 6-3 below shows the frequency with which different voice types are used as 
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soloists (solos within chorus movements arc counted, as well as movements that are 
entirely for solo voice(s)). Higher voices are more commonly used than lower ones, and 
solos for two voices are more usually for two adjacent voice types. The high number of 
solos for all four voices represents the number of chorus movements featuring short 
`walkout' solos for all voice parts. 
Table 6-3 Frequency of vocal solos 















It has been noted that Zelcnka's Vespers settings seem to fall into different 
categories, depending on the intended pcrformers. 195 Some of the settings are highly 
195 Stockigt, Hinweise, 121-134. 
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virtuosic, and therefore seem to have been intended for performance by the Royal 
Musicians (the Italian singers including the castrati), 196 whereas other, simpler works seem 
to have been intended for the Kapellknaben. Heinichen's settings, although often not 
entirely trivial for the singers, do not require the same degree of virtuosity as some of 
Zelenka's. There is also an element of pragmatic reworking when perhaps a change of 
personnel meant that a less able singer had to be used. For example, the score of the second 
movement of the Regina caeli in G for solo tenor shows that the violin doubling of the 
vocal line was probably added as an afterthought, perhaps to support a less capable singer. 
The Magnfficat in Eb has no fewer than three different versions of the solo vocal line, the 
alternatives being written above the main line (Example 6-16). 







Heinichen's vocal ranges are in general fairly conservative. The soprano does not 
sing above an a" (and then only rarely; g" is the more usual top limit), 197 and likewise the 
tenor does not sing above a' (although is often required to sing up to g ). The upper limit 
for the alto is e ", and again this is quite rare. The tessitura of the alto parts is generally 
quite high, in that the part does not often fall below c'. The exception to these fairly 
196 The Laetatus sum in A, ZWV90 is an example of this virtuoso type of setting. 
197 As a comparison, the soprano role of Mercurio in La Gara degli Dei requires cI "* Michael Walter 
suggests that this role was taken by the castrato Matteo Berselli. Walter (ed. ), La Cara degli Dei, 2000, xvi. 
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modest demands is the requirement for the bass voice. Solo bass lines quite often rise to an 
f, and during the tuttis can even reach a g'. The bass parts also go down to F, so in many 
cases a full two octave range is required. I Icinichen must have had at his disposal bass 
singers (even the ripienists) of considerable range and flexibility. 
6.12 Heinichen's treatise 
In the introduction to his 1728 trcatisc, Der General-hass in der Composition, 
Heinichen adds a lengthy footnote in which he discusses orchestration - or more 
specifically, what he calls `unisons'. 198 f [is point seems to be that by doubling the voice 
with the strings (ideally omitting the basses), either in unison or at the octave, the voice 
will be shown off to the best possible advantage. But his musical example, which he claims 
serves to illustrate this point, seems to be not particularly well chosen, in that the vocal 
solos are accompanied by two violins, only the first of which actually doubles the voice 
part (and even then not at all times - see Example 6-17). As he continues his explanation, 
however, it becomes clear that what really concerns him is that the vocal solos should not 
be obscured by an over-enthusiastic thorough-bass accompaniment (complete with 
`penetrating basses [which] give the Ear more to do'). What he is advocating is a very light 
touch with the orchestration of vocal solo passages. 
198 lieinichen, General-bass, 60-1, translated in ßuclow, Thorough-! lass, 354-6. 
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The discussion on orchestration concludes with a description of the effect of a 
group of strings on the sound of solo wind instruments (specifically `Flutes douces', or 
recorders), when the strings are used in conjunction with them. Heinichen's point here is 
that this trick of orchestration will amplify the sound of the wind instruments, and make it 
appear that there are more of them -a `full recorder choir'. 
200 The implications of this are 
interesting. It means that in these circumstances, Heinichen viewed the wind instruments 
not as a possibly optional extra tone colour added to the strings, but as the main orchestral 
timbre. The strings, on the other hand, are the subordinate `fillers'. 
6.13 Conclusion 
The autograph scores, and also the later non-autograph copies, supply us with a 
great deal of information about performance practice in Dresden. However, so much is still 
unknown, and open to conjecture. Many performance parts once existed, which would 
have been an invaluable source of information, but these have sadly been missing since 
199 Heinichen, General-bass, 55-6 
200 `Er lasse hernach eben dieße Piece mit einen saubern piano vieler Seiten-Instrumente in unisono 
accompagnieren, so wird solches die vorige geringe Flöten Harmonie augenblicklich dergestalt releviren, daß 
es nicht mehr Violinen, sondern ein ganzer Chor Flöten scheinen, und einen ganz andern Effect 
hervorbringen wird. ' Heinichen, General-bass, 61 
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la -- bro. che tan - toar dir, the tarp -' -s to ar - dir non ha. 
1945-46. They are believed to be held in the former Soviet Union. and it is to be hoped 
that this precious resource will one day soon be available again to scholars working in this 
field. 
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CHAPTER 7 HEINICHEN'S TEXT SETTING 
7.1 Introduction 
Any discussion of text-setting in Baroque music must inevitably include 
consideration of the discipline of rhetoric. The five divisions of classical rhetoric, inventio, 
dispositio, elocutio, memoria and pronuntiatio (invention, arrangement, style, 
memorisation and delivery) were seen by eighteenth-century theorists as incontrovertible 
analogies to the business of musical composition and performance. The focus of attention 
for German theorists was on the first three of these parts, those seen as pertaining to 
composition rather than performance. 201 Thus, the inventio is the generation of basic 
musical ideas, the dispositio is the structuring of these ideas into a coherent musical form, 
and the elocutio is the adding of the details. However, the terminology used for these 
different processes and sometimes the boundaries between them varied quite considerably. 
Mark Evan Bonds summarises German eighteenth-century usage as Erfindung (inventio), 
Anordnung or Ausführung (dispositio, also termed elaboratio), and Ausarbeitung 
(elocutio). 202 The text that was to be set (where present) was the most significant single 
contributing factor in the first of these stages, the inventio, and as such, governed the whole 
compositional process. 
In his treatise Der vollkommene Capellmeister of 1739, Johann Mattheson gives 
copious advice on each of these three stages of composition. 203 (In fact, Mattheson seems 
at first to be describing a 4-stage process. Inventio is succeeded by three further stages: 
dispositlo, elaboratio and decoratio. But later he makes it clear that decoratio - or 
embellishment - is more properly considered as at least partly the responsibility of the 
performer, rather than the composer. ) The first of these stages, the invention of musical 
201 D. Bartel, hfusica Poetica: Musical-Rhetorical Figures in German Baroque Music (Lincoln, 1997), 67. 
Z°Z Mark Evan Bonds, Wordless Rhetoric: Musical Form and the Metaphor of the Oration (Cambridge, Mass, 
1991), 80. 
203 See Part 11, chapter 4, section 13, and part If, chapter 14, section 40. In the translation by Ernest C. 
Harriss, Johann Afattheson's 'Der vollkommene Capellmeister' (Ann Arbor, 1981), 283 and 480. 
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ideas (inventio) is to be achieved with the help of the loci topici. 20 The loci topici are 
perhaps best described as sources of, and strategies for devising musical ideas, and 
Mattheson lists 15 of them, adapting them from the principles of classical (i. e. spoken) 
rhetoric with varying degrees of success. In some cases, the metaphor of music-as-oration 
holds good; the locus lopicus of an idea taken from another source, for example (the locus 
exemplorum) is equally valid for music and for words. 205 But the example of the causa 
materialis (the `from what', in what' and with what' of the story behind the oration) 
seems to stretch the analogy rather too far, in that it ascribes to music a degree of 
functional narrative that it cannot possess. 206 
The second rhetorical stage, that of the clispositio or ordering of the material, is 
described by Mattheson in part II, chapter 14. This ordering is likened to the six parts of 
the classical oration, and as an example. Matthcson analyses a da capo aria by Benedetto 
Marcello (1686-1739) in terms of these six parts. I lis analysis is presented here in Table 
7-1, which links the rhetorical parts with a division of the movement into the elements of 
ritornello form. It is important to note at this point that whereas in the section on the loci 
topici, Mattheson's discussion is to an extent prescriptive, the discussion of the dlispositio 
is purely descriptive. He is at pains to point out that not every piece will proceed in exactly 
the same way (but nevertheless, a 'good' piece will have most of thcm). 2n' What is clear is 
that for Mattheson, both music and rhetoric share the fundamental structural principles of 
(varied) repetition and contrast. Neverthless, as with the definition of the lvci topici as 
described above, this metaphor is also somewhat strained. 
204 In part 11, chapter 4, sections 20-85. Ilarriss, Alattheson's 'CupdUmti. itr', 285-99. 
205 Barriss, Afattheson's 'Capellmeisler', 298 
206 Harriss, Matheson's 'Capellmeister', 293. This seems to be a similar difficulty to that identified by 
Carolyn Abbate in her discussion of narrativity in music, when she asks 'Does music have a past tense? ' 
('What the Sorcerer Said, 1989,228-239) - in other words, to what extent arc we justified in 'reading' 
music as narrative. Scepticism about the applicability of theories of rhetoric to music is also expressed by 
Brian Vickers in 'Figures of Rhetoric/Figures of Music? ', Rheloricu, 2 (1984), 1-13, although this is directed 
more at the confusion surrounding the definition of the various rhetorical figures. 
207 Harriss, Afattheson's 'Capellmeister, 1981,472. Sce also Bonds, Wordless Rhetoric, 80-90. 
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Table 7-1 Mattheson's division of Marcello's aria into rhetorical parts 
Rhetorical part Subdivision of Analytical label Key Remarks 
rhetorical part 
Exordium Ritomello 1 A minor 
Narratio Solo span 1 A minor 
Propositio Propositio Ritornello 2 C major 
simplex 
Propositionem Solo span 2 G minor 
varietam 
Propositionem Ritornello 3 A minor 
compositam 




seem to overlap 
Peroration Ritornello 4 A minor 
Confutatio -D minor, The B section of 
E minor the aria 
Compared with his treatment of the inventio and the dispositio, Mattheson gives 
elaboratio relatively little space. 
208 Dispositio is, he says `roughly twice as easy'; 209 and he 
discusses the (mostly psychological) difficulties it presents without offering any concrete 
musical examples. Finally he addresses the issue of decoratio or embellishment. This stage 
had initially been presented as a separate compositional process (see footnote 203), but in 
fact Mattheson rather fudges the issue whether embellishment is the responsibility of the 
performer or the composer. 
208 Harriss, Afatthson's 'Capeimeister', 478-80. 
209 Ilarriss, Mattheson's 'Capellmeister, 478. 
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7.2 Heinichen's use of rhetoric 
But to what extent did I leinichen `buy into' these ideas, as expressed by 
Mattheson? Although Mattheson's Der vollkommene C crpellmeistcr was published in 1739, 
some 10 years after Heinichen's death, it represents a summary of theoretical ideas 
developed throughout his life, and so Ilcinichen would almost certainly have been familiar 
with Mattheson's views. The two musicians certainly knew each other well enough that 
from his deathbed Heinichen was able to write to Mattheson to ask him to take care of his 
financial affairs. 210 They quote each other's opinions frequently in their theoretical work, 
although it must be said that their mutual citations do sometimes express disagreement as 
well as admiration. For example, one point about which they disagreed was the extent to 
which the loci topici should be used to aid musical invention. Mattheson, as shown above, 
works his way through multiple possibilities, even though the analogy between music and 
the spoken word is sometimes somewhat strained. I Icinichen's theoretical writing, on the 
other hand, ever practical, discusses only the loci topic! arising directly out of the text that 
is to be set. 211 
The following three sections of this chapter will consider I Ieinichen's approach to 
text-setting within the rhetorical framework as outlined by Matthcson, taking in turn the 
three rhetorical processes of inventio, clispositio and eluhoratio or clecoratio. 
7.3 Inventio - the discovery of the initial idea 
In the Vorrede to his 1711 treatise the Neu erfundene und GrÜndliche 
Anweisung... zur vollkommener Erlern ug des Gencrul-Ilu. rses, and later in the Einleitung 
to his 1728 treatise Der General-bass in der Composition l lcinichen specifically links the 
rhetorical process of inventio or the discovery of the initial musical idea with response to 
the text. 12 Whereas Mattheson describes fiflecn different sources of loci topic! that may be 
210 Seibel, Das Leben. 27. 
211 Heinichen, Der General-bass, 30. Matthcson refers to I leinichcn's usage, although he makes an error in 
that he attributes the passage to the 1711 Anweisung. 
212 In the Anweisung, see BIT. In Der General-buss, see 301T. 
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used to aid the inventio, Heinichen limits himself to just three: the antecedentia, 
concomitiana and consequentia textus. 213 Actually, Heinichen's three loci topici and 
Mattheson's fifteen are objects at different levels of a logical hierarchy: Ileinichen is 
concerned with the purely physical locations of ideas, whereas Mattheson is talking in the 
main about categories of ideas - which may or may not occur within Heinichen's physical 
locations. According to Heinichen, if the text itself (the concomitiana) is unpromising, and 
offers no source of inspiration, then the text immediately preceding should be considered, 
and also the following text. In an operatic situation, this would be the recitative 
immediately preceding an aria, the aria itself, and the aria's B section (or the following 
recitative). This viewpoint seems to show that Heinichen thought first and foremost as a 
skilled dramatist; he considered not only the exact dramatic moment itself, but the 
surrounding circumstances, the motivation for and the consequences of the moment: 
Even with the most uninspired text one can take just three principal sources, namely, 
antecedentia, concomitantia, and consequential textus and examine them according to the 
locus topicus by weighing carefully the purpose of the words, including the related 
circumstances of persons, things, conditions, the origins, the means, purpose, time place etc. 
Thus, the inborn natural imagination (we speak not of stupid dispositions) never lacks for the 
expression of pleasing ideas or, to speak more clearly, skilful inventions. 214 
In a (very long) footnote, he does acknowledge that other loci topic! might be used 
by some people, but his remarks show characteristic disdain for anything that might smack 
of pedantry, or of a blind adherence to rules and procedures. 215 Of course, this does avoid 
the issue of how to proceed in the case of untexted music. 
Table 7-2 below summarises the affections defined by Heinichen, any further 
descriptive vocabulary he uses in the definitions, and the musical means by which they can 
Zia Heinichen, Der General-bass, 30. I. e. the text itself that is to be set, the preceding text or the following 
text. 
Z"Heinichen, Der General-bass, 30, trans. Buelow, Thorough-Bass, 330-1. `Man mag auch bey denen aller 
unfruchtbaresten Materien nur 3 fontes principales, Heimlich Antecedentia, Concomitantia & Consequentia 
Textus nach denen Locis Topicis examinieren, und occasione der Worte, die dabey concurrirenden Umstände 
der Person, der Sache, des Wesens, des Uhrsprungs, der Art und Weise, des Entzweckes, der Zeit, des Ortes 
etc. Wohl erwegen, so wird es der angeborenen guten natürlichen Fantasie (von ingeniis stupidis reden wir 
nicht) niemahls an Expression belibter Ideen, oder deutlicher zu reden: angeschickten Inventionibus fehlen. ' 
215 Heinichen, Der General-bass, 30n. 
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be achieved, as given in Heinichen's examples. 216 Many of these are entirely as we might 
expect. The heroic aria, for example, is characterised by unison, trumpet-like arpeggios, 
and the amorous affect by movement in 3rds and melodic trills. Others arc slightly more 
surprising. `Playfulness', for example, is depicted in minor mode with a fair amount of 
chromaticism, and `mutual love' is 'almost quarrelsome. 
Table 7-2 Heinichen's definitions of affect 
Affect Further description used by Musical characteristics of 
Heinichen Heinichen's example 
Fury Arpeggios with repeated 
semiquavers, unisons, wide leaps 
Quarrelsome Concerted, many voiced Vivace. Imitative entries, insistent, 
nagging pedal notes (upper and 
lower), trills 
Heroic Pompous Vivace. Unison, trumpet-like 
arpeggios 
Eternal pursuit of Ostinato sequential bass, unison 
fortune with upper strings, ostinato pattern 
features lower neighbour notes 
Fugitive or raging Strongly concerted harmonies Furioso. Fast scale patterns, 
fortune strong moving bass line, leaps in 
vocal part 
Stoicism Ever-changing or calamity- Andante. Strong theme, but also 
bearing fortune. Serious invention sighing figures. Minor mode. 
Amorous Amiable Cantabile. Lyrical, movement in 
3rds, trills, syncopation 
Burning fire of love Pleasant, playful Florid lines, use of flutes 
Flirtatious Amorous glances, burning eyes Un poco allegro. Triplets versus 
duplets, movement in 3rds, vocal 
part accompanied by upper voices 
only 
216 Buelow, Thorough-Bass. 332-75. 
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Affect Further description used by Musical characteristics of 
Heinichen Heinichen's example 
Tenderness Siciliana, languid thoughts Sostenuto. 12/8, dotted rhythms, 
chromatic colouring, vocal part 
accompanied by upper voices only 
Sighs of love Minor mode, sighing figures (rising 
as well as falling) 
Anxious seeking Bizarre theme Sostenuto. Syncopations, 
chromaticism, suspensions 
Playful love Minor mode, triplets, chromaticism, 
use of flutes 
Mutual love Almost quarrelsome. Amoroso. 2 flutes, imitative entries, 
Two well chosen instruments and movement 
in 3rds 
alternating in pleasant 
consonances and dissonances. 
A butterfly Bantering Un tantino allegro. Arpeggios, 
syncopation, use of flutes 
Fear Dark shadows Unison muted upper strings, 
arpeggios with repeated semi- 
quavers, syncopated vocal line 
In contrast with the sometimes difficult aria texts with their variable literary 
quality, Heinichen obviously found that liturgical material provided fruitful sources of 
inspiration, and many loci lopici for invention. This applied particularly to the psalms and 
the Magnificat. Unlike the text of the Mass, which is for the most part neutral statement of 
doctrine (e. g. `Credo in unum Deum') or ritualistic utterance (e, g, `Kyrie eleison'), the 
texts of the Vespers liturgy are full of affective images. They are poetic and personal 
responses to situations, which allow the possibility of a subject position. The singer of the 
psalm, the `poetic I', expresses a reaction to some event or condition, be it an angelic 
salutation, the goodness of God, or the trials of an exiled people, in the same way that an 
operatic character uses an aria to express a reaction to the event of the drama. The prime 
example of this is perhaps the Magnificat, Mary's soliloquy in response to the angelic 
salutation. 
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The devices used to indicate affect as defined by I Icinichcn in his Einleitung can 
clearly be seen in the arias of his , tlagnifcat settings The two aria settings of the verse `Et 
Misericordia', for example (i%! agnificat No. 1. fourth movement, and Magnif cat No. 5, 
second movement), both for solo tenor, fit very well I lcinichen's definition of a `bizarre 
theme', his prescription for an aria describing an anxious search. The fourth movement of 
No. I in particular is tortuous in the extreme (Example 7-1). The soloist, however, is never 
left to sing this ritornello theme, and %%here he is required to sing highly chromatic 
passages (bars 22-6 and bars 5 1-9), these arc doubled by the violins. It is worth noting 
here that the only other movement that sets just this text verse, the second movement of 
Magnificat No. 3, features an equally sinuous theme, but this time used as a fugue subject. 
Example 7-1 bfagnifical No. I in F, fourth movt., violins and oboes. bars I- 10 
The two arias that set the text `Deposuit potentes' contain elements both of the 
`heroic' and of the `rage' aria. The sixth movement of Magnifirat No. 1, with its unison 
arpeggios and strong vocal line is indeed rather 'pompous', as I leinichen describes. The 
second movement of No. 2 is perhaps the most dramatic and unusual of all the arias 
(Example 7-2). Here is undoubtedly raging fortune, as the unison strings fall inexorably 
down a 7`h at the end of each bar. But there is a dramatic twist to this aria, as in the second 
vocal period the pattern is reversed, to illustrate the verse'Esurientes implevit bonis'. 
Example 7-2 bfagnrficat No. 2 in 13,, second movt., strings, bas I-S 
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The most common type of aria in these settings is a kind of composite of the types 
that Heinichen describes as amiable, playful or amorous. These really are the essence of 
the galant style, featuring graceful melodies often decorated with trills, passages in parallel 
3rds or 6ths, balanced phrases, and frequently the use of flutes. The opening of the 2nd 
movement of No. 8 is an excellent example of this type (Example 7-3). This is a charming 
and graceful minuet, with the imaginative orchestration and cantabile lines so typical of 
Heinichen's style. The aria is in the usual ritornello form, with three separate vocal periods 
to match the text of the aria, which extends over three verses. Each verse has a markedly 
different character (Quia respexit..., Quia fecit mihi magna..., Et Misericordia ejus... ), 
and so Heinichen solves this compositional challenge by using different styles for each 
vocal period. The second period, with its dotted quaver accompaniment and vocal 
arpeggios, becomes heroic in style, whilst the third is more plaintive. The touch of 
inspiration in this movement is when the voice returns to the main ritornello material at bar 
64, and what was earlier a purely instrumental gesture becomes a part of the vocal 
illustration of the text `timentibus eum'. 






Table 7-3 summarises the aria types used by Heinichen in his Magnificat settings. 
Some of the arias do not fit exactly into the categories as described by Heinichen in his 
Einleitung, and are instead a composite of related types. The composite of amorous, 
amiable and playful has been discussed above; another composite type can be seen in the 
fifth movement of Afagnificat No. 9, `Suscepit Israel'. This movement combines the 
elements of the heroic, the quarrelsome and the `serious, stoic' style as described by 
Heinichen, with the different styles distributed amongst the different instrumental forces. 
For example, the movement opens in a `heroic' style, with a unison arpeggio on the 
strings; the flutes then interject with a sighing figure, presented by Heinichen in his writing 
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as stoicism in the face of changing fortune. One category not in I Icinichcn's definitions has 
been added to the table, that of the hassetto aria. Not only do these arias not use any 
ripieno bass instruments, but they also usually rely on a regular, pulsing accompaniment in 
the upper voices. The effect of this textural grouping does not seem to fit in with any of the 
categories as Fieinichen describes them, and so they have been given their own entry in the 
table below. 
Table 7-3 Aria types in the Alagnifica: settings 
Type Aria Remarks 
Rage/Heroic 1.3 Quia Fecit 
1.6 Deposuit Potentes 
2.2 Deposuit Potentes 
3.3 Fecit Potentiam 
Bizarre 1.4 Et Misericordia 
5.2 Et Misericordia 
Amiable/amorous/playful 1.2 Quia Respexit Also contains sighing figures. 
Sarabande? 
1.8 Suscepit Israel 
2.3 Suscepit Israel Minuet 
3.1 Magnificat 
8.2 Quia Respexit Minuet 
9.2 Quia Respexit 
Serious/Stoic 6.4 Suscepit Israel Slow minuet 
9.5 Suscepit Israel Also quarrelsomelheroic 
Siciliano 8.4 Suscepit Israel 
9.3 Quia Fecit 
Bassetto 5.4 Suscepit Israel 
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Type Aria Remarks 
6.2 Quia Respexit Ostinato 
From this table it can be seen that the affect Heinichen considered suitable for 
certain movements is quite consistent; `Et misericordia', for example, is always set in what 
he termed the anxious, bizarre style, `Deposuit potentes' uses the heroic or rage style, 
whereas `Quia respexit' is usually set in the amiable, playful style. These choices in some 
cases seem quite reasonable, both when compared with our own sense of the emotional 
content of the text being set, and also when considered in the context of other 
contemporary settings of this text. No-one, for example, could quarrel with the aptness of a 
heroic or rage aria for the text `Deposuit potentes'. But other verses seemed to cause more 
difficulty. The verse `Suscepit Israel' appears in several of the aria categories, including 
those that we might well consider to be emotional opposites, such as the amiable and the 
stoic. Here, it seems, we have an example of Heinichen's principle, set out in the 
Einleitung, of a degree of creativity or flexibility when determining the affect of a 
particular movement, of considering more than one possibility for any given text. 
As with his Afagnificat settings, Heinichen's psalm settings display considerable 
sensitivity to the nuances of the text. Many of the psalms are songs of rejoicing, and so the 
style most often used in the galant composite of amiable/amorous/playful as described 
above. What is generally absent from these settings is the triumphant trumpet-and-drum 
style, generally in D major, familiar for example from countless settings of the Gloria from 
this period. Instead, the rejoicing has a quieter, more homely quality, effected by the more 
modest orchestration, the directness of the melodic style, and often the use of the softer, 
flat key areas. 
Some of the psalms, however, fall outside this realm of amiable rejoicing, and they 
elicit a very particular response. The most striking example is the setting of the De 
profundis. It is for solo bass, in the dark key of C minor, with an accompaniment of 
continuo and (mostly) unison upper strings. The persistent upper neighbour note figure of 
the accompaniment and the appoggiaturas of the melodic line all contribute to the mood of 
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sorrowful supplication, and are reminiscent of I leinichen's examples illustrating stoicism 
and the `sighs of love' (see Table 7-2). 2I7 














r6 64 0600 
The psalm Nisi Dominus also elicits a particular affective response. Both of 
Heinichen's settings of this psalm219 use the technique, unusual for I leinichen, of an 
obbligato solo oboe line to partner the solo soprano voice. The settings are both in a minor 
mode and the vocal and oboe parts are particularly lyrical. This particular style does not 
seem to be an immediately obvious response to the affect of the psalm, in the way that the 
Deprofundis is. The vigorous, somewhat combative approach taken by Monteverdi comes 
to mind, for example, as a more obvious reflection of the mood of the text. A precedent for 
Heinichen's more lyrical style with this text can perhaps be seen with at least some 
movements of Vivaldi's earlier setting of the psalm. 219 One possibility here is that 
Heinichen has, as he recommends in his treatise, selected one particular aspect of the text 
217 Although the general affect of the setting is dark and sorrowful, I leinichcn does not go as far in this 
respect as his colleague Zelenka. Zelenka's setting of this same psalm, composed in 1724 for the funeral of 
his own father, is darker still, with its scoring including three trombones, and a lengthy opening movement 
for three bass voices. 
218 One, a single setting in C minor, dates from November 1723. The other is from the group of psalms 
composed in December 1726, and is in G minor. 
219 RV 608, composed early in Vivaldi's career. The other setting, RV 803, was composed 10 years after 
Heinichen's death. 
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to use as a guide to the affect to be used: in this case maybe the idea of the `panem 
doloris', the bread of sorrows. Another is that this more lyrical style is intended as a higher 
level structural contrast. As part of the formula for Marian Vespers, the Nisi Dominus is 
perhaps the only moment of quiet reflection amidst the other four laudatory psalms of the 
formula. 
7.4 Dispositio and form 
The second rhetorical process is that of the Dispositio, the arranging of ideas in a 
coherent structure. Heinichen makes no reference to form in his theoretical work, other 
than to discuss tonal structure, and the process of modulating between keys (using his 
musical circle). Mattheson, on the other hand, as we have seen makes a specific attempt to 
link the structures of classical rhetoric with the musical structures of a da capo aria. But 
Mattheson does not link his rhetorical description of form with any kind of response to the 
text; indeed, he does not even include the text of the aria in his example. 
When setting a regular da capo aria, there are very few choices to be made with 
respect to form. The shape of the text is entirely conventional, with its clear A and B 
sections, and there is a straightforward relationship between the text and the musical 
structure. But with liturgical texts, the relationship between the musical and textual 
structure is not so clearly defined, and there are therefore many more compositional 
choices to be made. A psalm with many verses might be set as one single movement or 
with as many different movements as there are verses (or indeed, any number of 
movements in between these two extremes). In Heinichen's Vespers music, individual 
movements are never in da capo form; most use ritornello form, a few are fugal, and a few 
are through-composed. 
Turning again to Heinichen's Magnfficat settings, Table 7-4 plots the division into 
movements against the division of the text into verses, and it shows the varied way in 
which this is done. No two settings divide up the text in exactly the same way, but on the 
other hand there are places where a movement break is found in most settings. Within 
longer movements (such as with the single-movement setting of the Magnifrcat, No. 4 in 
136), a new text verse might signal a change in orchestration, tempo or metre, but this is 
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usually kept at least roughly within the framework of ritornello form. Two examples are 
given here, to illustrate Heinichen's varying approaches to the problem of synthesising the 
demands of musical and textual/dramatic structure. 
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The structural paradigm of both of these examples is some kind of ritornello form. 
The single-movement setting, Magnificat No. 4 is an example of a highly structured 
movement (see Table 7-5 below). The architecture is carefully organised with, for 
example, a section in the dominant near the beginning of the movement balanced by a 
section in the subdominant near the end. There is also a degree of symmetry in the episodic 
material; the episodes at bars 18-24 and bars 51-61 for example both feature a solo oboe, 
and have thematic material in common. The arch-like nature of the architecture is 
completed by the (inevitable) device of returning to the opening material for the words 
`Sicut erat in principio'. The standard rhetorical devices for setting the dramatic parts of 
the Magnffcat text, the fragmented quavers for the word `dispersit', the descending figure 
for `deposuit', and so on, are all present in this setting. But, partly because of the brevity of 
the setting, and partly too because of the constraints of the form, these are all treated very 
lightly. Although the episodes are quite varied, the organisation of the setting is closely 
controlled and the drama has all been contained within the constraints of the form. 




1-5 R Bö 
6-15 E Bp -F 
T solo + chorus 
16-17 R F 
18-33 E F-c S solo + oboe. Reference to 
ritornello material 
c Chorus. Shift to D, major for 
words 'sanctum nomen' 
34-5 R c 
36-40 E c-Bo B solo 





42-9 E BD-c Chorus 
c S&T duet, tremolo strings 
c-E,,, Chorus 
49-50 R ED 
51-61 E ED-g A solo + oboe (cf. bars 18-24) 
62-3 R g 
64-7 E g-F Chorus (cf. bars 42-4) 
68-9 R F 
704 E F-B,,, S&Aduet 
75-80 R (modified) BD Chorus 
Elision of episode and ritornello 
material 
The third movement of Magnificat No. 6 is somewhat looser in structure, and 
consequently the drama is allowed freer rein. Table 7-6 below shows the structure of the 
movement. Although it is based on ritornello structure, the divisions between episode and 
ritornello are perhaps not quite so clear cut. Some of the episodes (shown in the table as 
`E/R') make use of material from the ritornello, and the divisions between episode and 
ritornello are not always entirely clear-cut. At the very opening of the movement, for 
example, the entry of the chorus suggests the end of the ritornello and the start of an 
episode; howevere harmonically and motivically it seems that the ritornello should 
continue until bar 14. 
The movement is tonally open; the imperfect cadence at the end prepares for the 
following movement in the tonic minor. There are changes of both tempo and metre during 
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the movement, contributing to a more fragmentary presentation of the material than the 
single movement setting discussed above. There are also moments of great theatricality in 
this movement, in particular the bass entry at bar 33 ('deposuit potentes'), moving down 
through a range of nearly two octaves, and the sudden change of metre and style at bar 45 
('et exaltavit'). However, the fragmentation is mitigated by the reuse of sequential material 
from bars 37-44 later in the movement, at bars 54-61. With this reuse, lleinichen takes the 
opportunity to make a descriptive point. The first time the material appears (`deposuit 
potententes'), the sequence moves downwards; the second time ('esurientes implevit 
bonis') it moves upwards. 




1-6 R C 
7-14 E/R C Chorus. Extension of some 
elements of R 
15-23 E C-e Chorus. Dramatic representation 
of 'dispersit' 
24-8 E e Chorus 
29-33 R e 
34-48 E e-a Basses -'deposuit' 
a-C Chorus 
C-d Chorus change of metre and 
tempo 
49-54 EIR d-C Chorus (return to allegro). 
54-61 E C-a Chorus. Inversion of material in 
Bars 37-44. 
62-6 E/R C Chorus. Only some elements of R 
used. 
67-8 - C Chorus. Change of metre to 
adagio. 
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These choruses give two examples of the way Heinichen integrates the sometimes 
fragmentary demands of the Magnificat text with the structural norms within which he was 
working. Sometimes the drama is allowed to dominate, and to challenge the requirements 
of form; at other times the drama is moderated to fit the structural demands. But this is 
never taken to extremes; structural norms are always followed, even if only loosely, and 
dramatic content is always acknowledged, even if only briefly. 
The relationship between textual and musical form can be rather more subtle that 
the simple division of the setting according to text verses. An example of this can be found 
in the setting of the psalm In convertendo. The form is unusual, and is rather like a slightly 
asymmetric arch. There are two main textural ideas: unison vocal basses, doubled by the 
bassoons and double basses, with the rest of the strings providing an arpeggiated 
accompaniment, and a tutti texture (including oboes), where the upper strings and wind 
have fast moving passages with slower vocal parts (Example 7-5 and Example 7-6). 
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Tunc re - ple-tum est gau - -- di -o os no - strum: et 
Tunc re - pe-tunt est gau - di -o os no - strum: et 
Tunc re - p! e-tu i est gau - - di -o o no - strum; et- 
.11 FN 1. a 
Tunc re - pie-tum est gau - -- di -o os no - strum: et_ 
1A II i 
The unison bass line resembles plainchant, but does not match any of the chants 
given in the Liber Usualis. These chant-like sections are characterised by wide leaps and a 
certain amount of tonal instability, brought about by the use of diminished 7 `h chords. The 
harmonic rhythm of these sections is slow. The tutti sections, on the other hand, have 
semiquaver scales and neighbour-note figures, and the harmony often alternates insistently 
between the local tonic and dominant on every quaver. The harmonies change frequently 
during these sections (the tutti passage at bars 19-45, for example, moves from G major to 
C major to A minor to G major to C major), but the movement is always clear and well 
directed, without the uncertainties of the chant-like sections. The chant-like and tutti 
sections alternate, and one of the chant-like sections is punctuated by a brief, lyrical duet 
section for solo soprano and alto. 
Table 7-7 Structure of In convertendo 
Bars 1-18 19-45 46-58 58-66 66-75 
Texture Chant Tutti Chant S&A Chant 
duet 
75-90 90-102 102-18 
Tutti Chant Tutti 
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This slightly unusual structure can be explained by the psalm text, which operates 
in two contrasting affective regions; the sorrow and despair of the people in the wilderness, 
and their joy when rescued by the Lord. The unison sections, with their tonal and melodic 
uncertainty clearly depict the wilderness regions, whereas the tutti sections are an 
onomatopoeic representation of laughter and joy. The central lyrical duet passage, which 
stands apart stylistically from the rest of the setting, is the kernel of the idea that 
summarises the whole psalm, the contrast between sorrow and the joy that must follow 
('May those who sow in tears reap with shouts of joy'). The form of this psalm is 
somewhat reminiscent of the practice of alternatim, where alternate verses are delivered in 
plainchant and in polyphony. But there is a vital difference here, in that whilst in 
alternatim settings the two styles are strictly alternated verse by verse, the In convertendo 
setting uses the two styles according to the sense of the text. 
7.5 Elaborations 
Strictly speaking, the process of elaboration - the rhetorical elaboratio and 
decoratio - involves figures of purely musical decoration as well as those that are 
illustrative of any text. Bartel, in his book Musica Poetica, includes a helpful summary of 
definitions of these figures. 220 This section, though, will confine itself to Heinichen's use 
of figures as a means to illustrate his text. 
Taking again the Magnificat settings as examples, the Fecit potentiam choruses 
contain certain highly illustrative gestural commonplaces that are used to depict key words 
of the text, in particular the words `deposuit', `dispersit' and 'inanes'. Example 7-7, 
Example 7-8 and Example 7-9 demonstrate these illustrations. 
220 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 439-443. A serious drawback with Bartel's work is that he locates these musical- 
rhetorical ideas solely within the Lutheran tradition. Any reference to Catholic practice is assumed to be 
Italian, and thus he ignores any German Catholic repertory such as the music under consideration here. 
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Example 7-7 `Deposuit', Magnificat No. 5, third movt., bars 14-17 
Bass 
Basso Continuo 














OR o =1 il-lk 
... nes, et di - vi - tea di - m'-si i -a - nes, in - a- ncs, in - a- nes. 
nes, et di - vi - ges di - nsi-sit in-a - ne ,i- a- nes, in - a- nes. 
nes, et di - vi - tes di - mi-sit in-a - nes, in - a-nes. in - a- nes. 
nes, et di - vi - ges di - mi-sit in-a - 
s9 
nes. in - a- nes, in - a- nes. 
ss9 933 
33 
ý-j `j V 
The musical language for illustrating these parts of the text is generally highly 
consistent. The physical images of the words `deposuit' and `dispersit' have very obvious 
musical parallels, and in a musical sound-world, the word `inanes' is inevitably linked with 
silence. But the treatment of the text section beginning `Esurientes implevit bonis' is much 
less consistent. The section is usually differentiated in some way, but the manner in which 
it is treated is varied considerably. In the 3`d movement of No. 5, for example, the words 
are set contrapuntally to the passus duriusculus, in No. 4 they are set as a soprano and alto 
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passage in thirds over tremolo strings, and in the 3`d movement of No. 6 they appear 
declaimed homophonically. 
Some of the most vivid examples of word painting at the level of the Elaboratio 
occur when the text is concerned with nature imagery. The psalms in particular are full of 
references to streams, mountains, ovine animals, extremes of weather and so on, and 
Heinichen takes full advantage of the opportunities these offer. 
A particularly colourful movement is the opening of the psalm In exitu Israel in Bý. 
The text here describes an earthly cataclysm: 
The sea looked and fled; 
Jordan turned back 
The mountains skipped like rams 
The hills like lambs. 
The well-mannered opening of the psalm - an orderly fugal exodus set over a 
walking bass - is interrupted by stern unison semiquavers, and each phrase is punctuated 
by agitated downward scales (Example 7-10). The cataclysm also extends to the formal 
structure of the movement, since there is no pretence at any kind of ritornello form, and the 
whole movement is entirely through-composed. 
Another striking example of nature imagery occurs in the setting of the psalm 
Lauda Jerusalem in D, at the point where the text describes the word of the Lord melting 
the snow and the hail. The subsequent soft wind and rain are beautifully illustrated by a 
solo soprano line, accompanied only by two violins moving in gentle triplets. 
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Example 7-10 In exitu Israel in Bý first movt., bars 18-27 

















-ý } ýr 
fu - git, et fu git, ma - re vi - dit et fu - git, et fu git: Jor - da - niscom'er-sus est re - 
s 
fit - gil, er fit git, ma - re vi - dif el fit gil et /ii giC Jor -da - uiscomer-sus Est re- 
it, F--f 
25 
10 07 ; -1 4 
fror - stint, Jor-da - niscmrver-sits est, re - fror - sum. 
0.0. 
fror - sum, Jor - da - mscom'er -sits esl re - fror - son. 
7.6 Overlaps 
Although this chapter has considered the three rhetorical processes of inventio, 
dispositio and elaboratio separately, it would be over simplistic to assume that they always 
occurred separately and successively in the process of composition. In a study of Mozart's 
`Haydn' string quartets for example, John Irving shows that it can be hard to make the 
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distinction between inventio and dispositio221 Similarly, the three processes are not 
always entirely clear-cut in Heinichen's music. 
The second movement of the Magnificat No. 2 in Bb, `Deposuit potentes', is a case 
in point. The text deals entirely in a double poetic opposition: the opposing categories of 
people (the proud and the humble, the rich and the poor) and their opposite fates (to be cast 
down and to be exalted, to be filled and to be sent away empty). Heinichen sets this 
movement for solo bass, with continuo and unison strings. The basic pattern of the 
accompaniment is a slowly moving stepwise pattern, either ascending or descending, with 
a fast (demisemiquaver) scale in the opposite direction at the end of each bar (Example 
7-11), a typical example of what Quantz called the majestic style or `prächtiger Stil'. 222 
The vocal part is characterised by large leaps, and there is also a lengthy melisma at the 
end of the last vocal period. The movement is in Kirchenarie form, with a central 
modulation to the subdominant key of C minor. 
Example 7-11 Magnificat No. 2, second movt., bars 1-5 
Sostenuto 
Basso Continuo 
A possible analysis of the movement along rhetorical principles might count the 
general affect (stern, heroic, majestic) as part of the inventio, the structure (with its 
modulation to the subdominant) as part of the dispositio, and the scale patterns of the 
accompaniment (illustrative of the specific words deposuit, exaltavit) as part of the 
elaboratio. But this would be an oversimplification, as many of the features of this 
movement seem to overlap the boundaries between these categories. The distinctive scale 
passages that end each bar, for example, are more than simply surface elaboration or 
decoration. As well as their general function as markers of the `prächtiger Stil', they 
221 John Irving, Mozart: The 'Haydn' Quartets (Cambridge, 1998), 64-5. 
222 Quantz, Flute, 133. 
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closely reflect the double poetic opposition of the text, and their all-pervasiveness means 
they are really part of the fabric of the piece, its raison d'Etre as it were. As such, they 
could be said to be part of the inventio. Likewise the catabasic/anabasic tonal structure is as 
much to do with the overall affect as it is to do with form. It should be added here that 
David Schulenberg223 critiques this idea of tonal allegory, and the extension of the terms 
catabasis and anabasis to include tonal areas rather than just melodic figures. He states that 
`It does not follow that Baroque composers thought of keys as rising and falling ... '. 
224 
However, it seems reasonable to propose an association in Ileinichen's music between 
modulation in the flat (subdominant) direction and the idea of falling, death or downward 
motion. This association is, as Schulenberg points out, conventional rather than truly 
mimetic. But it is clear from Heinichen's theoretical writing and his concept of the musical 
circle that he conceptualised movement between keys as highly directional. He exploits 
this quality quite specifically in those few movements which modulate first to the 
subdominant, as these are all movements concerning death or downward movement of 
some kind (deposition, descent, etc. ). Hence it does seem that Ileinichen at least did indeed 
view a modulation in the flat direction as `falling'. 
Heinichen's structuring of the text of this Magnificat movement225 is also of 
interest here. The exact text he uses is as follows: 
Deposuit potentes de sede, potentes de sede, 
Et exaltavit humiles. 
Esurientes implevit bonis; 
Et divites, et divites dimisit inanes. 
Potentes deposuit, 
Humiles exaltavit, 
Esurientes implevit bonis; 
Et divites dimisit inanes, dimisit inanes. 
223 `Musical Allegory Reconsidered: Representation and Imagination in the Baroque', Journal ofAfusicology, 
vol. 13 no. 2 (spring 1995), 203-239. 
224 Schulenberg, `Musical Allegory Reconsidered', 210. 
225 Verses 7 and 8 of the Magn /lcat. 
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The extension of phrases by repetition is quite usual, but what is unusual is the 
inversion and contraction of the phrases in the 5th and 6`h lines. This significant deviation 
from the exact liturgical text (a technique he uses nowhere else to this extent in his Vespers 
music) seems to be a continuation of the play with opposites and inversions that permeates 
the music of the setting. This alteration of the text is given further significance by the fact 
that it occurs at exactly the moment of modulation to C minor, following a rest in all parts 
at the first appearance of the word `inanes'. 
7.7 Comparison with opera 
An inescapable conclusion when considering this repertoire is to regard the music 
as inherently dramatic. But on the surface it would seem that direct comparisons with 
opera are difficult, since different forms are used. The operatic staples of recitative and da 
capo aria, for example, are not found in the Vespers music. But there is a considerable 
overlapping region of affective response to the text which outweighs the apparent surface 
differences between the two genres. 
Eighteenth-century theorists typically describe the arenas of church and stage as 
two separate stylistic entities. It might be more helpful to consider them as overlapping, as 
in the diagram below. 
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Eihure 7-I 1 he relationship hrt\%ccn church and Stu we 
There are ti0rms and Sty Ies vv hirh cIea rk hrlo in. ()niv in One region. the sacred- 
only, domain. for example. contains Fugues and rcl'Crcnces toi pl, iincliant (or toi the Lutheran 
equivalent. the chorale). 'I he secular domain. On the other hind. contains the overtly comic 
or grotesque. and dance ni cments. "f' Rut a huge hO(lv of' music (perhaps the majority - 
Occupies the middle round. StvIisticallv. it could helonu, toi either Church Or stage (the test 
here being that if'one removed the text. It vvould not he possible to tell vvhich). In many 
cases. of course. sacred and secular music are literally identical, there heim, countless 
examples of secular works parodied fier use in church. In his autobiography the Bohemian 
musician franz Benda. sometime chorister at the I )resdcn court, describes 11(m he learnt by 
heart all the alto arias from Ian's opera ('n. ciuii: ic/r, r"ir: _u, and that these arias were then 
given Latin texts so that he could sing them in church. '7 
I hat is. movements to accompan\ an actual dance hertorniedl on the , ta11e. fill( ufcourse the spirit ot'the 
dance, and its forms and gestures, pervades mans innot 11051 of, Ile settings oI the period. hoth sacred and 
secular. 
- Translated in Nctti. 11'I ýýurn Musicians, 2 10. 
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Church Stage 
This stylistic middle ground is occupied in the main by arias and longer, ritornello 
form movements. The arias, be they da capo arias in the case of opera and certain para- 
liturgical genres such as the oratorio and the Lutheran cantata, or Kirchenarie in the case of 
liturgical music, have a common vocabulary of style and gesture. The longer ritornello- 
form movements, like concerto movements, have that same quality of unfolding narrative, 
the playing out of a dramatic scene. 228 This overlapping of vocabulary and gesture can be 
illustrated by turning again to the musical examples Heinichen supplies in the Einleitung to 
his treatise Der General-bass in der Composition. These examples have already been 
discussed above as a template for the portrayal of varying affects within Heinichen's 
Magn Eitat settings. But they also serve to show that the gestures, the melodic style and the 
orchestral palette229 of the two fields are virtually identical. It is striking that not one of the 
examples from the Einleitung, which can presumably be taken as a paradigm of writing for 
the operatic stage, would be out of place in the Vespers settings. 
The examples below set some of Heinichen's Einleitung fragments against 
comparable excerpts from his Vespers music. 





228 But note that this is the quality of a narrative, which is not the same as the implied equivalence with verbal 
narrative as discussed above in the work of Mattheson. 
229 To be sure, the sacred music would have included an organ in its continuo group rather than the 
harpsichord of the operatic stage, but in no case is the writing of the continuo line particularly idiomatic for 
either instrument. 
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Chi hA ne - mi - ca la for - tu - na, si ve - drä sem - pre, sein - pre pe - 
/0 






























Do-mi-nusae-di-fi-ca-ve-rit do- mum, ae-di-fi-ca-ve-rit do- mumm va-numla-bo-ra - ve 
13 
Example 7-12, Heinichen's 51h Einleitung example and his setting of Dixit Dominus 
in E6, are of the type characterised by Heinichen-as heroic and pompous. The construction 
of these two examples is remarkably similar. In each case we have a unison figure that 
twice outlines an octave space of the tonic chord, followed by a scale figure introducing a 
move onto the chord of the dominant. The unison has by now relaxed into a more melodic 
style, although in both cases there are strong pedal notes. The extracts both end with a 
passage where the bass line has become the most active melodic part. The text of the 
Einlietung example is: 
Non P sofa, non 8 straniera 
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la causa, ch'e vera; 
230 non dubito, nb. 
The next pair of examples shows the use of an ostinato bass. In Der General-bass, 
Heinichen explains that the ostinato (or, as he puts it, `strongly concerted harmonies in the 
form of violin and bass themes') can be used to express `the eternal pursuit of fortune'. 
The Italian text here is `Chi hä nemica la fortuna si vedrä sempre penar' (`Ile who has 
fortune as an enemy will always see himself in want. ') For the Vespers music example, 
this ostinato style perhaps suggested itself in order to express the idea of the man who fears 
the Lord ('qui timet Dominum'). 
Example 7-14 shows an alternative approach to the same aria and psalm texts. 
There is a surface motivic similarity here, and also a similar treatment of the bass line, 
which begins each phrase as a contrapuntal partner to the treble, but ends as harmonic 
support. 
The final pair, Example 7-15, also share a surface motif. There are likenesses too in 
the treatment of the opening walking bass line, and in the way the two treble lines (2 flutes 
in 6a, oboe and voice in 6b) are handled. In fact, part b of Example 7-14 and part a of 
Example 7-15 might just as easily have been chosen as a pair. They have the obvious 
similarity that they share the same instrumentation, and the two treble lines share a distinct 
family resemblance in their handling of the musical material. 
None of the examples from Der General-bass, the four here or the further twelve in 
the text, contains anything particularly remarkable, although many do have considerable 
charm - or as Heinichen would say - goat or good taste. The examples are all 
commonplaces of late baroque practice. But they do represent, we must assume, a 
compendium of material and style specifically labelled as suitable for use in opera. And as 
this study of Heinichen's Vespers music has shown, this is the material also used 
throughout his church music. 
230 'The motive is not unique, it is not strange, that is true; I do not doubt it, no. ' One wonders if Eleinichen 
intended a double meaning here, since an important point made by the examples in his Einleitung is that a 
single piece of text can give rise to several musical possibilities. 
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Finally, in making the comparison with opera, the context of this music must 
always be borne in mind. As has been remarked, it is hard today for us to appreciate the 
way Catholic Church music of the Baroque resembled a concert or musical spectacle. 231 In 
his discussion of practice at Augsburg, Rudolf Walter describes how, during the reciting of 
the Magnificat all stand, the altar is censed, and sometimes all the bells are rung. 232 The 
Jesuits, founders of the Catholic mission in Dresden, were a teaching order renowned for 
their sense of theatre, and in her study of the musical culture of eighteenth-century 
Bohemia, Barbara Renton describes the importance of Jesuit `school plays'; 233 these were 
not amateur, childish affairs, but highly sophisticated musical and theatrical productions. 
During Holy Week in Dresden, the theatre was brought right into church, as elaborate 
apparati (effectively theatrical stage sets) were constructed for the performance of the 
Good Friday sepulchre cantata. 234 All these points combine to suggest an environment 
where dramatic or theatrical principles applied as much to music played in church as to 
music played in the theatre. Music was exploited for its didactic or proselytising value, 235 
and as such, was required to communicate vividly in terms that would have been 
understood by all who heard it. 
231 Talbot, Sacred Vocal Music, 67. 
232 R. Walter (ed. ), Johann Caspar Ferdinand Fischer: Vesperpsahnen: Opus /// (Wiesbaden, 1991), viii. 
233 Barbara Renton, `The Musical Culture of Eighteenth-Century Bohemia, with Special Emphasis on the 
Music Inventories of the Knights of the Cross' (PhD Diss., City University of New York, 1990), 88. 
234 Stockigt, Zelenka, 8. 
235 There are many references in the Jesuit Diarium to the beneficial effects the Fathers hoped that the church 
music would have upon its listeners. 
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSION 
8.1 Introduction 
This conclusion will attempt three things. The first will be a summary of 
Heinichen's mature musical style, considering his use of melody, harmony and rhythm. 
This summary will include a comparison with Heinichen's earlier style as shown in his 
Lutheran church works, and described by Melvin Unger. 236 Next will be a consideration of 
Heinichen's significance, and of the reception of his sacred music as evidenced by later 
biographical writing. The final element will be an assessment of his musical aesthetic, with 
an attempt at determining the quality of his work. 
8.2 Heinichen's musical style 
8.2.1 Melody 
To begin discussing Heinichen's mature melodic style, it will be useful to compare 
two settings of the psalm Dixit Dominus. One setting, in D minor, is for SATB chorus, 
with walk-out solos for each voice. The first solo, for tenor, is quite carefully crafted. The 
phrases are well balanced, and form a pleasing melodic shape. The solo span is brought to 
a satisfactory conclusion by the increasing tension of the rising sequence at bars 20-3 
(Example 8-1). 




However, this is probably the best part of this setting. The later solos, whilst still 
superficially pleasant, are rather less well structured (Example 8-2). They become 
236 Unger, German Church Compositions, 217-29. 
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somewhat aimless, without a strong sense of direction, and really seem to be just a means 
of enunciating the text with as little trouble as possible. 
Example 8-2 Dixit Dominus in D minor, bars 56-60 
56 
Alto : 01F I: H 
Te - cum prin - cl - pi-um in di e vir - tu - tis tu - ae 
Basso Continuo 
The melodic material of the tutti sections also disappoints. The opening motif is a 
vigorous, imitative statement anticipating the opening word of the psalm, 237 but after this 
opening the material becomes rather featureless. 







The setting in E6 presents a rather different picture (Example 8-4). Here, the 
ritornello material, although based on the simplest of elements - an open octave leap - has 
a highly memorable shape. The opening phrase is followed by a more lyrical section, 
which however is supported by the open octave idea (bars 4-6). The whole has a drive and 
an energy that is lacking from the D minor setting. 
237 The SLUB catalogue card for this item states that this psalm is a setting on the 5'h psalm tone (5 toni). 
However, this opening material bears no resemblance to the 5'h tone, so this may well be a misreading of the 
word "5tum" added to the title on the score, apparently in lleinichen's own hand, meaning that this is his 5'h 
Dixit Dominus setting. 
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The writing for the soloists is also more varied that that found in the D minor 
setting, particularly that for the solo bass (Example 8-5). 





do -nec ponam in -i- mi - cos tu-os, in -i- ini - cos tu - os. sca- 
These examples demonstrate two facets of Heinichen's melodic style. On the one 
hand he can be highly original and inventive, writing melodies rich in imaginative detail, 
such as can be seen in the ritornello material and the bass solo of the E, Dixit Dominus. On 
the other hand, he can also write settings full of the most ordinary - if not cliched - 
material. Certainly, this ordinary material can be handled perfectly competently, as can be 
seen from the first solo of the D minor Dixit Dominus. But it can also result in rather 
unmemorable music, as the remainder of the setting shows. 
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The instrumental-like qualities of Ileinichen's fugue melodies have already been 
discussed (see above, chapter 4). At the other end of the scale, are melodies of great lyrical 
beauty. Particularly notable in this respect are the two Nisi Dominus settings, both for 
soprano with solo oboe. 238 In both cases, the oboe is an equal partner for the voice. In G 
minor setting, the first violin is included in this lyrical discourse during the instrumental 
ritornellos, when the voice is silent. 










V In. 2 
Via. 
S. 
A further useful distinction to be made is between those melodies (such as the Nisi 
Dominus example above) showing the baroque qualities of asymmetry and the harmonic 
spinning-out of motivic material, and those in a clear galant idiom, such as Example 8-7 
below. Here, we have a regular and balanced phrase structure, short breaks in the melody, 
a clear treble/bass polarity, and a clarity and simplicity of harmony. Of particular note here 
238 In G minor and in C minor. The passages for soprano and oboe in the G minor setting are interspersed 
with sections for solo bass. 
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Glo - ri-a Pa - tri, ei Fi - Ii-o. ei Spi - ri - tu-i_ San - cto. 
is that the harmonic Fortspinnung of the melody has been replaced by simple repetition, 
varied by the inversion of the two instrumental parts. 239 The whole is reminiscent of the 
dance; specifically, the minuet, the locus classicus of galant grace and elegance. This 
galant picture is completed by the use of the flutes, the instrumental epitome of the style. 
Example 8-7 BeaUU omnes, bars 1-14 
Flutes 
Basso Continuo 
Finally, a particular melodic style utilised by Heinichen for moments of extreme 
emotion is the type he labelled "bizarre". 240 This type of melody is generally in a minor 
key and is highly chromatic, and a salient feature is the interval of the diminished 3rd. 24' 
239 This variation can also take the form of repetition at a softer dynamic, or repetition with parallel minor 
colouration (see below, 8.2.2). 
240 Heinichen, Der General-bass, 66. 
241 This interval is also used to great effect in his serenade Diana su 1'Elba, during aria No. 6, `Languido al 
par del guardo'. 
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The rather awkward F; at the end of the second bar is not an error; it recurs several times in 
the movement, and is explicitly notated with an accidental each time. 
8.2.2 Harmony 
Heinichen's treatise Der General-bass in der Composition demonstrates the use of 
an extremely wide range of chords. In particular, he advocates the use of chords containing 
Falsae, or chromatically altered intervals, describing them as "the most beautiful musical 
materials". 242 These Falsae include the augmented 6`h, the augmented 2"d, the augmented 
5`h and the major 7`h. Buelow identifies the chords using these intervals as arising out of 
Italian operatic practice. 243 As Buelow shows, lleinichen's harmonic vocabulary seems to 
have been greatly expanded during his stay in Italy. Whereas Ileinichen's earlier treatise 
describes only 13 figures, Der General-bass gives 32, including those containing the 
aforementioned Falsae. 244 
But despite the wide harmonic range described in Der General-bass, in his Vespers 
music Heinichen uses a fairly simple harmonic vocabulary. Whole ritornellos, particularly 
those where the melodies are made up of chordal outlines, are sometimes based on just 
tonic and dominant chords. A significant point here is that the locus of the sharpest 
dissonance in Italian music was probably the recitative, a style missing from the Vespers 
music. Nevertheless, dissonant harmonies are sometimes used, and because they are less 
frequent, they are all the more telling when they do occur. As discussed in chapter 3, the 
most adventurous use of harmony in the Vespers music tends to be during the episodes of a 
242 Heinichen, Der General-bass, 225. 
243 Buelow, Thorough-Bass, 68. 
244 Buelow, Italian Influence, 51. 
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ritornello form movement, particularly those that occur at an especially significant moment 
of the text. 
One setting that is particularly rich harmonically is the Alma Redemploris Mater in 
E',. Here, we have a succession of dominant and diminished 7t1t chords, eventually arriving 
on a Neapolitan 6`h chord at the beginning of bar 25. But rather than acting as a harmonic 
embellishment of the local tonic of C minor, this chord then functions as a pivot to effect a 
move towards Ab major. This interesting harmonic sequence is rounded off with an 
incomplete dominant 9`h. 




ge - nu -i- sti. quae ge - nu -i- sti, na - tu - ra, na - tu - ra mi - 
Alto 
(sti, buae ge - nu -i- sti, quae ge - nu -i- sti, na - tu - ra. na - tu - ra mi - 
Tenor 
11 
Tu quae ge - nu -i- sti, ge - nu -i- sti, na - tu - ra, na - tu - ra mm - 
Bass 
p 
Tu quae ge - nu -i- sti, na 
Ltu 
- ra, na -tu - ra mi - 
Bass Continuo . 1111. 
14 
0 




ran te, tu - um san - ctu n. sa -ctum Ge - ni - to - rem: 
A. 
ran - le, tu - um san-ctum, san - than 
Ge - ni - to - rer t: 
T . 




ran - le, tu - nm san - chrn?, an-chum 
Ge - ni - to - rem: 
OP OP p0 Vc. 
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A harmonic procedure of which Heinichen seemed particularly fond is the use of 
the parallel minor. A phrase that usually appears in a major key is fleetingly coloured with 
a minor third, as in Example 8-10, Suscepit Israel from the first Magnificat in F. This 
almost Schubertian chiaroscuro minor colouring can also be applied to the 6th and 7th scale 
degrees. Another detail of Heinichen's harmonic vocabulary is the `filling in' at cadences 
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of the interval created when the leading note resolves downwards to the 5`h (Example 
8-11). 









[ta - rid sa - lu - to - ri me - 0. 
Basso continuo 1 90 
Heinichen's long-range tonal procedures have been discussed above in chapter 3. 
The main points were a fairly strict adherence to the rules set out in Der General-bass 
concerning harmonic progression around the musical circle (whilst at the same time 
exploiting to the full all the possibilities within these rules, especially in longer 
movements), and the rather surprising avoidance of the dominant as the first modulation. 
However, as shown, the rules of harmonic progression are broken at certain times when 
demanded by the text, this usually occurring during the episodes, rather than during the 
ritornellos. These moments are often characterised by disjunction in the harmony, with a 
sudden, unexpected move to a new key area, rather than by a smooth progression. 
8.2.3 Rhythm 
The table below shows Heinichen's use of time signatures. The two composite time 
signatures near the right hand end of the table (2 c and 3 t) are doxology movements that 
set the "Gloria Patri" in triple metre, but return to c (or Q-) for the `Sicut erat'. The other 
composites occur in longer movements from Magnificat settings. 
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65 9 16 8 1 2 1 1 4 1 3 
Heinichen discusses rhythm in quite some depth in chapter 4 of Der General-bass. 
The main object of his discussion is to explain the realisation of quick bass notes, and the 
rules by which an accompanist might determine whether a note is a passing note or 
whether it needs to be harmonised with a new chord. A by-product of this explanation is an 
invaluable insight into Heinichen's concept of rhythm and metre, and in particular the idea 
that the essential rhythmic subdivision of two pieces in seemingly identical metre may be 
different. 245 
This can perhaps best be shown with a pair of examples. 





245 This idea is presented by Wolfgang Horn in `Notation als Representation der Akzentstruktur', in 
Musiktheorie 1994, vol. 9. 
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Example 8-13 Laudatepueri in G, bars I-5 
Allegro 
Violin I 
Violin 2C 2y 
Basso continuo 
Both examples are in the same C time, and marked Allegro. Both also have their 
fair share of semiquavers, and have a bass line that proceeds in the main in quavers. But 
the essential rhythmic and harmonic units of the two are different. 
The pulse of the Magnificat (Example 8-12) - the Zählzeit, according to Horntab - 
is the crotchet. The rate of change of harmony - and the speed at which the continuo player 
might play right-hand chords, what Horn terms the Akkordrhythmus - is also the 
crotchet. 247 To continue with Horn's terminology, since the Zählzeit is the same as the 
Akkordrhythmus, the movement is deemed to be einschichtig - "single layered". The 
Laudate Pueri (Example 8-13), on the other hand, has a Zählzeit of a crotchet, but an 
Accordrhythmus often at the level of the quaver. Hence, this movement is zweischichtig or 
"double layered". As this is vocal music, there is a further clue to the rhythmic status, in 
that the rhythmic unit matches the syllabic declamation of the text. What this means in 
practice is that although the two settings look as if they ought to be taken at roughly the 
same speed, the performing tempi are actually quite different. A satisfactory speed for the 
Magnificat is about . 120, whereas for the Laudate pueri it should probably be about . =92. 
246 Horn, `Notation', 4. 
247 Horn, `Notation', 4. 
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The Laudate pueri excerpt also serves as an example of many of Heinichen's 
rhythmic mannerisms. The most common rhythmic figurations are the dactyl, in the form 
..., and the walking bass quavers, in the form 
::. Heinichen is beginning to use the galant 
rhythmic idioms of his time, such as triplets interspersed with duplets, and syncopation. 
One idiom not present is the reverse dotting of the Lombard rhythm, other than in its 
slightly `watered down' version of. m, used as melodic decoration. 
The repeated semiquavers of the opening movement of the Magnificat above have 
already been noted. This has the effect of creating a busyness and tension, encouraging the 
string players in particular to play with a great deal of energy. Energetic surface rhythmic 
details are also used for representational effect, as in the 2"d movement of this Magnificat, 
`Deposuit potentes' (Example 8-14). These demi-semiquavers are not quite the smallest 
rhythmic unit used by Heinichen; in the 2nd movement of the Alma Redemploris mater in F 
there are occasional hemi-demi-semiquavers, but these are in the context of an adagio 
tempo. But in the `Deposuit potentes' movement, the basic operational unit is the minim 
and so the effect of the demi-semiquavers is all the more remarkable. 
Example 8-14 Afagnificat No. 2 in Bb, second movt., bars 1-5 
Strings 
Basso Continuo 
A final noteworthy detail of Heinichen's rhythmic style is the use of rhythmic 
`layers' (Example 8-15). Different instruments receive different versions of the prevailing 
rhythmic pattern. Sometimes this can simply be an acknowledgement of the different 
instrumental capabilities; that lower strings tend to be less agile than upper ones, for 
example. But as can be seen from the example, it can give rise to a complex and multi- 
dimensional layering of the sound. 
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8.2.4 Comparison with German church compositions 
In his study of Heinichen's German church compositions, Melvin Unger 
summarises Heinichen's musical language as found in these (presumed) early works. 
248 As 
the Vespers music comprises compositions from the end of Ileinichen's life, it would be of 
interest to compare Unger's findings with Heinichen's mature style. 
Unger describes Heinichen's melodic style as diatonic, and harmonically based. He 
identifies two distinct kinds of melody: the florid, operatic/virtuosic type, and the simpler 
ones of `post-Baroque clarity and symmetry'. 249 As shown above, a division along roughly 
these lines can still be observed in Heinichen's style, although the difference is more to do 
with the melody's place in the overall structure than with stylistic choices. By this I mean 
that the virtuosic style is generally used for the vocal solo spans in arias, and the simpler 
style is generally used for the statement of the ritornello material. But the division is not 
always so clear-cut; Unger notes the cantabile quality of even the more virtuosic type, a 
248 Unger, German Church Compositions, 217-29. The German (i. e. Lutheran) works are assumed to date 
from before Heinichen's trip to Italy in 1711. 
249 Unger, German Church Compositions, 219. 
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trait that is certainly still observable in Heinichen's later works. What is new in 
Heinichen's mature style is the introduction of greater harmonic variety within the melody 
than suggested by Unger; in particular the use of parallel minor tonality and the highly 
chromatic Misericordia style. We still have, as Unger notes, the fairly modest vocal ranges 
- except in the case of the writing for the bass voice, which can span two octaves on 
occasion. 
Unger's observations about Heinichen's rhythm generally hold true for Heinichcn's 
later music. The rhythms are usually simple, with great reliance on the dactyl, and 
melismas are often of equal semi-quavers. There is moderate use of triplets, particularly for 
decorative or illustrative effect. 
Perhaps the greatest change in Heinichen's style is in the matter of harmony, and in 
particular in his handling of modulation. Unger's observations are that modulation is 
mostly to the dominant, with occasional excursions to the relative major or minor. By the 
time this Vespers music was composed, this had clearly changed. As shown above, the 
move to the dominant was no longer the'obvious first tonal excursion, and Heinichen was 
quite ready to break his own rules of modulation around the circle of fifths, should the 
occasion demand it. A factor noted by Unger that remains the same is Heinichen's 
preference for major keys. 
Unger remarks on the presence of the `Corelli clash' (although his definition differs 
from that in New Grove, in that it requires the existence of a tonic/supertonic dissonance, 
as well as a tonic/leading note one). This is absent from Heinichen's later works. Partly, 
this is because there are few movements that use the trio sonata texture that such a feature 
requires. Also, many movements end with a unison arpeggiated flourish that preclude it. 
Even if the circumstances are right, Heinichen usually resolves the final cadence quite 
simply as in Example 8-16.250 
250 Although in performance, this would presumably be embellished. 
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To summarise, many qualities described by Unger remain present - the cantabile 
melodies, the qualities of agreeableness and naturalness, and - to be sure - an apparent 
element of superficiality. But Heinichen's style obviously developed considerably between 
the writing of the Lutheran compositions studied by Unger, and the Vespers music of his 
last decade. We see a far more adventurous use of harmony, more expressive melody and 
more coherent structure. Also, as discussed above in chapter 7, there is a more 
sophisticated approach to the setting of the text, and at times a far more subtle exploitation 
of the musical/text relationship. 
8.3 Heinichen's influence and reputation 
In his own day, Heinichen was held in high regard. As the incumbent of one of the 
most prestigious musical posts in Europe, he was obviously a person of great importance, 
and Mattheson's description of him as one of the 'three great li's' of German music (the 
other two being Hasse and Handel) is well known. 25 1 As one might expect, there is a 
growing body of biographical writing on Heinichen, ranging in scope from Seibel's 
complete life-and-works study, 252 through surveys of particular genres253 to brief entries in 
general encyclopaedias. 
251 Harriss, Maitheson's `Capellmeister', 136. 
252 Seibel, Das Leben. 
253 Schmitz, Die Messen, for example. 
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Many of the shorter biographical accounts share a strange characteristic. Writers 
dwell at some length on Heinichen's achievements as a composer of opera (despite fairly 
scanty information), and there is also an extensive description of his second treatise Der 
General-bass in der Composition in Walter's Lexicon, 254 but there is an almost complete 
lack of engagement with his work as a composer of church music, and even a lack of 
understanding of the nature of this repertoire. 
For example, Hiller, in his Lebensbeschreibungen (1784), damns him with feint 
praise, saying: "Heinichen's church music did not show the greatest fire; it was however 
also not dull. "255 He comments on the presence of fugues in any piece of particular length, 
and here he is a little more enthusiastic, saying they are a happy medium between being 
over- and underworked. Then, Hiller makes an interesting extrapolation. On the front page 
of the score of his first Mass, composed in 1721, it seems Heinichen noted down the 
favourable comments of other court employees (unfortunately, the writing is very hard to 
make out clearly). Heinichen's feelings must still have been fairly raw at this point, 
following the row with the castrati, and the dismissal of the opera company. Hiller, though, 
gives the impression that this notation on the score was a general practice of Heinichen's, 
present in most of his Masses and psalm settings (in fact, it is not). If we were being 
uncharitable, we might suggest that maybe Hiller looked no further than Heinichen's first 
Mass. 
The entry on Heinichen in the Allgemeine Encyclopädie der Wissenschaften und 
Künste (1828) states that after the row with the castrati, "Heinichen only composed church 
music, mostly masses", 256 and in his Biographie Universelle (1878), Fetis' only comment 
about the years after 1720 was that "Heinichen n'eut plus alors d'autre occupation que de 
diriger la chapelle catholique de la cour". 
257 His list of Heinichen's works, although fairly 
254 Johann Gottfried Walther, Musicalisches Lexicon oder Musicalische Bibliothec, 1732 (facs. repr. Kassel, 
1953), 306-7. 
255 Hiller, Lebensbeschreibungen, 139. 
256 Ersch, Gruber, Hassel, Hoffman, Allgemeine Enc3, klopädie der Wissenschaften und Künste vol. 2 
(Leipzig, 1828), 195. 
257 F. J. Fetis, Biographie Universelle des Musiciens et Biblographie Generale de la Musigue (Paris, 
1878), vol. 4,280. 
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detailed about operatic compositions, is extremely scanty in its description of church 
music, referring to the Dresden manuscripts as "several masses". 258 
Even the New Grove entry is disappointing in its tally of Ileinichen's church music, 
referring inaccurately to the Vespers compositions as "35 Latin hymns and motets". 259 
Finally, there is an extremely telling comment, made in passing by Buelow in his book 
Thorough-Bass Accompaniment according to Johann David Heinichen. In his discussion 
of Heinichen's attitude towards counterpoint, Buelow writes: "One might think it strange, 
that Heinichen should bristle with such contempt for contrapuntists, when one sees the 
large number of church compositions in his catalogue of music. "260 
The assumptions, explicitly or implicitly running through all of this, are that if the 
object under discussion is church music, then we must for the most part be considering 
Masses, and that the overriding compositional style - and certainly the only one worthy of 
any critical engagement - is counterpoint. But as this thesis shows, the reality of 
Heinichen's church compositions and in particular his music for Vespers is actually quite 
different. 
On the basis of the biographical writing summarised above, it might be tempting to 
assume that Heinichen's church music held no significance as the eighteenth century 
progressed into the nineteenth. The received musicological view is that canon formation 
was a product of the 19`h century; before that, works - if indeed pieces of music were 
thought of in terms of being `works' - were largely ephemeral, written for the moment, 
and then forgotten. 
But the evidence shows that despite this view, before the emergence of ideas of 
canon, and a repeatable body of `classics' as became required by later concert life, sacred 
25$ Fetis, Biographie Universelle, vol. 4,280.. 
259 I am grateful for the observation made by Graydon Beeks, that the editorial policy of the 2001 edition of 
the New Grove generally favoured opera, and so the accurate listing of I leinichen's church music may well 
have been compromised for this reason (pers. comm. ). 
260 Buelow, Thorough-Bass, 280. 
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music did in fact form a canon, albeit a relatively localised one, but one that was copied, 
valued and repeated. The manuscript sources of Heinichen's music (and indeed, those of 
Zelenka, and of many other composers in the Dresden collection), and also the Calalogo of 
1765 and the incomplete Catalogo of c. 1785 show that pieces were in constant use over a 
period of several decades, and that they underwent a continual process of adaptation in 
order to be suitable for the changing circumstances of performance at court. This situation 
was not limited to Dresden; a further example is found in the repeat performance statistics 
of the Viennese Hofkapelle as detailed by Riedel. 261 
Another piece of evidence of a work's `staying power' is its geographical 
migration. Certain works seem to have been circulated widely, indicating a high level of 
popularity, an excellent example being Vivaldi's Magnificat RV 610/611. In various 
versions it travelled to Dresden, Prague, Osek and Turin. Heinichen's music too seems to 
have travelled, certainly as far as Prague and Osek, 262 and evidence may yet emerge of 
further migration. Some hint of the scale of this dissemination can be gained from 
publishers' catalogues, such as those of Breitkopf. But there must also have been a 
significant system of personal exchange of music between Kapellmeisters and other 
musicians. Therefore, for at least fifty years Heinichen's music formed part of the regular 
currency of musical life, not only in Dresden, but also in other important centres such as 
Prague. 
Although his music remained in the public ear for a considerable time after his 
death, at first sight Heinichen does not seem to have had any great influence as a musical 
innovator. He is not credited with the establishment of any new form or genre, and none of 
his works have achieved popular or iconic status. However, in a climate where musicology 
is increasingly rejecting the `great composer/great works' model, and turning more towards 
a constructionist view of music history, I would argue the case for Ileinichen's significance 
for the following three reasons: 
261 Friedrich W. Riedel: Kirchenmusik am Hofe Karls VI (1711-1740) (M(Inchen and Salzburg, 1977). 
262 Renton, `The Musical Culture of Eighteenth-Century Bohemia', 507-8. 
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1. Form 
Although Heinichen cannot be credited with the invention of ritornello form, he 
learned its possibilities thoroughly during his time in Italy. And, as shown above in chapter 
3, there are signs in his music of the establishment of Koch's model of concerto form. A 
possibility here is that this particular use of the form is encouraged by the structure of the 
psalm texts. The challenge, when the entire psalm is set as a single movement, is to unify a 
sequence of verses with (usually) markedly different affect, and also to bring about a 
recapitulation in response to the text of the doxology. Mature ritornello form achieves both 
of these things. The solo spans in different key areas can explore different affective regions 
whilst still being unified by the surrounding ritornello material, and the ritornello idea 
itself, particularly if the penultimate statement is in the tonic, creates an in-built 
recapitulation "as it was in the beginning". This is not to suggest that later concertos 
constructed as per Koch's model consciously took such psalm settings as models, but 
rather that the aesthetic that the psalm settings represent became embedded in musical 
thought. 
2. Orchestration 
The production of sacred vocal music, I would argue, acted as a kind of `workshop' 
for the development of orchestration techniques. Obviously, it was not the only arena in 
which this kind of development was taking place; the multi-instrument concerto (such as 
those per molti strumenti written by Vivaldi for the Dresden musicians) was clearly also 
significant here. But the techniques that were being evolved to handle the vocal chorus 
were also those that were beginning to be applied to the newly emergent orchestra, and in 
particular to the handling of the woodwind choir. 263 
Two woodwind effects of classical and pre-classical orchestration defined in 
Spitzer and Zaslaw's sudy The Birth of the Orchestra, the `wind organ' and the `wind 
choir'264 are particularly significant here. The wind organ, usually comprising oboes and 
26 ' For the purposes of this discussion, the term `woodwind choir' should be taken to include horns. 
264 As described in Zaslaw and Spitzer, Orchestra, 464 and 472 respectively. 
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horns, was used to outline the harmony against more rapidly moving string figuration. In 
Heinichen's Vespers music this is exactly the role often played by the vocal choir, as they 
declaim sections of text relatively slowly, against faster moving string figuration (Example 
8-17). The oboes, meanwhile, are usually busy doubling the violin parts. 
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Allegro 
This situation has been described as comprising `foreground' and `background' 
music. 265 An interesting by-product of this use of the vocal chorus is that the distinction 
between foreground and background can become blurred. In the purely orchestral case, it is 
obvious that the strings are the more interesting foreground, whilst the wind group is just 
`filling in' as background. But when a vocal choir is involved, they arc also singing words. 
This gives their contribution to the overall picture a claim to be the `foreground', despite 
its lesser melodic interest. 
The second wind effect noted by Spitzer and Zaslaw is that of the wind choir. This 
is when sections for winds alone (a typical grouping being two oboes and bassoon) are 
interspersed with sections for strings alone. The strings are perceived as the `neutral' 
texture, whereas the winds are the special effect. This orchestration technique is used by 
Heinichen both as described (for example, in the second movement of the A1agm! Tca: No. 8 
in Bb, `Quia respexit', where pairs of flutes and oboes alternate with the full string texture), 
265 See also Stockigt, Zelenka, 177. 
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and also when voices are used alone, or with minimal accompaniment as a special effect, 
in contrast to the neutral string texture. An example of this is the brief second movement 
`Non nobis Domine' from the % major setting of the psalm In exile Israel, reminiscent of 
a trio of two oboes and bassoon. 
Since many of the restrictions that apply to wind instruments - the impossibility of 
large leaps, for example, or the requirement to breathe - also apply to voices, it seems 
logical that the styles of writing for the two groups should coincide. 
3. Galant Style 
Heinichen was one of the first composers to propose a rejection of over-complex 
counterpoint, music for the eye, and to strive instead for naturalness, simplicity, and what 
he called Goüt or good taste. His insistence that understanding the principles of Basso 
Continuo was fundamental to the art of composition266 was symptomatic of this view, in 
that the rules he attempted to establish favour composition with a strong treble-bass 
polarity rather than a contrapuntal bias. 
As one of the first to attempt this, I leinichen sometimes only seemed to achieve 
part of his aim. He certainly stripped away dense contrapuntal textures and complex 
harmonies, but he did not always find a sufficiently interesting way of replacing them. 
Composers of a later generation - most notably in the context of the Dresden court, J. A. 
Hasse - learnt to add telling details of melodic and harmonic richness that prevented their 
music from becoming bland and featureless. Ileinichen was beginning to find ways of 
achieving this with, for example, his habit of briefly colouring a melody with parallel 
minor tonality. But the process was not yet complete, as the tendency to rely overmuch on 
basic tonic-dominant alternation shows. 
Daniel Heartz identifies certain characteristics of the galant style, which include 
simpler textures, short melodic phrases and rhythmic variety. 267 These features can all be 
266 Buelow, Thorough-Bass, 309. 
267 Daniel Heartz, Music in European Capitals: The Galant Style 1720-1780 (New York, 2003), 19. 
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understood as being the antithesis of the learned, contrapuntal style, and are demonstrated 
abundantly in Heinichen's Vespers music. 268 Heartz also identifies another feature, 
particularly relevant to Heinichen's music: the irregular resolution of dissonanccs. 269 This 
is an issue discussed with particular thoroughness by Heinichen in the first chapter of the 
second part of his treatise Der General-bass in der Composilion. 270 Therefore, Ileinichen 
can be securely located as a pioneer of the new style. 7' 
8.4 Aesthetic views 
One final issue that needs to be addressed is that of the quality of the music. 
Heinichen's output has been subject of a fair amount of criticism; some of it wrong, sonic 
informed by ideas that have become outmoded, and some of it maybe justified. Some 
writers, such as Mattheson, are warm in their praise; 272 others are more reserved. 273 In his 
account of Heinichen as a dramatic composer, Tanner's opinion is of particular interest, 
because he is of the view that Heinichen often missed the dramatic point; a view not borne 
out by these Vespers settings. 274 This section will attempt to unravel these issues, and 
arrive at some kind of judgement of Heinichen's work. 
There is an additional issue here, in that church music can occupy an awkward 
place in aesthetic judgement. It falls into the category of Gebrauchsmusik and so has not 
necessarily been subjected to the same degree of critical enquiry as the presumed opposing 
category of absolute music. Furthermore, its liturgical or para-liturgical function means 
268 For example, see above, Example 8-7. 
269 Heartz, European Capitals, 20. 
270 Heinichen, Der General-bass, 586-724. 
271 A surprising detail is the fact that Ileinichen's name is missing from Mattheson's list of the "most galant 
composers in Europe" (from Das forschende Orchesire of 1721, as quoted in I leartz, European Capitals. 18). 
The list includes G. Bononcini, Keiser, Lotti and Vivaldi. 
272 Harriss, Mattheson's 'Capellmeister, 136. 
273 For example, the comments made by Hiller in his Lebensbeschreibungen, 128-46. 
274 Tanner, Heinichen als Drammatischer Komponist, 80. 
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that it can occupy a kind of protected space, that cannot be subject to quite the same 
criticism as for example can be applied to `bad opera'. This picture is further complicated 
by the fact that a few works, most significantly here perhaps J. S. Bach's Mass in B Minor, 
have acquired an iconic status against which all else is judged and - almost inevitably - 
found wanting. 
In order to make an aesthetic judgement, there are a number of criteria we might 
usefully apply. The first of these is the relatively straightforward one of technical 
competence. Is the music `well formed'? Do the harmonic processes follow the established 
rules, and are the capabilities and ranges of the instruments correctly catered for? In this, 
Heinichen is usually perfectly correct. A feature of his autograph scores is their high 
degree of accuracy, and in his time he was highly regarded as a technical authority. 
However there are occasional slight infelicities. One example is a moment in the second 
movement of the 6`h Magnificat in G major (Example 8-18). At bars 8-9, the ear is not 
comfortable with the fast rate of harmonic change (from a 6/4 to a 5/3 chord on weak beats 
of the bar) as implied by the oboes. Every note can be accounted for perfectly correctly, yet 
the result is somehow uneasy. 






Heinichen himself makes some telling comments about the matter of 'well- 
formedness'. He notes that mistakes can creep in through error, ignorance or reason. 
275 The 




first is forgivable (as he says, it would be a rare composer who never made any mistakes), 
whereas the second is not. But the important point that he makes is that one should not 
become too obsessed with the `rules', and that it is perfectly permissible to indulge in what 
he describes as "irregular progressions" should the situation demand it. 
A further criterion we might apply is to ask whether the music is fit for purpose. 
Heinichen's erstwhile colleague Quantz had a fair amount to say about this, devoting a 
lengthy final chapter of his treatise to the matter. 276 After some very perceptive opening 
remarks about the difficulties of making a correct judgement, he outlines criteria for 
compositional success. In the main these are concerned with the necessity of being 
idiomatically correct, and of being in the correct style. As with most eighteenth-century 
theorists, he makes a distinction between the style of music suitable for church and that 
suitable for use in the theatre. However, as shown above (see chapter 7) the reality was that 
there was often little difference between these two genres. Quantz goes on to qualify his 
distinction between church and theatre music as follows: 
You should not believe that church music must consist exclusively of pedantries. Although the 
object of the passions is different, they must be excited here with as much or even more care 
than in the theatre. 277 
Heinichen would certainly have agreed with these statements. lie too wrote scathingly of 
pedantry in music, and his Vespers music certainly takes care to excite the passions as 
much as might be the case in theatrical music. 
There are clues about how well Heinichen's music satisfied this `fit for purpose' 
criterion scattered amongst the entries of the diaries kept by the Jesuit Fathers who ran the 
court church. 278 The diaries often refer to `new and elegant' music composed by `Dominus 
Heiningen', suggesting that he more than adequately fulfilled his brief of supplying the 
court with suitable church music. 
276 Quantz, Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte traversiere zu spielen (Berlin, 1752), ed. & trans. Edward 
Reilly as On Playing the Flute (London, 1976) 295-342. 
277 Quantz, Flute, 306. 
278 Diarium, 315-75. 
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This leaves us with the question of worth, depth, originality. Here, it must be 
acknowledged that although this matter obviously concerned I leinichen and his 
contemporaries - Heinichen's own writing, after all, is full of references to gout, or `good 
taste' in music - it is inevitable that we will assess this from our own 21`-century 
perspective as much as from an 18`h-century one. 
We undoubtedly value music rich in invention and originality. But Heinichen's 
music (like Vivaldi's) is often made up of the simplest of elements. At what point do these 
become banal? Do we assume that because he often wrote very simply, that he was not 
capable of more complex invention, or is it merely that he rejected that particular style? 
His theoretical writings seem to suggest the latter. lie often criticises pedantic, complex 
music - music for the eye, rather than for the ear. His stated intention was to compose 
music that was pleasing, that showed `good taste'. In this he had partial success. 
To illustrate this point, a comparison between two settings of the same psalm will 
be helpful. A setting that shows Heinichen at his least successful is the Lauda Jerusalem in 
C. It is for SATB chorus, with no solos, and a standard orchestra of strings, oboes and 
continuo. Although there are suggestions of ritornello structure, for example in the 
repetition of the quaver figure that first appears at bars 5-6, the movement is essentially 
through composed. Tonally, there is a fair amount of variety, but the modulations tend to 
be rather fleeting and directionless. The most memorable moment is the sudden shift to the 
parallel minor at bar 39. Melodically, there is nothing of particular interest in this setting, 
nor is there much variety in texture. Although perfectly correct technically, the psalm is 
simply rather dull. Other than the aforementioned modulation to the parallel minor, there 
are no particularly memorable moments, nor any particularly original ideas. 
The dullness of this setting is really emphasised when it is compared with the in D 
major version of the same psalm. This exuberant setting is bursting with vitality and 
originality (Example 8-19). The orchestra includes two horns, which are used to great 
effect, and there are some highly memorable moments for the vocal soloists, including a 
beautiful soprano solo with a bassetto violin accompaniment (Example 8-20). 
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Example 8-19 Lauda Jerusalem in D, bars 1-5 
Allegro 
Horn in D 











Example 8-20 Lauda Jerusalem in D, bars 60-6 
60 





V In. 2 
S. 
The inevitable conclusion to be reached here is that Heinichen was certainly 
capable of composing music that rates highly on all counts of technical competence, 
suitability and intrinsic artistic merit. But his output is variable in quality; whilst his 
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8.5 Conclusion 
In summarising the qualities of Ileinichen's musical style, and in particular when 
considering his use of harmony, there is one comparison that cannot fail to be made. 
Almost every point made about Heinichen could also be made of Vivaldi. 279 Although 
there is no specific evidence that the two ever met, it seems highly likely that they must 
have known each other during Heinichen's time in Venice. Bella Brover-Lubovsky has 
attempted to show that Heinichen's theoretical writing was influenced by Vivaldi's 
compositional style; 280 such influence is undeniable, but the two composers seem so close 
in musical aesthetic that it would seem to be an almost impossible task to unravel the 
tangle of mutual influence that undoubtedly took place. Another stylistic comparison that 
could usefully be made is with the music of Handel . 
281 A particular point of similarity is in 
the use of the `sarabande' style, as decribed above in section 6.5. Both composers could 
write with a certain sparse elegance; the art of extreme simplicity that conceals the art. 
Heinichen was not especially notable as a great innovator. But he did achieve a 
sense of form and proportion in his Vespers settings that tend towards the Classical style 
(in particular, the pre-empting of Koch's model). He was also in the vanguard of those who 
were attempting to strip away the complexities of the old Baroque style, and replace it with 
a new galant simplicity. In this he was not as successful as those of a generation later, such 
as Hasse; a certain learning curve probably had to take place, and it was Ileinichen's 
misfortune (as well as his fortune) to be one of the first to attempt this. By Hasse's 
generation, a certain suavity of detail had been learned, that replaced earlier harmonic 
complexity; Heinichen had yet to reach this stage. 
Where Heinichen seems to have been particularly skilled is in judging his audience. 
He knew exactly how to write music that would please his Royal and Electoral employers, 
279 See in particular the summary of Vivaldi's style in Talbot, 1979, Vivaldi, 98-107. It must however be 
noted that Vivaldi's highly original practice of "contaminating" a chord with non-harmony notes, as 
described in this summary, does not form part of Heinichen's harmonic vocabulary. 
280 Brover-Lubovsy, `Vivaldi and Contemporary German Music Theory', 59-60. 
28 1A point also made by Tanner, Heinichen als Drammatischer Komponist, 102-3. 
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and how to satisfy his Jesuit colleagues in the court church. Unlike Zelenka, whose intense 
compositional style was not always to the court's liking, 282 Heinichen's music was 
generally agreeable and approachable, delivering its message with charm and directness. 
Finally, this repertoire (and indeed, the entire treasury of music emanating from the 
Dresden court church - not to mention countless other ecclesiastical institutions of the 
time) shows it is maybe time for a reassessment of the position of church music within the 
musicological and historical framework. Often relegated to a postscript or final chapter, it 
is not often considered as important or as significant as `absolute' music, and nor does it 
receive the attention that revised musicological thinking is currently granting to Baroque 
opera. But it seems that many of the traits of church music in fact function as aesthetic 
models for later development; classical forms, orchestration, movement styles and so on. 283 
This music was the day-to-day currency of most musicians' lives and, as such, its 
importance cannot be over-estimated. 
282 See Stockigt, Zelenka, 205. 
283 See, for example, Talbot Finale, 44. 
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betr. ao. 1721-1733. 
D-Dla 10026 Geheimes Kabinett loc. 907/2 Die Italienischen Komödianten betreffend 
1715-1756. 
Music Manuscripts: Sächsische Landesbibliothek - Staats- und 
Universitätabibliothek Dresden 
Caldara, Antonio: 
D-Dlb Mus. 2170-D-2,2 Salve Regina. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2170-D-2,3 Magnificat. 
Hasse, Johann Adolph: 
D-Dlb Mus. 2477-D-30 Miserere in D minor. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2477-E-20 Motetto Tolle plausus. 
Heinichen, Johann David: 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-5a Mass in D (Missa Primitiva). 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-11 Mass in D. 
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D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-13 Mass in F. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-21 Magnificat. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-22 Magnificat. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-22a Magnificat. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-23 Magnificat. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-24 Magnificat. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-25 Magnificat. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-26 Magnificat. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-27,1 Magnificat. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-27,2 Iste confessor. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-33,1 Laudate pueri. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-33,2 Laetatus sum. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-33,3 Nisi Dominus. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-33,4 Lauda Jerusalem. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-34 Dixit Dominus. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-35 Dixit Dominus. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-36 Dixit Dominus. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-37 Dixit Dominus. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-38 Dixit Dominus. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-39 Confitebor. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-40 Confitebor. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-41 Confitebor. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-42 Beatus vir. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-42a Beatus vir. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-43 Beatus vir. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-44 Beatus vir. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-45 Laudate pueri. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-46 Laudate pueri. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-47 In exitu Israel. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-48 In exitu Israel. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-49 Credidi. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-50 Laudate Dominum. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-51 Laetatus sum. 
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D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-52 In convertendo. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-53 Nisi Dominus. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-54 Beati omnes. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-55 De profundis. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-56 Memento Domine David. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-57 Domine probasti me. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-58 Lauda Jerusalem. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-59 Lauda Jerusalem. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-D-61 Cantata al Sepolcro di Nostro Signore. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-E-1 Alma Redeptoris Mater. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-E-2 Alma Redemptoris Mater. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-E-3 Regina caeli. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-E-4 Regina caeli. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-E-5 Haec dies. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-E-6 Ave Regina. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-E-7 Jesu Redemptor omnium. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-E-8 Ave maris stella. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-E-9 Decora lux. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-E-10 Crudelis Herodes. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-E-11 Veni Creator spiritus. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-E-12 Te Joseph celebrent. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-E-14 Pange lingua. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-E-504 Gelobet sei der Herr, der Gott Israel (parts). 
D-Dlb mus. 2398-E-510 Magnificat (parts). 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-I-1 Secular Canatas (vol. 1). 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-1-2 Secular Canatas (vol. 2). 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-L-7 Cantata A2 Voci. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-0-6 Concerto in F. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2398-0-10 Concerto in F. 
Schürer, Johann Georg: 
D-Dlb Mus. 3096-D-10 Litaniae Xaverianae. 
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Zelenka, Jan Dismas: 
D-Dlb Mus. 2358-D-61,14 De profundis. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2358-D-61,15 De profundis. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2358-D-61,16 Confitebor. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2358-D-61,17 In exitu Israel. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2358-D-61,18 In convertendo. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2358-D-61,19 Laudate Dominum. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2358-D-61,20 Beati omnes. 
D-Dlb Mus. 2358-D-61,21 Confitebor angelorum. 
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1. Table of psalms 
Title Date Auto- Movements Key Time Scoring 
and graph Tempo 
Shelfmark 
Beatiomnes May 1723 Y G 4 fI 1,2 or ob 1,2, ST soli, 
D-54 minor Un poco org, vc, db 
Andante 
Beatus vir (March Y E6 4 ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
D-43 1722) major Allegro SATB soli, SATB, org, 
vc, ti, db, bn 
Beatus vir May 1724 Y D c fl 1,2 or ob 1,2, AT soli, 
D-44 minor org, vc, ti, db, bn 
Beatus vir April Y F c fl 1,2, ob 1,2, vn 1,2, 
D-42 1726 major Andante 2T soli, org, vc, ti, db 
Beatus vir - N F c fl 1,2, ob 1,2, vn 1,2, 
D-42a major Andante via 1,2,2T soli, org, vc, ti, db, bn 
Confitebor May 1724 Y G c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
D-39 major Un poco SATB soli, SATB, org, 
Andante vc, ti, db, bn 
Confitebor (April N G ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
D-41 1726) minor Andante SATB, org, vc, ti, db, bn 
Confitebor May 1727 Y A ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
D-40 minor SATB, org, vc, ti, db, bn 
Credidi May 1723 Y F c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
D49 major 
SATB, org, vc, db, bn 
De profundis (Dec N C 2 vn 1,2, via, B solo, org, 
D-55 1724) minor vn, ti, db, bn 
Dixit June Y Dixit Dominus F c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, B 
Dominus No. 1721 major Andante solo, SATB, org, vc, ti, 
1 db, bn 
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Title Date Auto- Movements Key Time Scoring 
and graph Tempo 
Shelfmark 
D-34 Tecum D 2 ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, T 
principium minor Andante solo, org, vc, ti, db, bn 
Juravit G 4 vn 1,2, via, A solo, org, 
Dominus minor vc, ti, db, bn 
Dominus a Bb c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
dextris tuis major SATB, org, vc, ti, db, 
bn 
De torrente F c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, B 
major Moderato solo, org, vc, ti, db, bn 
e puntato 
Gloria F c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
major Adagio- SATB, org, vc, ti, db, 
Un poco bn 
andante 
Dixit May 1723 Y D 7 ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
Dominus No. minor Vivace SATB soli, SATB, org, 2 vc, ti, db, bn 
D-38 
Dixit May 1724 Y Dixit Dominus Bb ä ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, ATB 
Dominus No. major Vivace soli, SATB, org, vc, ti, 
3 db, bn 
D-36 Gloria G c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
minor- Adagio- SATB, org, vc, ti, db, % Vivace bn 
major 
Dixit April Y Eb c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
Dominus No. 1726 major Vivace SATB soli, SATB, org, 
4 vc, ti, db, bn 
D-37 
Dixit May 1727 Y F c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
Dominus No. major Largo-Un SATB soli, SATB, org, 
5 vc, ti, db, bn poco 
D-35 Allegro 
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Domine June Y Domine E c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
probasti me 1726 probasti me minor Andante SATB soli, SATB, org, 
D-57 vc, ti, db, bn 
Mihi autem G 4 ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, SAT 
major Larghetto soli, org, vc, ti 
Gloria E c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
minor Adagio- SATB soli, SATB, org, 
Allegro vc, ti, db, bn 
In June Y C 4 ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, SA 
convertendo 1726 major soli, SATB, org, vc, ti, 
D-52 db, bn 
In exitu (March Y In exitu Israel 136 c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
Israel 1722) major Allegro SATB, org, vc, ti, db, 
D-47 assai bn 
Non nobis G 4 SAT soli, org, vc, ti 
Domine minor Moderato 
Simulacra Bb c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
gentium major Andante SATB soli, SATE, org, 
vc, ti, db, bn 
Domus Israel Eb 4 ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, STB 
major Allegro soli, org, vc, ti, db, bn 
Gloria 136 c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, SAT 
major Allegro soli, SATB, org, vc, ti, 
db, bn 
In exitu May 1726 Y A ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
Israel minor presto SATB soli, SATB, org, 
D-48 Moderato vc, ti, db, bn 
Laetatus Nov Y C c vn 1,2, ATB soli, org, 
sum 1723 major vc, ti, db 
D-51 
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Laetatus Dec 1726 Y D 8 hn 1,2, ob 1,2, vn 1,2, 
sum major Vivace via, AT soli, org, vc, ti, 
D-33,2 db, bn 
Lauda (May N F c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
Jerusalem 1723) major Moderato SATB, org, vc, ti, db, 
D-59 bn 
Lauda (May/Jun N C c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
Jerusalem 1726) major Allegro SATB, org, vc, ti, db, 
D-58 bn 
Lauda Dec 1726 Y D c hn 1,2, ob 1,2, vn 1,2, 
Jerusalem major Allegro via, SA soli, SATB, org, 
D-33,4 vc, ti, db, bn 
Laudate (May N F CO ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
Dominum 1724) major Moderato SATB soli, SATB, org, 
D-50 vc, ti, db, bn 
Laudate (March Y Laudate pueri F c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, SAT 
pueri 1722) major Vivace soll, SATB, org, vc, ti, 
D-46 db, bn 
Suscitans C 6 vn, via, B solo, org, vc, 
major ti, db, bn 
Gloria F 2-e ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
major Andante SATB, org, vc, ti, db, bn 
Laudate May 1724 Y C g ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
pueri major Allegro SATB soli, SATB, org, 
D-45 vc, ti, db, bn 
Laudate Dec 1726 Y G c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
pueri major Allegro SATB soli, SATB, org, 
D-33,1 vc, ti, db, bn 
Memento Dec 1724 Y Memento G c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
Domine Domine minor Andante SATB soli, SATB, org, David David vc, ti, db, bn 
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D-56 Gloria C 4 ob 1,2, vn 1,2, vla, 
minor- Andante SATB, org, vc, ti, db, 
minor 
Nisi Nov 1723 Y C c ob, S solo, org, vc, ti, 
Dominus minor Cantabile db, bn 
D-53 ma 
andante 
Nisi Dec 1726 Y G c ob, vn 1,2, vla, ST soli, 
Dominus minor Un poco org, vc, ti 
D-33,3 Andante 
2. Table of Magnificats 
Title Date Auto- Movements Key Time Scoring 
and graph Tempo 
Shelfmark 
Magnifcat June Y Magnificat F 4 ob 1,2, vn 1,2, vla, 
NO in F 1721 major Vivace SATB, org, vc, ti, db, 
D-22 
bn 
Quia respexit D 2 ob 1,2, vn 1,2, vla, A 
minor solo, org, vc, ti, db, bn 
Quia fecit G c vn, vla, S solo, org, vc, 
minor Andante ti, db, bn 
Et C 4 ob, vn, T solo. org, vc, 
misericordia minor ti, db, bn 
Fecit Bb c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, vla, TB 
potentiam major Vivace soli, SATB, org, vc, ti, 
db, bn 
Deposuit G vn, vla, B solo, org, vc, 
potentes minor Allegro ti, db, bn 
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Esurientes D c ob, vn 1,2, via, SATB, 
minor Allabreve org, vc, ti, db, bn 
Suscepit F c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, AT 
Israel major Andante soli, org, vc, ti, db, bn 
Gloria F i- ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
major c Allegro 
SATB, org, vc, ti, db, 
bn 
Magnificat (Between Y Magnificat F 4 ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
No. 1a in F ov 1723 major Vivace SATB, org, vc, ti, db, 
D-22a and 
Easter 
1724) Quia respexit D 2 ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, A 
minor Affetuoso solo, org, vc, ti, db, bn 
Quia fecit G ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, AT 
minor Largo SOH, SATB, org, vc, ti, 
db, bn 
Fecit F CO ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, AT 
potentiam major Moderato soli, SATB, org, vc, ti, 
db, bn 
Suscepit F c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, ST 
Israel major Andante soli, org, vc, ti, db, bn 
Gloria F 2- ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
major ý- -Allegro 
SATB, org, vc, ti, db, 
bn 




Deposuit G 2 vn, via, B solo, org, vc, 
potentes minor Sostenuto ti, db, bn 
Suscepit Eb 4 ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, T Israel Major Cantabile solo, org, vc, ti, db, bn 
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Gloria B6 c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
major Larghetto SATB, org, vc, ti, db, 
-Vivace 
bn 
Magnificat May Y Magnificat E6 c fI, ob, vn, via, S solo, 
No. 3 in Eb 1724 Major org, vc, ti 
D-27,1 Et C 4, ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
misericordia minor SATE, org, vc, ti, db, 
bn 
Fecit Eb c fl, ob, vn, via, S solo, 
potentiam Major org, vc, ti 
Suscepit C 4, ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
Israel minor SATB, org, vc, ti, db, 
bn 
Gloria Eb 2-c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, S 
Major 
-Vivace/ 
solo, SATB, org, vc, ti, 
db, bn 
Andante 
Magnificat (April N B6 c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
No. 4 in Bb 1726) major Moderato SATB soli, SATB, org, 
D-26 vc, ti, db, bn 
Magnificat May Y Magnificat F c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, S 
No. 5 in F 1726 major Vivace- solo, SATB, org, vc, ti, 
D-23 Adagio db, bn 
Et C 4' ob, vn, T solo, org, vc, 
misericordia minor Andante ti, db, bn 
Fecit F 4 ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
potentiam major 
- Adagio 
SATB, org, vc, ti, db, 
bn 
Suscepit F c ob 1,2,3, vn 1,2, via, A 
Israel major Un poco solo, org, vc, ti 
Allegro 
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Gloria F Z- ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
major Adagio- SATB, org, vc, ti, db, 
Moderato bn 
Magnificat March Y Magnificat G c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
No. 6 in G 1727 major Vivace- SATB, org, vc, ti, db, 
D-20 Adagio- bn 
[Vivace] 
Quia respexit G c ob 1,2, S solo, vn, via 




Fecit C q-C-n-e ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 




Suscepit C 2 fl 1,2, ob 1,2, vn 1,2, 
Israel minor Amabile via, A solo, org, vc, ti 
, db, bn 
Gloria G c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
major Largo SATB, org, vc, ti, db, 
bn 
Sicut erat in G CO ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
principio major Allegro SATB, org, vc, ti, db, 
bn 
Magnificat May Y Magnificat B6 c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, S 
No. 8 in B,, 1728 major Allegro solo, SATB, org, vc, ti, 
D-25 db, bn 
Quia respexit Eb fl 1,2, ob 1,2, vn 1,2, 
major via, A solo, org, vc, ti 
Fecit Bb c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 2B 
potentiam major Andante soli, SATB, bn 1,2, org, 







Movements Key Time 
Tempo 
Scoring 
Suscepit Eb 8 fl 1,2, ob 1,2, vn 1,2, 




Gloria Bb c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
major Adagio- SATB, org, vc, ti, db, 
Allegro bn 
3. Table of hymns 
Title and Date Auto- Movements Key Time Scoring 
Shelfmark graph Tempo 
Ave marls Nov 1723 Y F vn 1,2, via, SATE, org, 
stella major vc, ti, db, bn 
E-8 
Crudelis (Easter Y G c vn 1,2, via, SATB, org, 
Herodes 1724 or minor vc, ti, db, bn 
E-10 later) 
Decora lux (Easter Y C c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
E-9 1724 or major SATB, org, vc, ti, db, later) bn 
Iste Nov 1724 Y G c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
Confessor minor SATB, org, vc, ti, db, 
D-27,2 bn 
Jesu Dec 1724 Y F c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 




Title and Date Auto- Movements Key Time Scoring 
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Pange lingua June Y D c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
E-14,1 1724 minor SATB, org, vc, ti, db, bn 
Te Joseph (Easter Y A c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
celebrent 1724 or minor SATB, org, vc, ti, db, 
E-12 later) bn 
Veni Creator May 1724 Y G c vn 1,2, via, SATB, org, 
Spiritus minor vc, ti, db, bn 
E-1 1 
Haec dies (Easter Y G c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, SAT 
E-5 1722) major Allegro soli, SATB, org, vc, ti, 
db, bn 
4. Table of Marian antiphons 
Title and Date Auto- Movements Key Time Scoring 
Shelfmark graph Tempo 
Alma (Nov N E6 c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
Redemptoris 1723) major Larghetto SATB soli, SATB, org, 
Mater vc, ti, bn, db 
E-1 
Alma Dec Y Alma F c fl 1,2, rec 1,2, vn 1,2, 
Redemptoris 1726 Redemptoris major Larghetto via, A solo, org, vc, ti 
Mater 
E-2 Tu quae D c vn 1,2, via, A solo, org, 
genuisti minor Adagio vc, ti, db, bn 
Gabrielis ab F fl 1,2, rec 1,2, vn 1,2, 
ore major Larghetto via, A solo, org, vc, ti, 
db, bn 
Ave Regina March Y Ave Regina Eb c fl 1,2, ob 1,2, vn 1,2, 
E-6 1727 major via, A solo, org, vc, ti, db, bn 
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Gaude Virgo B6 c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, S 
major Allegro solo, org, vc, ti db, bn 
Vale E6 z fl 1,2, ob 1,2, vn 1,2, 
major Adagio via, SA soli, org, vc, ti, 
db, bn 
Regina caeli (March Y Regina caeli D c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, A 
E-4 1722) major solo, SATB, org, vc, ti, 
db, bn 
Quia quem B ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
meruisti minor SATB, org, vc, ti, db, 
bn 
Resurrexit G 4 ob, vn, via, T solo, org, 
sicut dixit major Vivace vc, ti, db, bn 
Ora pro nobis B c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
minor Adagio SATB, org, vc, ti, db, 
bn 
Alleluia D 4 ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, A 
major Allegro solo, SATB, org, vc, ti, 
db, bn 
Regina caeli March Y Regina caeli G c fl 1,2, ob 1,2, vn 1,2, 
E-3 1727 major Allegro via, A solo, SATB, org, 
vc, ti, db, bn 
Quia quem C c ob 1,2,3, bn, vn, T 
meruisti major Andante solo, org, vc, ti 
Ora pro nobis E 2 fl 1,2, vn, via, SA soli, 
minor Andante org, vc, ti 
Alleluia G c ob 1,2, vn 1,2, via, 
major Allegro SATB, org, vc, ti, bn, 
db 
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